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ABSTRACT 
 
DIETER WEBER: Investigation of Gold-Vinyl Intermediates Opens New Avenues in Gold 
Catalysis 
(Under the direction of Professor Michel R. Gagné) 
 
The mechanism of gold(I)-catalyzed intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes was studied 
in detail. While monitoring the reaction by NMR, an unexpected dinuclear gold-vinyl 
intermediate was observed, that was proposed to contain a geminally diaurated carbon center 
stabilized by an aurophilic interaction. Isolation of this intermediate was achieved by 
inhibiting catalytic turnover with a base. Addition of suitable ligands abstracted one gold unit 
and yielded a monogold-vinyl complex, which was structurally confirmed by X-ray 
diffraction analysis. The reactivity of both intermediates was studied.  
To better understand the formation of digold-vinyl intermediates, a variety of arylgold(I) 
model complexes were synthesized. A mixture of mono- and digold-aryl complexes revealed 
averaged proton signals by NMR. The chemical shift of these resonances could be used to 
determine the percentage of monogold bound as digold, which allowed for quantification of 
anion and ligand effects on digold formation. In addition, it was observed that Brønsted acids 
affected the coordinating ability of anions through homoconjugate acid/base pairs. 
Trends observed in model systems were confirmed by mechanistic studies on the 
intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allenes. Depending on the reaction conditions a digold 
or a monogold resting state was observed. Kinetic isotope effect studies and isotope labeling 
experiments were conducted to identify the catalytic role of digold. Data suggested that the 
iv 
 
digold intermediate operated off cycle and acted as an inactive catalyst reservoir, which 
seemed inhibitory for efficient catalysis. Further mechanistic studies revealed that digold 
formation altered kinetic data as well, which complicated the interpretation of Hammett 
studies and the development of rate laws.  
It was also found that silver and palladium intercepted gold-vinyl intermediates as well. 
Silver affected the mechanism of the intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes, which could 
explain previously observed silver effects in gold catalysis. Organogold complexes could 
engage in cross-coupling chemistry by transmetallating their organic group to Pd. Further 
studies led to a palladium-catalyzed homo-coupling of gold-aryl model complexes was 
observed, which was driven by a bimetallic Au(I)/Pd(0) RedOx process. Other new avenues 
in gold catalysis include the Lewis acid mediated activation of silver-free catalyst precursors 
and a new mechanistic proposal for the origin of chirality in gold-catalyzed reactions.  
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Chapter 1. The Element Gold and Gold Catalysis – an Introduction 
 
Properties of the element gold are introduced. The novelty of gold in organometallic 
chemistry is highlighted. The principle behind the application of cationic gold complexes in 
electrophilic catalysis is explained. Strategies for asymmetric gold catalysis are discussed. 
Representative examples are given. Observed intermediates in gold-catalyzed reactions are 
summarized. 
 
1.1 General Properties of the Element Gold 
Gold is a precious metal that can be found in nature in its elemental form as gold nuggets, 
in gold veins, or as gold grains because of its chemical inertness towards oxidation in air or 
water. In its pure form, gold has a bright yellow color and is a dense, soft, malleable, and 
ductile metal. It is also a very good conductor of heat and electricity. In contrast to most 
other heavy metals, gold is non-toxic in its elemental form. Because of these properties, 
metallic gold is often used in jewelry, currency, electrical wiring, and as fillings in dentistry.   
However, gold is not entirely chemically inert. It readily dissolves upon exposure to aqua 
regia, which converts gold(0) into chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), or in basic aqueous cyanide 
solutions under aerobic conditions, which transforms gold(0) to [Au(CN)2]–. The latter 
reaction is often used for gold extractions in gold mines. Interestingly, the properties of gold 
change drastically at higher oxidation states. Gold(I) and gold(III) complexes are typically 
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much more reactive and toxic. Depending on the ligand environment, such complexes have 
found use in organic synthesis as homogenous catalysts and also in medicine. For example, 
Auranofin, a neutral gold(I) glucosylthiolate complex, was found to be active for the 
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (Figure 1-1).1 Other gold complexes are currently being 
investigated as potential chemotherapeutic drugs.2  
 
 
Figure 1-1. Structure of the pharmaceutical Auranofin. 
 
In contrast to the chemical properties of many other metals, only one isotope of gold 
exists: 197Au. As a result, mass spectrometric analysis of gold compounds lack a 
characteristic isotope pattern. 197Au has a nuclear spin I = 3/2 and therefore is NMR active. 
Due to its low NMR sensitivity and quadrupolar moment, only few gold NMR spectra are 
known.3 The NMR activity of gold does not affect 1H, 13C, or 31P NMR spectra, and because 
of the diamagnetic character of most oxidation states, gold-catalyzed reactions and gold-
containing compounds can be analyzed by NMR.  
Gold is very stable in its elemental state and gold(0) can be viewed as a thermodynamic 
sink. Because gold is a noble metal, it has high RedOx energy barriers, which means that 
                                            
1 W. F. Kean, L. Hart, W. W. Buchanan, Br. J. Rheum. 1997, 36, 560. 
 
2 (a) K. P. Bhabak, B. J. Bhuyan, G. Mugesh, Dalton Trans. 2011, 40, 2099; (b) S. Tian, F.-M. Siu, S. C. F. Kui, 
C.-N. Lok, C.-M. Che, Chem. Commun. 2011, 47, 9318; (c) T. J. Siciliano, M. C. Deblock, K. M. Hindi, S. 
Durmus, M. J. Panzner, C. A. Tessier, W. J. Youngs, J. Organomet. Chem. 2011, 696, 1066; (d) K. Yun, C.-N. 
Lok, K. Bierla, C.-M. Che, Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 7691. 
 
3 A. Narath, Phys. Rev. 1967, 163, 232. 
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strong oxidants are required to oxidize gold(0) to gold(I) (E0 = 1.67 V) and gold(0) to 
gold(III) (E0 = 1.498 V). 4  In organic or aqueous solution, gold(I) ions slowly 
disproportionate to gold(0) and gold(III), with the formation of gold(0) driving the reaction. 
This process can typically be observed by the formation of a gold mirror on the glass wall. 
However, gold(I) species can be stabilized by suitable ligands, such as phosphines, N-
heterocyclic carbenes (NHC’s), or chloride. These ligands are commonly found in catalysis.  
The electron configuration of gold(0) is [Xe]6s25d9. Six stable oxidation states of gold are 
known: gold(–I), gold(0), gold(I), gold(II), gold(III), and gold(V); an oxidation pattern that 
greatly differs from the other coinage metals (silver and copper). The coordination number of 
these compounds ranges from two to six (Figure 1-2). 
 
 
Figure 1-2. Different oxidation states of gold in selected examples.  
 
The electron affinity of gold (2.039 eV) is much higher than that of silver (1.202 eV).5 
This allows access to the negative oxidation state gold(–I) with an electron configuration of 
[Xe]6s25d10 as seen in semiconductor CsAu.6 The existence of gold(–I) was further supported 
by the solid state structure of a related compound [(NMe)4]+[Au]–.7  
                                            
4 N. P. Finkelstein, R. D. Hancock, Gold Bull. 1974, 7, 72. 
 
5 H. Hotop, R. A. Bennet, W. C. Lineberger, J. Chem. Phys. 1973, 58, 2373. 
 
6 W. E. Spicer, A. H. Sommer, J. G. White, Phys. Rev. 1959, 115, 57. 
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Gold(I) complexes have the electronic configuration of [Xe]6s05d10. They are generally 
two-coordinate with a linear geometry, but higher coordination numbers are also known.8 In 
gold catalysis, gold(I) is the most prevalent oxidation state. 
Examples of gold(II) compounds ([Xe]6s05d9) consist mostly of binuclear species with a 
Au–Au bond, a coordination number of four, and a square planar geometry.9 Alternatively to 
gold(II), these compounds can also be viewed as complexes with a mixed oxidation state of a 
Au(III)–Au(I) pair. There are a few examples of “real” mononuclear gold(II) complexes, 
which are paramagnetic and EPR active compounds and validate that the oxidation state 
gold(II) is truly accessible.10  
Gold(III) complexes have the electron configuration of ([Xe]6s05d8) and display the 
expected d8 square planar geometry with a coordination number of four.11 This oxidation 
state is also common in gold catalysis.  
Gold(V) compounds ([Xe]6s05d6) are extremely rare and appear in octahedral geometry 
with a coordination number of six.12 The high oxidation state gold(V) can be obtained by 
reaction of [AuF4]– with sunlight-dissociated F2 to produce [AuF6]–. Interestingly, this 
reaction proceeds more easily with gold(III) than with the corresponding silver(III) complex. 
Even using the most potent oxidant KrF2, [AgF4]– could not be converted to silver(V) 
                                                                                                                                       
 
7 P. D. C. Dietzel, M. Jansen, Chem. Commun. 2001, 2208. 
 
8 M. C. Gimeno, A. Laguna, Chem. Rev. 1997, 97, 511. 
 
9 N. Meyer, C. W. Lehmann, T. K.-M. Lee, J. Rust, V. W.-W. Yam, F. Mohr, Organometallics 2009, 28, 2931. 
 
10 (a) A. J. Blake, J. A. Greig, A. J. Holder, T. I. Hyde, A. Taylor, M. Schröder, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 1990, 
29, 197; (b) J. L. Shaw, J. Wolowska, D. Collison, J. A. K. Howard, E. J. L. McInnes, J. McMaster, A. J. Blake, 
C. Wilson, M. Schröder, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 13827; (c) S. Seidel, K. Seppelt, Science 2000, 290, 117. 
 
11 S. Attar, J. H. Nelson, W. H. Bearden, N. W. Alcock, L. Solucic, E. B. Milosavljevic, Polyhedron 1991, 10, 
1939. 
 
12 K. Leary, A. Zalkin, N. Bartlett, J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1973, 131. 
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[AgF6]–.13 This non-periodic oxidation behavior can largely be attributed to the impact of a 
large relativistic effect and lanthanide contraction. 
The relativistic effect originates in the periodically increasing atomic nuclear charge (Z), 
which raises the average velocity of the nucleus penetrating electrons (s electrons and to a 
lesser extent p electrons).14 According to Einstein’s relativity theory, the increase in velocity 
(higher kinetic energy) results in a higher mass of these electrons, which causes them to 
occupy a smaller space (orbitals) than without the relativistic effect. Therefore, the s 
electrons are closer and stronger bound and shield the nuclear charge, so that d and f 
electrons are weaker bound (to fulfill the law of energy conservation), which increases the 
size of the d and f orbitals (Figure 1-3).  
 
 
Figure 1-3. Effects of relativity and lanthanide contraction on outer-shell orbitals of gold. 
 
The relativistic effect reaches a maximum in gold because it is the first element with a 
fully occupied 5d and 4f shell (lanthanide contraction). Both the relativistic effect and the 
lanthanide contraction synergistically decrease the size of the gold atom to that of the silver 
                                            
13 K. Lutar, A. Jesih, I. Leban, B. Zemva, N. Bartlett, Inorg. Chem. 1989, 28, 1335. 
 
14 N. Bartlett, Gold Bull. 1998, 31, 1, and references therein. 
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atom, which strongly affects its physical and chemical properties. In fact, Schmidbaur was 
able to demonstrate that the gold(I) ion was smaller than the silver(I) ion.15 The strong 
relativistic effect and the lanthanide contraction explain the accessibility of the extreme 
oxidation states gold(–I) and gold(V), the high Pauling electronegativity of  = 2.540 [similar 
to carbon ( = 2.550), sulfur ( = 2.580), and iodine ( = 2.660)], the initial resistance of 
gold towards oxidation, and relatively lower energy barrier of further oxidation once 
oxidized. The latter periodic anomaly is revealed by the first and second ionization potentials 
of gold in comparison to silver (Table 1-1).  
 
Table 1-1. Comparison of ionization potentials (in eV) of gold and silver.16 
M(0) M(I)+ + e–
M(I)+ M(II)2+ + e–
M = Au M = Ag
9.225 7.576
20.5 21.49
1st:
2nd:  
 
The consequences of a large relativistic effect particularly influence the reactivity of 
gold(I) complexes,17 which form unique weak metal-metal interactions in their solid state and 
in solution. There are three different bonding interactions between metals:18  
(1) metallic bonding between atoms described by electron gas models, band 
structures, or Fermi surface concepts;  
                                            
15 A. Bayler, A. Schier, G. A. Bowmaker, F. Schmidbaur, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1996, 118, 7006. 
 
16 (a) C. M. Brown, M. L. Ginter, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 1978, 68, 243; (b) M. Rosberg, J.-F. Wyart, Phys. Scr. 1997, 
55, 690. 
 
17 (a) P. Pyykkö, Chem. Rev. 1997, 97, 597; (b) P. Pyykkö, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 4412; (c) P. 
Pyykkö, Inorg. Chim. Acta 2005, 358, 4113; (d) P. Pyykkö, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1967. 
 
18 L. H. Doerrer, Comm. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 29, 93; and references therein. 
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(2) covalent bonding between oxidized metal atoms with open subshells as 
exemplified by the quadruple bond in [Re2Cl8]2–;  
(3) non-covalent bonding between metal atoms with closed subshells, such as d10 or s2 
subshells.  
Most examples of this third category were originally observed while studying the 
reactivity of organogold(I) complexes. Because of the many examples with Au–Au contacts, 
Schmidbaur proposed the special terms aurophilicity and aurophilic bonding. Aurophilic 
interactions between two gold atoms are placed into the category of weak forces, comparable 
to hydrogen bonding (5–10 kcal mol–1). Aurophilic bonding is indicated by a Au–Au distance 
of 2.8–3.5 Å in X-ray crystal structures, a wide range, because the mutual approach of two 
gold centers reveals a relatively flat energy profile.19 Because other closed shell metals have 
revealed similar behavior, the general terms metallophilicity and metallophilic bonding were 
also introduced. 
 
1.2 Gold in Organometallic Chemistry 
Long before gold complexes were identified as promising sources for homogenous 
catalysts (early 1990’s), a variety of Au(I) and Au(III) organogold compounds were 
synthesized and studied. Since this dissertation focuses on gold in its +1 oxidation state, only 
those are discussed.  
The Nesmeyanov Institute of Organoelement Compounds and Institute of Common and 
Inorganic Chemistry at Moscow State University began its studies on “univalent” 
organogold(I) complexes in 1970 and published more than 100 articles in Russian chemistry 
                                            
19 (a) H. Schmidbaur, Chem. Soc. Rev. 1995, 24, 391; (b) H. Schmidbaur, A. Schier, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 
1931. 
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journals.20 The synthesis of alkyl-, alkenyl-, alkynyl-, cyclopropyl-, benzyl-, allyl-, aryl-, 
cyclopentadienyl-, cymantrenyl-, and ferrocenylgold(I)-complexes was described and their 
reactivity studied. These seminal studies were carried out by Nesmeyanov, Grandberg, and 
Baukova. 21  Other main contributors to this research field were the research groups of 
contemporaries such as Puddephatt,22 Schmidbaur,23 and Kochi,24 and shortly thereafter by 
Gimeno,25 Laguna,26 and many others.27 The key findings of these studies that are relevant 
for this dissertation are summarized in this section. 
An important basis for the synthesis of organogold(I)-complexes is the preparation of 
(sulfide)Au(I)Cl precursors. These complexes are prepared by the addition of a sulfide, 
typically dimethyl sulfide (DMS)28 or tetrahydrothiophene (tht),29 to an aqueous solution of 
chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) (Scheme 1-1). (DMS)AuCl is commercially available. 
                                            
20 K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1. 
 
21 (a) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. 
Khim. 1974, 5, 1124; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. Rev. 1982, 51, 249; (c) T. V. Baukova, V. P. 
Dyadchenko, N. A. Oleinikova, D. A. Lemenovskii, L. G. Kuzmina, Russ. Chem. Bull. 1994, 43, 1063. 
 
22 (a) R. J. Puddephatt, The Chemistry of Gold 1978, Elsevier, Amsterdam; (b) R. J. Puddephatt, Gold Bull. 
1977, 10, 108; (c) R. J. Puddephatt, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 2012; and references therein. 
 
23 (a) Gold: Progress in Chemistry, Biochemistry and Technology 1999, ed. H. Schmidbaur, Wiley, Chichester; 
(b) H. Schmidbaur, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1931; and references therein.  
 
24 (a) A. Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Organomet. Chem. 1972, 40, C81; (b) A. Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Chem. Soc., 
Dalton Trans. 1973, 2620; (c) A. Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1973, 95, 6487; (d) A. Tamaki, J. K. 
Kochi, J. Organomet. Chem. 1973, 61, 441; (e) A. Tamaki, S. A. Magennis, J. K. Kochi, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
1974, 96, 6140; (f) A. Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Organomet. Chem. 1974, 64, 411. 
 
25 M. C. Gimeno, Chapter 1, Modern Supramolecular Gold Chemistry: Gold-Metal Interactions and 
Applications 2008, ed. A. Laguna, Wiley, Weinheim. 
 
26 M. Bardají, A Laguna, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2003, 3069; and references therein. 
 
27 (a) M. Melník, R. V. Parish, Coord. Chem. Rev. 1986, 70, 157; (b) P. G. Jones, Gold Bull. 1986, 19, 46; and 
references therein; (c) E. W. Abel, C. R. Jenkins, J. Organomet. Chem. 1968, 14, 285. 
 
28 (a) M.-C. Brandys, M. C. Jennings, R. J. Puddephatt, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. 2000, 4601; (b) A. 
Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Organomet. Chem. 1974, 64, 411; (c) F. C. Phillips, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1901, 23, 250. 
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Scheme 1-1. Synthesis of (sulfide)Au(I)Cl precursors. 
 
The coordinating sulfide in these gold(I) precursors is readily replaced by any stronger 
coordinating ligand, such as phosphines, phosphites, or NHC’s. Examples of representative 
formations are shown in Scheme 1-2.  
 
 
Scheme 1-2. Representative examples for the synthesis of LAuCl species with L = PPh3 and 1,3-bis-
(2,6-di-iso-propylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidine (IPr).30 
 
There are several methods to synthesize organogold(I)-complexes of the structure LAuR 
(R is any organic group) from LAuCl complexes. Most common synthetic methods 
transmetallate an R-group from organolithium (RLi)31 or Grignard reagents (RMgBr),32 but 
                                                                                                                                       
29 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, I. Braun, M. Rudolph, F. Rominger, Organometallics 2012, 31, 644; (b) R. Uson, A. 
Laguna, M. Laguna, D. A. Briggs, H. H. Murray, J. P. Fackler, Inorg. Synth. 1989, 26, 81. 
 
30 (a) M. Bouhrara, E. Jeanneau, L. Veyre, C. Copéret, C. Thieuleux, Dalton Trans. 2011, 40, 2995; (b) X. 
Bantreil, S. P. Nolan, Nature Protocols 2011, 6, 69.  
 
31 (a) O. Schuster, R.-Y. Liau, A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Inorg. Chim. Acta 2005, 358, 1429; (b) K. A. Porter, 
A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922. 
 
32 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249. 
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organoboron (RB(OH)2)33 and organomercury compounds (R2Hg)34 have also been used. The 
direct auration of C–H bonds with [O(AuPPh3)3]+[BF4]–,35 IPrAuOH,36 or tBu3PAuCl37 (in 
combination with Ag2O) offers an alternative pathway for the synthesis of organogold(I)-
complexes. A third synthetic route, the isolation of organogold(I)-intermediates from 
catalytic reactions, is discussed later in this dissertation (see section 1.5 and chapter 3). 
Organogold(I)-complexes differ in their chemical properties from other late transition 
metal complexes. For example, most organogold(I)-compounds are insensitive to air and 
water, tolerate a neutral or basic aqueous workup, are soluble in diethyl ether (sometimes 
also in boiling hexanes), and, in certain cases, can even be purified by flash column 
chromatography on silica. This organic molecule-like behavior of organogold(I)-complexes 
can probably be attributed to the high RedOx potential, low oxophilicity, and non-polar 
character of the carbon–gold -bond ( of 0.01),38 which is less polar than a carbon–
hydrogen -bond ( = 0.35).39 In the course of this work, it was found that the ligand on 
gold strongly influences the stability of organogold(I)-complexes. For example, bulky NHC’s 
or Buchwald phosphines (e.g. JohnPhos) seem to have a stabilizing effect in comparison to 
PPh3.  
                                            
33 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, T. D. Ramamurthi, F. Rominger, J. Organomet. Chem. 2009, 694, 592; (b) D. V. 
Partyka, M. Zeller, A. D. Hunter, T. G. Gray, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 8188. 
 
34 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249. 
 
35 (a) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, Y. T. Struchkov, M. Y, Antipin, K. I. Grandberg, V. P. 
Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1980, 201, 343; (b) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. 
Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (c) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. Rev. 1982, 51, 249.  
 
36 S. Gaillard, A. M. Z. Slawin, S. P. Nolan, Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 2742. 
 
37 P. Lu, T. C. Boorman, A. M. Z. Slawin, I. Larrosa, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 5580. 
 
38 I. Krossing, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 11576; and references therein. 
 
39 A bond is generally considered polar covalent if  is between 0.4 and 1.7 Pauling units. 
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Due to the large relativistic effect gold has a carbophilic character that is visible in 
organogold(I)-complexes. When isostructural carbon–metal bonds C–M (M = Cu(I), Ag(I), 
and Au(I)) were compared in crystallographic studies, the length of the C–Au -bond 
(2.268(5) Å) was between the C–Cu -bond (2.147(8) Å) and the C–Ag -bond (2.396(5) 
Å).40  
Organogold(I)-complexes also have a tendency to form multinuclear aggregates in their 
solid state and in solution, caused by aurophilic bonding. After first observations were 
highlighted by Puddephatt 41  and Schmidbaur, 42  dinuclear compounds with aurophilic 
interactions were investigated in detail by Nesmeyanov and Grandberg. While studying the 
reactivity of the ferrocenylgold(I)-complex (FcAuPPh3) with the Brønsted acid HBF4, the 
formation of geminally diaurated complex [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– was observed. This 
compound could be obtained as a white precipitate in a 95% yield (Scheme 1-3).43 
 
 
Scheme 1-3. Observation of geminally diaurated gold complex [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]–. 
 
                                            
40 H. V. R. Dias, M. Fianchini, T. R. Cundari, C. F. Campana, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2008, 47, 556. 
 
41 R. J. Puddephatt, The Chemistry of Gold 1978, Elsevier, Amsterdam. 
 
42 H. Schmidbaur, Acc. Chem. Res. 1975, 8, 62. 
 
43 A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, T. V. Baukova, O. B. 
Afanassowa, J. Organomet. Chem. 1974, 65, 131; and references therein. 
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Later studies by the same group showed that [Ph3PAu]+[BF4]– was the reactive cationic 
gold species to form dinuclear gold complexes. Therefore, digold [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– 
could alternatively be synthesized from ferrocene or FcAuPPh3 (Scheme 1-4).  
 
 
Scheme 1-4. Synthetic pathways for [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– via alternative generations of 
[Ph3PAu]+[BF4]–. 
 
Ferrocene could be converted to the digold species by direct auration with a mixture of 
[O(AuPPh3)3]+[BF4]– and HBF4.44 Other pathways included the reaction of FcAuPPh3 with in 
situ generated [Ph3PAu]+[BF4]– (by the metathesis of Ph3PAuCl and AgBF4) and the addition 
of a different digold [R(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– that bound [Ph3PAu]+ less strongly than FcAuPPh3 
(e.g. [4-Me-C6H4-(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]–). 
 
                                            
44 A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, Y. T. Struchkov, M. Y. Antipin, K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. 
Organomet. Chem. 1980, 201, 343; and references therein. 
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Figure 1-4. Crystal structure of [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+.45 
 
The structure of [Fc(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– was confirmed by X-ray diffraction analysis 
(Figure 1-4), and revealed a hyperconjugated C(sp2) atom with a Au2C-three-center-two-
electron (3c-2e) bond. The connectivity was stabilized by an aurophilic interaction between 
the two gold(I) atoms and a second metallophilic bond between one gold(I) atom and the low 
spin iron(II) center of ferrocene. 1H NMR signals were shifted downfield (relative to the 
monogold complex) and the diastereotopic phosphine ligands revealed two resonances at  = 
36.4 and  = 38.2 ppm by 31P NMR. 13C NMR data were not reported. 
An alternative method to identify diaurated gold complexes was their characteristic 
reactivity. Nesmeyanov and Grandberg illustrated in studies with the digoldaryl model 
system [4-Me-C6H4-(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– that one [Ph3PAu]+ unit could be abstracted by a 
                                            
45 (a) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. 
Khim. 1974, 5, 1124; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. Rev. 1982, 51, 249; (c) T. V. Baukova, V. P. 
Dyadchenko, N. A. Oleinikova, D. A. Lemenovskii, L. G. Kuzmina, Russ. Chem. Bull. 1994, 43, 1063. 
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variety of ligands L to efficiently form the corresponding monogoldaryl species (Scheme 
1-5). 
 
 
Scheme 1-5. Characteristic reactivity of digold complexes with abstracting ligands L. 
 
 
Scheme 1-6. Donor strength of ligands measured by competitive [Ph3PAu]+ exchange. 
 
The competitive transfer of a [Ph3PAu]+ unit from digold [L–AuPPh3]+ to another ligand 
L’ was used to determine the donor strength of ligands (Scheme 1-6); these studies showed 
that more basic C–Au -bonds had a stronger affinity for cationic gold. Interestingly, C–Au 
-bonds competed with the ligating ability of morpholine, a secondary amine.  
The concept of aurophilicity and the generation of hyperconjugated carbon atoms were 
investigated in detail by Schmidbaur. The synthesis of unusual complexes highlighted these 
novelties in organogold chemistry. For example, the sum stabilization of multiple aurophilic 
contacts (Au–Au distance 3.003 Å) was impressively demonstrated by the synthesis of 
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[(Ph3PAu)6C]2+[MeOBF3]2–, which revealed an octahedral coordination of the carbon center 
by six [Ph3PAu]+ units (Figure 1-5).46  
 
 
Figure 1-5. Synthesis of [(Ph3PAu)6C]2+[MeOBF3]2– (left); crystal structure of the dication (right). 
 
Schmidbaur also studied the properties of dinuclear gold complexes. Mono- and digold 
complexes of the heteroaromatics furan and thiophene were synthesized and structurally 
characterized (Figure 1-6).47 1H NMR data showed downfield shifted resonances and 31P 
NMR revealed one signal at δ  36 ppm for both enantiotopic phosphine ligands. While 13C 
NMR spectra showed a characteristic doublet for the ipso-carbon of monogold species, the 
same carbon could not be detected in digold complexes, probably due to the quadrupolar 
moment of gold. These data confirmed the findings of Grandberg and Nesmeyanov.  
 
                                            
46 F. Scherbaum, A. Grohmann, B. Huber, C. Krüger, H. Schmidbaur, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 1988, 27, 1544. 
 
47 K. A. Porter, A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922. 
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Figure 1-6. X-ray crystallographic data of thiophenyl (left) and furanyl (right) monogold and digold 
structures. H atoms and anions are omitted for clarity.  
 
Due to their accessibility and stability, the organometallic chemistry of gold mainly 
focused on the synthesis of organogold(I)-aryl complexes. In an interesting example, 
Thibonnet synthesized organogold(I)-aryl complexes as monomers for new organometallic 
polymers.48 While characterizing a variety of Ph3PAu-aryl complexes, several interesting 
characteristics were noted. The proton decoupled 13C{1H} NMR data revealed a 
characteristic doublet for the ipso-carbon bound to gold with a large coupling constant (2JPC 
                                            
48 C. Croix, A. Balland-Longeau, H. Allouchi, M. Giorgi, A. Duchene, J. Thibonnet, J. Organomet. Chem. 
2005, 690, 4835. 
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= 110 Hz), which typically had a chemical shift between δ = 160 and 180 ppm. When the 
structure of each complex was verified by X-ray analysis, some gold-aryl compounds 
revealed aurophilic bonds between two molecules (Figure 1-7). These unsupported aurophilic 
interactions were only present in the solid state.  
 
 
Figure 1-7. ORTEP view of two molecules of 4-MeO-C6H4-AuPPh3. Ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% 
probability level. H atoms are omitted for clarity. 
 
Similar to arylgold(I)-complexes, gold-vinyls also contain a C(sp2)-Au -bond, but only 
few examples of structurally characterized organogold(I)-vinyl complexes existed when the 
work contained in this thesis was initiated. The first synthesis of a gold-vinyl species was 
reported by Nesmeyanov and Grandberg in 1972, who synthesized the parent vinyl CH2CH-
AuPPh3 from Ph3PAuCl and vinylmagnesium bromide.49 In a later study, when the reactivity 
of CH2CH-AuPPh3 with HBF4•Et2O was investigated, the formation of the digold-vinyl 
                                            
49 A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, V. V. Krivykh, A. N. Kosina, K. I. Grandberg, E. I. Smyslova, Russ. 
Chem. Bull. 1972, 21, 618. 
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[CH2CH-(AuPPh3)2]+[BF4]– was proposed based on its reactivity,50 but no crystallographic 
evidence was provided for either the monogold nor the digold complex.  
Much later, in 2006, Laguna was able to verify the proposed connectivity of the 
monogold-vinyl complex by X-ray analysis of single crystals of cis-1,2-dimethylvinyl-
AuPPh3 (Figure 1-8).51 This study was especially important as it represented at the time the 
closest structural example to proposed gold-vinyl intermediates in catalysis.  
 
 
Figure 1-8. ORTEP view of one of the independent molecules of cis-1,2-dimethylvinyl-AuPPh3. 
Ellipsoids show 30% probability levels; phenyl H atoms are omitted for clarity. 
 
Seminal work by Kochi in 1973 pointed towards another novelty of organogold(I) 
chemistry. While the isolation of late transition metal-alkyl complexes is typically 
challenging due to rapid -hydride-elimination to give an olefin and a metal-hydride species, 
Kochi reported the synthesis of several primary, secondary, and even tertiary gold-alkyl 
complexes. These compounds were stable at room temperature and showed no indication of 
                                            
50 K. I. Grandberg, E. I. Smyslova, A. N. Kosina, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1973, 12, 2787. 
 
51 F. Mohr, L. R. Falvallo, M. Laguna, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2006, 833. 
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-hydride-elimination. 52  Surprisingly, even when solid samples of gold-alkyl complexes 
were decomposed at 118ºC, none of the expected -hydride-elimination products were 
detected. Instead, gas-chromatographic analysis revealed alkyl-homocoupling. The reduced 
gold appeared as a black solid mixed with PPh3. The intrinsic stability of gold centers 
towards -hydride-elimination allowed the recent synthesis of chiral gold-alkyl complexes by 
Glueck and Toste.53 The Gagné group also studied the reactivity of gold-alkyl complexes, 
specifically their transformations with different electrophiles. These results are not 
summarized in this dissertation, but can be read elsewhere.54 
 
1.3 Gold in Homogenous Catalysis 
Traditional palladium chemistry, which was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2010,55 typically 
consists of the cross-coupling of a carbon-nucleophilic and a carbon-electrophilic component 
to form a new C–C bond. General mechanistic schemes for these reactions are shown in 
Scheme 1-7.  
Five reaction steps, which may themselves consist of multiple elemental reactions, are 
included in Pd(0)/Pd(II) catalytic cycles: oxidative addition, reductive elimination, migratory 
insertion, -elimination, and transmetallation. With the exception of transmetallation, these 
reaction steps require flexibility in the oxidation state and coordination number of the metal 
center. Because first and second row late transition metals exhibit low energy barriers for 
                                            
52 (a) A. Tamaki, J. K. Kochi, J. Organomet. Chem. 1973, 61, 441; (b) S. Komiya, T. A. Albright, R. Hoffmann, 
J. K. Kochi, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976, 98, 7255; and references therein. 
 
53 (a) A. A. Zuzek, S. C. Reynolds, D. S. Glueck, J. A. Golen, A. L. Rheingold, Organometallics 2011, 30, 
1812; (b) N. P. Mankad, F. D. Toste, Chem. Sci. 2012, 3, 72.  
 
54 L. Hahn, Master Thesis 2011, Heidelberg University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
55 (a) E. I. Negishi, Nobel Lectures 2010, 151; (b) A. Suzuki, Nobel Lectures 2010, 206. 
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RedOx reactions and flexible coordination spheres, they are most often used in cross-
coupling chemistry.  
 
 
Scheme 1-7. Typical mechanisms for traditional palladium cross-coupling chemistry. 
 
However, third row late transition metals, and especially gold, generally display high 
energy barriers for RedOx reactions, which inhibits oxidative additions or reductive 
eliminations on gold centers. Additionally, gold does not engage in -elimination or 
migratory insertion processes, which further inhibits Au(I)/Au(III) cycles that would be 
analogous to Pd catalysis. It seems that, out of the five basic late-transition metal reactions, 
gold complexes only undergo transmetallation. 
The catalytic activity of gold complexes is rooted in another phenomenon. Because 
cationic gold is isolobal to a proton and other organic or inorganic groups,56 it can engage in 
electrophilic catalysis. The relativistic effect and the lanthanide contraction significantly 
decrease the size of the 6s orbital and increase the sizes of the 5d orbitals (Figure 1-3). This 
                                            
56 H. G. Raubenheimer, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2012, DOI: 10.1021/om2010113. 
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leads to an alteration of electron density around the metal center and increases the -acidity 
(6s orbital) and -backbonding (5d orbitals) ability of the gold atom in the Dewar-Chatt-
Duncanson model.57 Therefore, cationic and neutral gold(I) complexes act as carbophilic soft 
Lewis acids that activate C–C multiple bonds for nucleophilic attack and other 
rearrangements. Cationic or neutral gold(III)-complexes can also activate C–C multiple 
bonds, but display a more oxophilic and harder Lewis acid character than gold(I) species.58  
There are often several C–C multiple bonds in a substrate that gold could potentially 
activate. Typically, gold has the strongest propensity towards alkyne, then allene, and lastly 
alkene activation. Since alkynes and allenes offer a larger thermodynamic driving force than 
alkenes, this trend is also reflected in the number of reactions published with each C–C 
multiple bond. Interestingly, recent studies by Widenhoefer revealed that the stability of 
cationic -2-gold-complexes follow an opposing trend: alkenes > alkynes > allenes.59 These 
data suggest that the gold-coordination and the gold mediated activation of a C–C multiple 
bond are two different processes. This was also recently proposed by Toste.60  
Active gold catalysts require one open coordination site at the metal center to engage in 
catalysis. Therefore, neutral gold salts, such as AuCl or AuCl3 and gold cations [LAu]+ can 
be used. Cationic gold is typically generated in situ by the combination of Ph3PAuCl and a 
silver activator with a weakly coordinating counterion (Scheme 1-8).  
                                            
57 (a) D. J. Gorin, F. D. Toste, Nature 2007, 446, 395; (b) A. Fürstner, P. W. Davies, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 
2007, 46, 3410. 
 
58 N. Krause, C. Winter, Chem. Rev. 2011, 111, 1994. 
 
59 Synthesis of these compounds: (a) T. J. Brown, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. Organomet. Chem. 2010, 696, 1216; 
(b) T. J. Brown, M. G. Dickens, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 6350; (c) T. J. Brown, M. G. 
Dickens, R. A. Widenhoefer, Chem. Commun. 2009, 6451; (d) T. J. Brown, A. Sugie, M. G. Dickens, R. A. 
Widenhoefer, Organometallics 2010, 29, 4207; the comparative stability of these complexes is discussed in: (e) 
T. J. Brown, Doctoral Dissertation 2012, Duke University. 
 
60 Z. J. Wang, D. Benitez, E. Tkatchouk, W. A. Goddard III, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 13064. 
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Scheme 1-8. In situ generation of cationic active gold catalyst [LAu]+[Y]– from LAuCl and AgY. 
 
There are drawbacks for the in situ generation of cationic gold. Because of the prominent 
formation of a gold mirror (disproportionation) at the end of the reaction, the catalyst species 
[Ph3PAu]+[Y]– cannot be isolated or reused. Additionally, silver salts are generally very 
hygroscopic. This causes difficulties in properly weighing the activator and maintaining a 
non-acidic reaction medium. There are also substrates in gold catalysis that are catalyzed by 
silver as well.61 Therefore, silver free62 and isolable gold catalysts have been developed by 
Gagosz,63 Sadighi,64 Nolan,65 Toste,66 Echavarren,67 and Shi68 (Figure 1-9).  
 
                                            
61 (a) T. Godet, C. Vaxelaire, C. Michel, A. Milet, P. Belmont, Eur. J. Chem. 2007, 13, 5632; for a review on 
silver catalysis, see: (b) J.-M. Weibel, A. Blanc, P. Pale, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3149. 
 
62 H. Schmidbaur, A. Schier, Z. Naturforsch. 2011, 66b, 329. 
 
63 (a) N. Mézailles, L. Ricard, F. Gagosz, Org. Lett. 2005, 7, 4133; (b) F. Gagosz, Tetrahedron 2009, 65, 1757; 
(c) L. Ricard, F. Gagosz, Organometallics 2007, 26, 4704. 
 
64 D. S. Laitar, P. Muller, T. G. Gray, J. P. Sadighi, Organometallics 2005, 24, 4503. 
 
65 S. Gaillard, A. M. Z. Slawin, S. P. Nolan, Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 2742. 
 
66 Synthesis: (a) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, Y. T. Struchkov, M. Y. Antipin, K. I. Grandberg, V. P. 
Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1980, 201, 343; used in catalysis: (b) P. H. Cheong, P. Morganelli, M. R. 
Luzung, K. N. Houk, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 4517; (c) B. D. Sherry, L. Maus, B. N. 
Laforteza, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 8132; (d) B. D. Sherry, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2004, 126, 15978. 
 
67 (a) E. Herrero-Gómez, C. Nieto-Oberhuber, S. López, J. Benet-Buchholz, A. M. Echavarren, Angew. Chem. 
Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 5455; see also: (b) C. Cronnier, Y. Odabachian, F. Gagosz, Chem. Commun. 2011, 47, 218. 
 
68 H. Duan, S. Sengupta, J. L. Petersen, N. G. Akhmedov, X. Shi, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 12100. 
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Figure 1-9. Examples of isolable silver free gold catalysts. 
 
With the main focus on the development of many new reactions, gold catalysis has been a 
very active research field since the late 1990’s.69 Gold-catalyzed transformations can be 
categorized as follows:70 nucleophilic functionalization reactions of C–C multiple bonds, 
cycloisomerization reactions of polyunsaturated substrates, cycloadditions, sigmatropic 
rearrangements, and coupling reactions.  
The inter- and intramolecular nucleophilic functionalization of alkynes, allenes, and 
alkenes is by far the most common reactivity observed in gold catalysis (Scheme 1-9).  
 
                                            
69 (a) N. Krause, C. Winter, Chem. Rev. 2011, 111, 1994; (b) A. Corma, A. Leyva-Pérez, M. J. Sabater, Chem. 
Rev. 2011, 111, 1657; (c) T. C. Boorman, I. Larrosa, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2011, 40, 1910; (d) C. Aubert, L. 
Fensterbank, P. Garcia, M. Malacria, A. Simonneau, Chem. Rev. 2011, 111, 1954; (d) M. Bandini, Chem. Soc. 
Rev. 2011, 40, 1358; (e) A. Pradal, P. Y. Toullec, V. Michelet, Synthesis 2011, 1501; (f) M. Rudolph, A. S. K. 
Hashmi, Chem. Commun. 2011, 47, 6536; (g) S. Sengupta, X. Shi, ChemCatChem 2010, 2, 609; (h) A. Fürstner, 
Chem. Soc. Rev. 2009, 38, 3208; (i) Z. Li, C. Brouwer, C. He, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3239; (j) R. A. 
Widenhoefer, Chem. Eur. J. 2008, 14, 5382; (k) A. S. K. Hashmi, M. Rudolph, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1766; 
(l) D. J. Gorin, B. D. Sherry, F. D. Toste, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3351; (m) E. Jiménez-Núñez, A. M. 
Echavarren, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3326; (n) A. Arcadi, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3366; (o) A. S. K. Hashmi, 
Chem. Rev. 2007, 107, 3180; (p) D. J. Gorin, F. D. Toste, Nature 2007, 446, 395; (q) A. Fürstner, P. W. Davies, 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 3410; (r) A. S. K. Hashmi, G. J. Hutchings, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 
7896; and references therein. 
 
70 The division of gold-catalyzed reactions into these categories was inspired by the following review articles: 
(a) H. C. Shen, Tetrahedron 2008, 64, 3885; (b) H. C. Shen, Tetrahedron 2008, 64, 7847. 
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Scheme 1-9. Nucleophilic functionalization of C–C multiple bonds. 
 
 
Scheme 1-10. Representative examples of hydrofunctionalization reactions catalyzed by gold(I). 
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Depending on the nucleophile (Nu), these transformations can, for example, be subdivided 
in hydroalkoxylation (Nu = O), hydroamination (Nu = N), or Friedel-Crafts type 
hydroarylation reactions (Nu = Ar). Representative examples of these reactions with allenes, 
alkenes, and alkynes were published by Widenhoefer71 and Echavarren72 (Scheme 1-10). 
Cycloisomerization reactions can also be subdivided. On the one hand, 
cycloisomerizations can be simple reactions, where a C=C double bond attacks as a 
nucleophile. This reaction class is mechanistically related to hydrofunctionalization reactions 
(hydroalkylation). On the other hand, cycloisomerization reactions may alternatively proceed 
via gold-carbene intermediates, and yield complex products because of additional multistep 
rearrangements or insertions into C=C double bonds. Typical examples for both reaction 
types are the cycloisomerization of 1,6-ene-allenes and the cycloisomerization of 1,6-enynes 
published by Gagné 73  and Echavarren, 74  respectively (Scheme 1-11). Intramolecular 
hydrofunctionalizations of C–C multiple bonds and cycloisomerizations follow the Baldwin 
cyclization rules.75 
 
                                            
71 (a) X. Han, R. A. Widenhoefer, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 1747; (b) Z. Zhang, C. Liu, R. E. Kinder, X. 
Han, H. Qian, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 9066. 
 
72 C. Nieto-Oberhuber, M. P. Muñoz, E. Buñuel, C. Nevado, D. J. Cárdenas, A. M. Echavarren, Angew. Chem. 
Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 2402. 
 
73 M. A. Tarselli, A. R. Chianese, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 6670. 
 
74 E. Jimenez-Nunez, A. M. Echavarren, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3326; and references therein. 
 
75 K. Gilmore, I. V. Alabugin, Chem. Rev. 2011, 111, 6513. 
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Scheme 1-11. Mechanistically simple (top) and complex (bottom) cycloisomerization reactions. 
 
The existence of gold-carbene intermediates in gold catalysis remains heavily debated in 
the gold community,76 but recent observations of intermolecular cyclopropanation of C=C 
double bonds by Echavarren supported the existence of “free” gold-carbene intermediates. 77  
Cycloadditions in gold catalysis are not pericyclic reactions, such as the Diels-Alder 
reaction, that follow the Woodward-Hoffmann rules.78 Instead, these reactions proceed via 
mechanistically complex cycloisomerization reactions that formally yield [a+b] cycloaddition 
products. Toste demonstrated the ligand- and substrate-controlled access of [2+2], [3+2], 
[4+2], and [4+3] cycloaddition products from ene-allenes.79 A representative example for a 
ligand-controlled reaction pathway is shown in Scheme 1-12. 
                                            
76 (a) G. Seidel, R. Mynott, A. Fürstner, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 2510; (b) D. Benitez, N. D. Shapiro, 
E. Tkatchouk, Y. Wang, W. A. Goddard III, F. D. Toste, Nature Chem. 2009, 1, 482. 
 
77 (a) C. R. Solorio-Alvarado, A. M. Echavarren, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 11881; (b) C. R. Solorio-
Alvarado, Y. Wang, A. M. Echavarren, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 11952. 
 
78 F. López, J. L. Mascareñas, Beilstein J. Org. Chem. 2011, 7, 1075. 
 
79 N. Shapiro, F. D. Toste, Synlett 2010, 5, 675.  
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Scheme 1-12. Ligand-controlled selectivity for [4+2] vs. [4+3] cycloaddition of a diene-allene.80 
 
Sigmatropic rearrangements, another reaction type that typically belongs to pericyclic 
reactions, are also catalyzed by gold. These transformations are not nearly as prominent as 
hydrofunctionalization, cycloisomerization, or cycloaddition reactions. Toste published a 
pioneering example of a [3,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement in the Claisen rearrangement of 
propargyl-vinyl ethers (example shown in Scheme 1-13, top). 81  Interestingly, propargyl 
esters preferred a different reaction pathway (Scheme 1-13, bottom). 
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Scheme 1-13. Claisen rearrangement (top) with propargyl-vinyl ether and different reaction mode 
with propargyl esters (bottom). 
                                            
80 P. Mauleón, R. M. Zeldin, A. Z. González, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 6348. 
 
81 P. Mauleón, J. L. Krinsky, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 4513. 
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Despite the differences in reactivity between gold and palladium, coupling reactions were 
realized as well.82 These transformations can be subdivided in the following categories: C–H 
functionalization, oxidative coupling reactions, and dual Pd/Au catalysis. 
Early examples of C–H functionalization 83  centered mostly around Au(III) catalysis. 
There are only a few reports in the literature that indicate reductive elimination from a 
Au(III) center, typically under harsh conditions. An illustrative example is the coupling of 
arenes and alkyl triflates published by He in 2004 (Scheme 1-14).84 The reaction required 
electron rich arenes and high temperatures (120ºC) to produce any products. Branched 
coupling products were also obtained. Mechanistic studies indicated intermediary gold(III)-
aryl complexes.  
 
 
Scheme 1-14. C–H functionalization of electron rich arenes. 
 
                                            
82 (a) H. A. Wegner, M. Auzias, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 8236; (b) H. A. Wegner, Chimia 2009, 63, 44; 
(c) P. Garcia, M. Malacria, C. Aubert, V. Gandon, L. Fensterbank, Chem. Cat. Chem. 2010, 2, 493; (d) M. N. 
Hopkinson, A. D. Gee, V. Gouverneur, Chem. Eur. J. 2011, 17, 8248. 
 
83 (a) T. C. Boorman, I. Larrosa, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2011, 40, 1910; (b) T. de Haro, C. Nevado, Synthesis 2011, 
16, 2530.  
 
84 Z. Shi, C. He, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 13596. 
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In another interesting example, Zhang and coworkers demonstrated that the low reactivity 
of gold(I) in cross-coupling chemistry could be overcome by the addition of an external 
strong oxidant, such as Selectfluor (Scheme 1-15).85  
 
 
Scheme 1-15. Oxidative coupling reactions with gold(I) and Selectfluor. 
 
Based on recent studies on the reactivity of vinyl- and alkylgold(I) complexes with 
Selectfluor,86 a central role of these intermediates is suggested. After in situ oxidation of a 
gold(I)-intermediate, a short-lived cationic gold(III)-species is generated. Transmetallation of 
a phenyl-group from phenylboronic acid and subsequent reductive elimination yield the 
coupled product (Scheme 1-16).  
 
                                            
85 (a) L. Ciu, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, Bioorg. Med. Chem. Lett. 2009, 19, 3884; (b) G. Zhang, Y. Peng, L. Ciu, L. 
Zhang, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 3112; (c) G. Zhang, L. Ciu, Y. Wang, L. Zhang, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2010, 132, 1447; expansion to N-oxo-amines as oxidants, see (d) E. L. Noey, Y. Luo, L. Zhang, K. N. Houk, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 1078; and references therein. 
 
86 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, T. D. Ramamurthi, M. H. Todd, A. S. K. Tsang, K. Graf, Chem. Aust. J. 2010, 63, 1619; 
(b) A. D. Melhado, W. E. Brenzovich Jr., A. D. Lackner, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 8885; (c) 
W. E. Brenzovich Jr., D. Benitez, A. D. Lackner, H. P. Shunatona, E. Tkatchouk, W. A. Goddard III, F. D. 
Toste, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 5519; (d) N. P. Mankad, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 
12859; (e) N. P. Mankad, F. D. Toste, Chem. Sci. 2012, 3, 72; see also: (f) L. Hahn, Master Thesis 2011, 
Heidelberg University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
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Scheme 1-16. Plausible mechanistic model for oxidative Au(I)/Au(III) cross-coupling chemistry. 
 
Another approach to further expand the accessibility of coupling chemistry in gold-
catalyzed reactions was attempted by the combination of gold and palladium catalysis. 
Because gold and palladium reveal an orthogonal reactivity, such systems were envisioned. 
Typically, gold-catalyzed reactions are terminated by protodemetallation, the reaction of a 
gold intermediate with a proton. Seminal work by Blum in 2009 illustrated, that instead of 
protodemetallation organogold complexes could also efficiently transmetallate their R-group 
to a palladium catalyst (Scheme 1-17).87 Further reports by Blum88 and Hashmi89 initiated the 
research field of dual Au-Pd catalysis (see also chapter 8). 
 
 
Scheme 1-17. Palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling of organogold complexes and organic iodides. 
 
1.4 Enantioselective Gold Catalysis  
In asymmetric catalysis, the Halpern mechanism and the Curtin-Hammett principle are 
used as a mechanistic rationale to explain enhanced enantioselectivities.90 In late transition 
                                            
87 Y. Shi, S. D. Ramgren, S. A. Blum, Organometallics 2009, 28, 1275. 
 
88 J. J. Hirner, Y. Shi, S. A. Blum, Acc. Chem. Res. 2011, 44, 603. 
 
89 A. S. K. Hashmi, C. Lothschütz, R. Döpp, M. Ackermann, J. de Buck Becker, M. Rudolph, C. Scholz, F. 
Rominger, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2012, 354, 133; and references therein. 
 
90 J. Halpern, Science 1982, 217, 401. 
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metal catalysis, bidentate C2-symmetric ligands have proven to be a powerful method to 
achieve chiral induction. However, in gold(I) catalysis the use of bidentate C2-symmetric 
ligands is challenging for two reasons. On the one hand, gold(I)-complexes prefer a linear 
coordination geometry, which significantly increases the distance between the chiral ligand 
and the substrate, directly influencing the degree of chirality transfer. On the other hand, 
gold(I)-complexes prefer a low coordination number of two, which inhibits chelation of the 
metal center by the bidentate ligands. As a result, gold catalysts with bidentate ligands are 
always binuclear in gold. It is not well understood how two gold centers influence the 
efficiency of chiral induction in gold catalysis.  
Despite these difficulties and uncertainties, enantioselective gold-catalyzed reactions were 
realized. 91  In some cases, elegant ligand design and alternative approaches for chiral 
induction were necessary. In 2005, the first gold-catalyzed example using a bidentate C2-
symmetric ligand was published by Echavarren.92 In the alkoxycyclization of 1,6-enynes a 
94% ee was observed using (R)-Tol-BINAP(AuCl)2 as a precatalyst. The reaction suffered 
from a slow conversion and ee’s were highly sensitive to the gold-silver ratio. After a 
reaction time of 168 h only 54% product could be isolated (Scheme 1-18).  
 
Ph
PhO2S
PhO2S
PhO2S
PhO2S
OMe
Ph
52% yield, 94% ee
1.6 mol% (R)-Tol-BINAP(AuCl)2
2.0 mol% AgSbF6
10 equiv MeOH
168 h, DCM, RT
 
Scheme 1-18. First enantioselective gold-catalyzed reaction using chiral bidentate ligands. 
                                            
91 (a) A. Pradal, P. Y. Toullec, V. Michelet, Synthesis 2011, 1501; (b) S. Sengupta, X. Shi, ChemCatChem. 
2010, 2, 609; (c) R. A. Widenhoefer, Chem. Eur. J. 2008, 14, 5382. 
 
92 M. P. Muñoz, J. Adrio, J. C. Carretero, A. M. Echavarren, Organometallics 2005, 24, 1293. 
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Not all enantioselective reactions suffered from a slow reaction rate. Widenhoefer and 
coworkers published an enantioselective version of the hydroalkoxylation of allenes with (S)-
DTBM-MeO-BIPHEP(AuCl)2 as the precatalyst in 2007. After 18 h at –20ºC in toluene, 67% 
product could be isolated with a 93% ee (Scheme 1-19).  
 
 
Scheme 1-19. Enantioselective hydroalkoxylation of allenes. 
 
Recent comparison studies by Mikami showed that precatalyst (R)-3,5-Xyl-
BIPHEP(AuCl)2 led to higher ee’s than (R)-3,5-Xyl-BINAP(AuCl)2. Interestingly, (R)-3,5-
Xyl-BIPHEP(AuCl)2 revealed a Au–Au interaction in the solid state, which was absent in 
precatalyst (R)-3,5-Xyl-BINAP(AuCl)2. These observations led Mikami to propose that 
aurophilic interactions between the two gold centers might be important to achieve a high 
enantioselectivity.93 
Gade and coworkers made a similar observation. While studying multinuclear precatalysts 
in the hydroamination of allenes, a novel C3-symmetric trinuclear gold catalyst showed 
increased efficiency in achieving a high enantioselectivity.94 However, the exact role of Au–
Au contacts in enantioselective reactions remains unclear.  
Monodentate ligands have also been used efficiently in enantioselective gold catalysis. In 
contrast to bidentate ligands, monodentate ligands move the chiral information closer to the 
metal center, increasing the likelihood of successful chiral communication between the 
                                            
93 M. Kojima, K. Mikami, Chem. Eur. J. 2011, 17, 13950. 
 
94 L.-I. Rodriguez, T. Roth, J. L. Fillol, H. Wadepohl, L. H. Gade, Chem. Eur. J. 2012, 18, 3721. 
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ligand and substrate. Fürstner demonstrated this using newly designed phosphoramidite 
ligands with a TADDOL backbone (Scheme 1-20). These ligands were not only readily 
available but also furnished high yields and enantioselectivities in [2+2] cycloaddition 
reactions. 95 
 
 
Scheme 1-20. High ee’s with a phosphoramidite ligand in the enantioselective [2+2] cycloaddition. 
 
Another new ligand design was recently published by Slaughter. It was demonstrated that 
chiral nitrogen acyclic carbenes (NAC) with a 1,1’-binaphtyl backbone gave a high 
enantioselectivity in the cyclization of alkynylbenzaldehydes (Scheme 1-21). A weak gold-
arene interaction in the solid state structure of the catalyst was proposed to explain high 
enantioselectivities.96 
 
                                            
95 (a) H. Teller, S. Flügge, R. Goddard, A. Fürstner, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 1949; (b) H. Teller, A. 
Fürstner, Chem. Eur. J. 2011, 17, 7764. 
 
96 S. Handa, L. M. Slaughter, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2012, 51, 2912. 
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Scheme 1-21. A new NAC ligand design led to high ee’s in the alkynylbenzaldehyde cyclization. 
 
In 2007, Toste and coworkers circumvented issues associated with the limited 
coordination chemistry of gold. Instead of chiral ligands, chiral anions were successfully 
used in the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation, hydroaminaton, and hydrocarboxylation of 
allenes (Scheme 1-22).97 A close ion pairing between a carbocationic gold-intermediate and 
the chiral anion was proposed to cause enantioselectivity during a stereochemistry 
determining cyclization step.  
 
 
Scheme 1-22. Enantioselective hydroalkoxylation using bulky chiral phosphate anions. 
                                            
97 (a) G. L. Hamilton, E. J. Kang, M. Mba, F. D. Toste, Science 2007, 317, 496; (b) J. Lacour, D. Linder, 
Science 2007, 317, 462. 
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1.5 Observation of Intermediates in Gold Catalysis  
Gold catalysis has been a very competitive research field. So far, the main focus has been 
the development of new reactions, new concepts for asymmetric catalysis, and their 
application in total synthesis.98 Therefore, detailed mechanistic studies are rare, despite the 
diamagnetic character of gold, which allows convenient monitoring of catalytic reactions by 
NMR. Since the mechanism of gold(I)-catalyzed reactions and the observation of key 
intermediates by NMR are a main focus of this dissertation, preceding observations of 
reaction intermediates in gold-catalyzed reactions are summarized.  
One of the first synthetically applied gold-catalyzed reactions was the Hashmi phenol 
synthesis, a reaction in which four bonds of the substrate are broken and four new bonds are 
formed (Scheme 1-23).99  
 
N
Au
Cl
Cl O
O
X
R
X = O, NTs
X
OH
with catalyst:
O
X
R
X
O
RR
oxepin arene-oxide
both valence isomers observed by 1H NMR at –20°C
cat. [Au]
 
Scheme 1-23. Mechanistic studies on the Hashmi phenol synthesis. 
 
                                            
98 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, M. Rudolph, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1766; (b) A. S. K. Hashmi, M. Rudolph, Chem. 
Soc. Rev. 2012, 41, 2448. 
 
99 A. S. K. Hashmi, T. M. Frost, J. W. Bats, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 11553. 
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In subsequent mechanistic studies, both valence isomers, the oxepin and arene-oxide 
intermediate, could be observed by 1H NMR at –20ºC using a novel Au(III)-alkoxypyridine 
catalyst.100 At low temperatures, the concentration of organic intermediates could be enriched 
to 80%. Such samples were stable under these conditions for weeks. Additionally, a X-ray 
structure of an arene-oxide model and deuterium labeling studies with the oxepin were 
reported.  
Another organic intermediate could be observed in the gold(III)-catalyzed reaction of N-
propargyl-carboximides to oxazoles. While monitoring the reaction by 1H NMR, an initial 
build up of an alkylidene oxazoline was noted, which then converted to the final product 
(Scheme 1-24).101 In later studies, it was found that only gold(III) catalysis yielded oxazoles. 
In the presence of gold(I) catalysts, the alkylidene oxazoline was formed as the sole 
product.102 
 
 
Scheme 1-24. Observation of an intermediary alkylidene-oxazoline by 1H NMR. 
 
Upon exposure to a gold catalyst, propargylic esters rearrange in many different ways. 
While studying their reactivity in 2005, Zhang was able to directly observe an intermediary 
                                            
100 Synthesis: (a) L. Canovese, L. Cattalini, G. Marangoni, M. L. Tobe, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. 1985, 731; 
used in catalysis, see: (b) A. S. K. Hashmi, M. Rudolph, J. P. Weyrauch, M. Wölfle, W. Frey, J. W. Bats, 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2005, 44, 2798. 
 
101 A. S. K. Hasmi, J. P. Weyrauch, W. Frey, J. W. Bats, Org. Lett. 2004, 6, 4391.  
 
102 See references 49 to 52 in: A. S. K. Hashmi, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 5232. 
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[3,3]-rearranged allenic ester by 1H NMR (Scheme 1-25).103 In later studies, Gevorgyan 
confirmed the intermediacy of allenic esters by studying the gold-mediated rearrangement of 
propargyl-phosphates.104 
 
 
Scheme 1-25. Observation of an allenic ester intermediate in the rearrangement of propargyl esters. 
 
In a tandem intermolecular hydroamination/hydroarylation reaction of phenylacetylene 
with indoline published by Che in 2007, the hydroamination product, an enamine 
intermediate, was observed by 1H NMR within the first 10 minutes of conversion (Scheme 
1-26).105 It reacted with a second molecule of phenylacetylene to give the final product after 
17 h.  
 
                                            
103 L. Zhang, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 16804.  
 
104 A. S. Dudnik, T. Schwier, V. Gevorgyan, Tetrahedron 2009, 65, 1859. 
 
105 X.-P. Liu, P. Ding, J.-S. Huang, C.-M. Che, Org. Lett. 2007, 9, 2645. 
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Scheme 1-26. Observation of an enamine intermediate in the intermolecular tandem 
hydroamination/hydroarylation of indole and phenylacetylene. 
 
In the gold(III)-catalyzed tandem amination/hydroamination published by Liang in 2008 a 
yne-allylamine intermediate was observed by 1H NMR. 106  This intermediate formed 
presumably via a gold-catalyzed SN2’-type addition to the substrate. 
 
 
Scheme 1-27. Observation of a yne-allyl amine intermediate in the tandem amination/hydroamination 
reaction. 
 
Cyclobutenes were also observed as intermediates in gold catalysis. Typically, 
cyclobutenes are prone to quickly open via a thermally driven electrocyclic ring-opening to 
                                            
106 X.-Z. Shu, X.-Y. Liu, H.-Q. Xiao, K.-G. Ji, L.-N. Guo, Y.-M. Liang, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2008, 350, 243. 
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1,3-dienes. However, annelated with medium sized rings, they were isolated as intermediates 
in the gold-catalyzed cycloisomerization of enynes (Scheme 1-28).107  
 
 
Scheme 1-28. Observation of cyclobutenes as intermediates in the gold-catalyzed enyne 
cycloisomerizations. 
 
While the work contained in this dissertation was in progress, Hammond and coworkers 
reported the first isolated gold-vinyl intermediate,108 which was obtained as a by-product of 
the gold(I)-catalyzed reaction of alleneoates. These gold complexes could be synthesized by 
the stoichiometric addition of cationic gold to alleneoates and were characterized by X-ray 
crystallography (Scheme 1-29).  
 
 
Scheme 1-29. Isolation of key intermediates in the gold-catalyzed cyclization of alleneoates. 
 
                                            
107 Y. Obadachian, F. Gagosz, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2009, 351, 379. 
 
108 (a) L.-P. Liu, B. Xu, M. S. Mashuta, G. B. Hammond, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17642; (b) L.-P. Liu, G. 
B. Hammond, Chem. Asian J. 2009, 4, 1230. 
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Due to the electron withdrawing group in the anti position to the gold-carbon bond this 
compound proved to be very stable and was isolable by column flash chromatography on 
silica. With this result, Hammond provided the first evidence for the viability of vinyl-gold(I) 
complexes in mechanisms of gold(I)-catalyzed reactions. Since then, many isolated gold-
intermediates were reported.109  
 
 
                                            
109 (a) L.-P. Liu, G. B. Hammond, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2012, 41, 3129; (b) D. Weber, M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 5733; (c) A. S. K. Hashmi, A. M. Schuster, F. Rominger, Angew. Chem. Int. 
Ed. 2009, 48, 8247; (d) A. S. K. Hashmi, T. D. Ramamurthi, F. Rominger, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2010, 352, 971; 
(e) X. Zeng, R. Kinjo, B. Donnadieu, G. Bertrand, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 942; (f) M. Melchionna, M. 
Nieger, J. Helaja, Chem. Eur. J. 2010, 16, 8262; (g) Y. Chen, D. Wang, J. L. Petersen, N. G. Akhmedov, X. Shi, 
Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 6147; (h) O. A. Egorova, H. Seo, Y. Kim, D. Moon, Y. M. Rhee, K. H. Ahn, Angew. 
Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 11446; (i) Y. Zhu, B. Yu, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 8329; (j) A. S. K. Hashmi, 
A. M. Schuster, S. Gaillard, L. Cavallo, A. Poater, S. P. Nolan, Organometallics 2011, 30, 6328; (k) A. S. K. 
Hashmi, M. Wieteck, I. Braun, P. Nösel, L. Jongbloed, M. Rudolph, F. Rominger, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2012, 354, 
555; (l) A. S. K. Hashmi, I. Braun, M. Rudolph, F. Rominger, Organometallics 2012, 31, 644; (m) A. S. K. 
Hashmi, I. Braun, P. Nösel, J. Schädlich, M. Wieteck, M. Rudolph, F. Rominger, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2012, 
DOI: 10.1002/anie.201109183; (n) R. L. LaLonde, W. E. Brenzovich Jr, D. Benitez, E. Tkatchouk, K. Kelley, 
W. A. Goddard III, F. D. Toste, Chem. Sci. 2010, 1, 226; see also: (o) T. J. Brown, A. Sugie, M. G. Dickens, R. 
A. Widenhoefer, Organometallics 2010, 29, 4207; intermediate in (p) M. A. Tarselli, A. Liu, M. R. Gagné, 
Tetrahedron 2009, 65, 1785. 
  
Chapter 2. Previous Work in the Gagné Research Group 
 
The development of new gold(I)-catalyzed reaction in the Gagné group is outlined. 
Proposed mechanisms are discussed. The motivation for further mechanistic studies is 
described.  
 
2.1 The Development of New Gold-Catalyzed Reactions 
The cyclization of polyolefins using electrophilic catalysis has been a focus in the Gagné 
research group since 2004. Due to their electrophilic nature Pt(II) and Pd(II) catalysts were 
originally used.110 However, upon extension to 1,6-ene-allenes Pt(II)-catalysts gave multiple 
products.111 A variety of Lewis acids were screened, which revealed gold(I) salts as efficient 
catalysts for the cyclization of 1,6-ene-allenes to vinyl-cyclohexenes. Catalyst optimization 
using C2-symmetric chiral ligands led in 2007 to the first gold catalysis paper published by 
the Gagné research group.112 Therein, the use of [(R)-3,5-Xyl-BINAP(AuCl)2] as a chiral 
precatalyst was reported to give good yields (83%, combination of both regioisomers) and 
                                            
110 (a) J. H. Koh, C. Mascarenhas, M. R. Gagné, Tetrahedron 2004, 60, 7405; (b) J. H. Koh, M. R. Gagné, 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2004, 116, 3541; (c) V. N. Korotchenko, M. R. Gagné, J. Org. Chem. 2007, 72, 4877; 
(d) J. A. Feducia, A. N. Campbell, M. Q. Doherty, M. R. Gagné, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 13290; (e) J. A. 
Feducia, A. N. Campbell, J. W. Anthis, M. R. Gagné, Organometallics 2006, 25, 3114;  (f) W. D. Kerber, M. R. 
Gagné, Org. Lett. 2005, 7, 3379. 
 
111 M. A. Tarselli, Doctoral Dissertation 2008, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
112 M. A. Tarselli, A. R. Chianese, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 6670. 
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enantioselectivites (77% ee) after 16 h (Scheme 2-1). This study became one of the leading 
examples in gold catalysis of efficiently using a C2-symmetric chiral phosphine ligand. 
 
 
Scheme 2-1. Enantionselective cycloisomerization of 1,6-ene-allenes to vinylcyclohexenes. 
 
Interestingly, the optimized yield and selectivity were only obtained when the catalyst was 
generated in situ. Isolated and silver free [(R)-3,5-Xyl-BINAP(AuOTf)2] (5 mol%) led to an 
extended reaction time and significantly lower enantioselectivity (21% ee, 24 h). A higher 
enantioselectivity (34% ee) could be regained by addition of AgCl, but the optimized 
conditions could not be restored. An explanation for this silver-effect was not given (see 
chapter 7).  
The substrate scope was then extended to arene-allene 1 and its derivatives to yield 
vinylated products such as 2 (Scheme 2-2). 113  In contrast to the ene-allene 
cycloisomerization, the intramolecular hydroaylation of arene-allenes proved to be more 
reactive with phosphite-gold(I) catalysts than with phosphine-gold(I) species. More electron 
rich catalysts, such as NHCAuCl were unreactive. These results showed that the reaction 
                                            
113 M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, J. Org. Chem. 2008, 73, 2439. 
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favored electron deficient gold(I) catalysts. It was also observed that the application of 
[(R)-3,5-Xyl-BINAP(AuCl)2] resulted in no enantioselectivity. 
 
 
Scheme 2-2. Gold-catalyzed intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes. 
 
When the reactivity of allenes with aromatic nucleophiles was further studied, the 
intermolecular hydroarylation of allenes could be achieved. Addition of 1,1-dimethyl allene 
to a suspension of (p-Cl-C6H4O)3PAuCl / AgBF4 and 1,3,5-trimethoxy benzene led to the 
hydroarylated product with an optimized yield of 67 % (Scheme 2-3).114  
 
OMeMeO
OMe
+
5 mol% (p-Cl-C6H4O)3PAuCl
5 mol% AgBF4
OMe
OMeMeO  
Scheme 2-3. Intermolecular hydroarylation of allenes. 
 
The molecular complexity of products was significantly increased when 
multifunctionalized epoxy-allenes were shown to undergo cascade cycloisomerization to 
cyclic polyethers (Scheme 2-4).115 Cyclic ether skeletons with 5-, 6-, and 7-membered rings, 
                                            
114 M. A. Tarselli, A. Liu, M. R. Gagné, Tetrahedron 2009, 65, 1785. 
 
115 M. A. Tarselli, J. L. Zuccarello, S. J. Lee, M. R. Gagné, Org. Lett. 2009, 11, 3490. 
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endo-cyclization to novel 9-membered rings, and multi-cascade synthesis of tricyclic ethers 
were accessible. 
 
 
Scheme 2-4. Cascade cyclization of epoxy-allenes to polycyclic ethers. 
 
2.2 Proposed Mechanisms 
While the Gagné group did not explicitly publish any mechanistic proposals, all newly 
developed reactions were assumed to follow simple mechanisms. A representative catalytic 
cycle of the intramolecular hydroarylation of 1,6-arene-allenes is shown in Scheme 2-5, but 
similar mechanistic proposals containing the same key steps could be theorized for the 
cycloisomerization of 1,6-ene-allenes, the intermolecular hydroarylation of allenes, and the 
cascade cyclization of epoxy-allenes. 
In the first step [R3PAu]+ initiated the process through π-coordination to the allene 
functionality in 1, which then is activated for an intramolecular Friedel-Crafts-type 
nucleophilic attack by the aromatic ring. Subsequent rearomatization formed vinylgold(I) 
complex 3a, which protodeaurated with the generated acid to give 2 and [R3PAu]+. The 
regeneration of [R3PAu]+ turned the catalytic cycle over.  
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Scheme 2-5. Proposed mechanism of the gold(I)-catalyzed intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes. 
 
A crucial difference between proposed mechanisms for the ene-allene cycloisomerization 
and the arene-allene hydroarylation was the elimination of a proton from the carbocationic 
gold-vinyl intermediate to regioisomeric products. While ene-allenes eliminated to two 
regioisomers, arene-allenes gave only one product. This regioisomeric preference in the 
hydroarylation of allenes could be rationalized by the kinetically and thermodynamically 
favorable elimination of a tertiary proton that led to an aromatic product (Scheme 2-6). Such 
a driving force was absent in the cycloisomerization of 1,6-ene-allenes. 
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Scheme 2-6. Rationale for regioisomeric mixtures from carbocationic vinylgold intermediates. 
 
2.3 Research Objectives and Motivation 
As outlined in chapter 1, only few intermediates in gold-catalyzed reactions were 
observed when the work for this dissertation was initiated. Importantly, no gold-containing 
intermediate had so far been isolated, which raised doubt in the synthetic community whether 
gold salts truly catalyzed these reactions. In most gold-catalyzed reactions, protons are 
generated either during catalysis or from the reaction of trace amounts of water with gold or 
silver salts. Since H+ is isolobal to gold, it can also operate as an alternative electrophilic 
catalyst and activate C–C multiple bonds for nucleophilic attack.116  
In 2007, the lack of mechanistic understanding of gold-catalyzed processes was pointed 
out in a comprehensive review by Hashmi, which stated: “there exists no direct proof for 
most intermediates shown in the mechanistic proposals” and “in most cases, it is still 
unknown what the active [catalyst] species really looks like”.117 Most mechanistic schemes 
                                            
116 Therefore, it is crucial to run control experiments to distinguish gold catalysis from potential Brønsted acid 
catalysis, see: A. S. K. Hashmi, Catal. Today. 2007, 122, 211. 
 
117 A. S. K. Hashmi, Chem. Rev. 2007, 107, 3180. 
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in gold catalysis are primarily based on organometallic gold chemistry and computational 
modeling. 
The Gagné research group developed several gold-catalyzed reactions of allenes. 
Interested in gaining mechanistic insight into the cycloisomerization of ene-allenes and the 
hydroarylation of arene-allenes, it was attempted to intercept gold-vinyl intermediates during 
catalysis and compare their NMR spectra with synthesized model complexes. While the 
synthesis of a cyclohexyl-substituted gold-vinyl was successful (Scheme 2-7), no gold 
intermediate was successfully intercepted during catalysis. These initial studies were carried 
out by graduate student Michael A. Tarselli, which became the basis for this dissertation.  
 
 
Scheme 2-7. Synthesis of gold-vinyl model complex. 
 
Because of a lack of mechanistic knowledge the seemingly simple intramolecular 
hydroarylation of allenes was investigated in detail. With the isolation of two gold-vinyl 
intermediates, a mono- and a diaurated species (see chapter 3), many mechanistic questions 
concerning the catalytically active species could be addressed. However, these answers 
raised more questions, specifically concerning aurophilic bonding and digold intermediates 
in gold catalysis. Illuminating these effects became the motivation for this work. 
 
  
Chapter 3. Gold-Vinyl Intermediates in the Intramolecular Hydroarylation 
 
NMR studies on the gold(I)-catalyzed intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes are 
reported. The isolation, characterization, and properties of a monogold- and digold-vinyl 
intermediate are discussed. The observation of digold intermediates with different phosphine 
ligands, counterions, and allene substrates is described. The crystal structure of an 
unexpected --diaurated digold is displayed. The importance of aurophilic interactions in 
gold catalysis is demonstrated.  
 
3.1 Introduction 
Previous work in the Gagné research group showed that the intramolecular hydroarylation 
of allene 1 to the vinylated tetralin derivative 2 was catalyzed by [Ph3PAu]+.118 The proposed 
catalytic cycle shown in Scheme 3-1, is initiated by the π-coordination of [Ph3PAu]+ to 1,119 
which activated the allene for nucleophilic attack by the aromatic ring. 120  Subsequent 
                                            
118 (a) M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, J. Org. Chem. 2008, 73, 2439; (b) M. A. Tarselli, A. Liu, M. R. Gagné, 
Tetrahedron 2009, 65, 1785. Other examples: (c) Z. Zhang, C. Liu, R. E. Kinder, X. Han, H. Qian, R. A. 
Widenhoefer, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 9066; (d) Z. Liu, A. S. Wasmuth, S. G. Nelson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2006, 128, 10352; (e) C. Park, P. H. Lee, Org. Lett. 2008, 10, 3359; (f) A. S. K. Hashmi, L. Schwarz, J. Choi, T. 
M. Frost, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2000, 39, 2285. 
 
119 V. Gandon, G. Lemière, A. Hours, L. Fensterbank, M. Malacria, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2008, 47, 7534. 
 
120 R. A. Widenhoefer, Chem. Eur. J. 2008, 14, 5382. 
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rearomatization generated vinylgold(I) complex 3a, which protodeaurated with the generated 
acid to give 2 and [Ph3PAu]+.121  
 
 
Scheme 3-1. Proposed mechanism of the gold(I)-catalyzed intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes. 
 
The seemingly well-behaved nature of this reaction was motivation to initiate studies to 
refute or validate this mechanism. This work has led to surprising results concerning the 
nature of the catalyst resting state and parts were published in Angewandte Chemie.122  
 
                                            
121 For this substrate regioselective elimination is observed, however ene-allenes eliminate to a regioisomer 
mixture; see: M. A. Tarselli, A. R. Chianese, S. J. Lee, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 6670. 
 
122 D. Weber, M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 5733. 
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3.2 Monitoring Catalysis by 31P NMR 
Preliminary studies identified the Gagosz catalyst Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2) as a convenient 
source of [Ph3PAu]+ that did not require in situ activation of Ph3PAuCl with silver salts.123 
Monitoring the reaction of 1 with 10 mol% 4a•NTf2 by 31P-NMR showed two sharp peaks in 
a 1:1 ratio at δ  36 ppm (Figure 3-1). Upon completion of the reaction, these peaks had 
diminished, and the Gagosz catalyst reappeared at 30 ppm.  
 
 
Figure 3-1. Monitoring the reaction of 1 by 31P NMR. 
 
                                            
123 N. Mézailles, L. Ricard, F. Gagosz, Org. Lett. 2005, 7, 4133. 
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According to the mechanistic proposal in Scheme 3-1, the signals at δ  36 ppm were 
surprising. Neither the anticipated gold-vinyl 3a nor Gagsoz catalyst 4a•NTf2 were expected 
to exhibit resonances in that region. Published examples of gold-vinyl complexes showed 
chemical shifts between δ = 43 to 45 ppm; Gagosz catalyst had a chemical shift of δ  30 
ppm.124  
 
 
Figure 3-2. Monitoring the reaction of 1 to 2 by 1H NMR. 
 
The reaction was also monitored by 1H NMR. Allene resonances of 1 at 5.0 ppm and 4.8 
ppm were clearly distinguishable from the vinyl-signals of product 2 at 5.8 ppm, 4.9 ppm, 
and 4.7 ppm (Figure 3-2). Additional signals, presumably from a reaction intermediate, were 
                                            
124 N. Mézailles, L. Ricard, F. Gagosz, Org. Lett. 2005, 7, 4133. 
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visible in the baseline. Based on these data, the reaction of substrate 1 with catalyst 4a•NTf2 
was ideal for further mechanistic studies. 
 
3.3 Isolation and Characterization of Intermediates 
To isolate intermediates, substoichiometric reactions of 4a•NTf2 and 1 in the presence of a 
base were attempted. It was presumed that a suitable base would inhibit protodemetallation 
and yield a gold-containing intermediate. The effect of different Brønsted bases was screened 
in the reaction of 1 with 10 mol% 4a•NTf2 (Table 3-1).  
Bulky tertiary amines, such as piperidine-resin and NPh3 did not affect catalysis (Table 
3-1, entries 1 and 2). In contrast, inorganic carbonates, sodium hydride, tertiary and primary 
amines, potassium tert-butoxide, and 2,6-lutidine inhibited an efficient reaction of 1 and 
catalyst 4a•NTf2, likely due to coordination of the base to the catalytically active cationic 
gold species (Table 3-1, entries 3-12). Derivatives of 2,6-di-tert-butyl pyridine efficiently 
suppressed catalytic turnover via protodemetallation (Table 3-1, entries 13-15), and were 
suitable to isolate reaction intermediates. It was found later that 2,6-di-iso-propyl pyridine or 
derivatives of the phosphazene base BEMP (2-tert-butylimino-2-diethylamino-1,3-
dimethylperhydro-1,3,2-diazaphosphorine) were viable alternatives (Table 3-1, entries 16-18). 
Surprisingly, in the presence of 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine (DTBP) incomplete conversion 
was observed for the stoichiometric reaction of 1 and 4a•NTf2 by 1H NMR. Addition of a 
second equivalent of 4a•NTf2 was necessary to drive the reaction to completion. The 1H and 
31P NMR of the crude product are shown in Figure 3-3.  
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Table 3-1. Base screen in the catalytic reaction of 1 with 10 mol% 4a•NTf2 to inhibit catalytic 
turnover via protodemetallation. 
Entry Base Solvent Effect 
1 NPh3 CD2Cl2 Catalytic turnover 
2 PL-PIP (piperidine) resin CD2Cl2 Catalytic turnover 
3 K2CO3 CD2Cl2 No reaction 
4 K2CO3 / 18-Crown-6 CD2Cl2 No reaction 
5 K2CO3 CD3NO2 No reaction 
6 NaHCO3 CD3NO2 No reaction 
7 NaH CD2Cl2 No reaction 
8 NEt3 CD2Cl2 No reaction 
9 N-2,2,6,6-Pentamethylpiperidine CD2Cl2 No reaction 
12 2,6-Lutidine CD2Cl2 No reaction 
13 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine (DTBP) CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
14 4-methyl-2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
15 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine-resin CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
16 2,6-di-iso-propylpyridine CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
17 BEMP (Phosphazene base) CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
18 BEMP-resin CD2Cl2 Intermediate interception 
 
31P NMR data for the stoichiometric reaction revealed the same two resonances at δ  36 
ppm (1:1 ratio) that were also observed under catalytic conditions. The 1H NMR showed 
chemical shifts between 2.7 ppm and 3.4 ppm, which indicated the presence of a single 
carbocycle consistent with a vinylgold(I) connectivity.  
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Figure 3-3. Crude 31P NMR (left) and 1H NMR (right) of the stoichiometric reaction of 1 and 2 equiv 
of 4a•NTf2 in the presence of DTBP. 
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Other features of the spectroscopic data were inconsistent with 3a. For example, 1H-NMR 
showed a 2:1 ratio of the PPh3 to carbocycle resonance. In addition, closer examination of the 
multiplicity of the vinyl peaks revealed heteronuclear coupling between the vinyl proton that 
was anti to Au and two phosphorous atoms, rather than the single phosphine expected for a 
simple vinylgold(I) complex like 3a. These data therefore suggested that the catalytic 
intermediate was the doubly metallated gold-vinyl species 5a•NTf2 (Figure 3-4).  
 
 
Figure 3-4. Proposed structure of digold intermediate 5a•NTf2. 
 
These spectroscopic and reactivity observations coupled with the work of Grandberg,125 
Nesmeyanov,126 and Schmidbaur127 on aryl-gold(I) organometallic complexes suggested that 
5a•NTf2 was a diaurated structure that engaged the vinyl anion in a bridging 3-center-2-
electron mode and was stabilized by a Au–Au interaction. X-ray crystal structures of 
bridging aryl compounds are known, 128  and a computational study implicated the 
                                            
125 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249. 
 
126 (a) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, T. V. Baukova, O. B. 
Afanassova, J. Organomet. Chem. 1974, 65, 131; (b) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. 
A. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1974, 5, 1124. 
 
127 K. A. Porter, A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922. 
 
128 R. Usón, A. Laguna, E. J. Fernandez, A. Media, P. G. Jones, J. Organomet. Chem. 1988, 350, 129, see also 
references 126 and 127. 
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intermediacy of a bridging vinyl in the cycloisomerization of enynes.129 The phosphines in 
such a chiral structure would be diastereotopic and account for the inequivalent resonances in 
the 31P-NMR. 
Grandberg reported that the geminally diaurated parent species 
[(Ph3PAu)2CH=CH2]+[BF4]– was unstable and characterizable only by its IR and reactivity. 
In contrast, the more crowded nature of 5a•NTf2 presumably contributed to its thermal 
stability. The stabilizing Au–Au bond interactions are well established and measure to be 
worth 5-10 kcal mol-1.130 
Attempts to separate 5a•NTf2 from 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine and its conjugate acid proved 
to be challenging. While the mixture of 5a•NTf2 and impurities was soluble in 
dichloromethane, acetone, acetonitrile, methanol, tetrahydrofuran, nitromethane, and ethyl 
acetate, it was insoluble in pentanes and hexanes. Diethyl ether, toluene, carbon tetrachloride, 
and water were suitable for extracting some impurities, but these solvents also dissolved 
substantial quantities of 5a•NTf2. None of the solvents above led to decomposition of 
5a•NTf2. Successful removal of the base was achieved by dissolving the reaction mixture in 
dichloromethane, rinsing with saturated aqueous Na2CO3, drying over Na2SO4, and removing 
the volatiles under reduced pressure resulting in a brown oil. Then, the crude oil was 
extracted with cooled diethyl ether (–78°C), which partially removed the base. Cooled 
diethyl ether was used to dissolve less 5a•NTf2. Diethyl ether was decanted from the crude 
oil, and any remaining diethyl ether was removed under high vacuum. This procedure 
resulted in the formation of a beige foam. The purification-extraction process with cooled 
                                            
129 P. H. Cheong, P. Morganelli, M. R. Luzung, K. N. Houk, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 4517. 
 
130 K. I. Grandberg, E. I. Smyslova, A. N. Kosina, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1973, 12, 2787. 
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diethyl ether was repeated ten times and 5a•NTf2 could be isolated in a 35% yield. A 1H 
NMR of purified 5a•NTf2 is shown in Figure 3-5.  
 
 
Figure 3-5. 1H NMR of purified 5a•NTf2. Residues of water (1.56 ppm) and diethyl ether (3.48 ppm 
and 1.21 ppm) were visible. Signals corresponding to DTBP were removed. 
 
O
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Figure 3-6. Single crystals obtained from samples of 5a•NTf2. 
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Crystallization of 5a•NTf2 proved to be difficult and has not been achieved. Although 
crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained by layering a solution of 5a•NTf2 in 
dichloromethane with diethyl ether or pentanes, preliminary structural information did not 
match the proposed structure of 5a•NTf2 (Figure 3-6). Both structures had been reported 
previously by other research groups.131 
Attempted purification of 5a•NTf2 on chromatographic media led to its decomposition. 
While florisil and silica protodeaurated 5a•NTf2 to 2, short plugs of neutral alumina resulted 
in the formation of Ph3PAuCl and vinylgold(I) complex 3a, 132  the originally proposed 
catalyst resting state (Scheme 3-2). It was later determined that the neutral alumina was a 
source of Cl– counterions, due to contamination.  
 
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
5a•NTf2
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
alumina
(Cl– contaminated)
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
3a
AuPPh3
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
2
31P NMR: 36 ppm (2 signals)
31P NMR: 43 ppm
– Ph3PAuCl
silica, florisil
 
Scheme 3-2. Decomposition of 5a•NTf2 on chromatographic media to 2 and 3a. 
 
                                            
131 (a) F. Wen, U. Englert, B. Gutrath, U. Simon, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 1, 106; (b) Y. Yang, V. 
Ramamoorthy, P. R. Sharp, Inorg. Chem. 1993, 32, 1946. 
 
132 The monogold-vinyl structure was assumed based on similar NMR data to the previously synthesized 
cyclohexyl-substituted gold-vinyl model complex, see Scheme 2-7.  
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Upon addition of diethyl ether, white crystals of Ph3PAuCl formed, which allowed the 
separation of Ph3PAuCl from 3a. The solution of remaining 3a was concentrated and 
methanol was added. After three weeks, single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis 
were obtained (Figure 3-7), which unambiguously confirmed the structure of monogold-vinyl. 
Corresponding 1H and 31P NMR data of purified 3a are shown in Figure 3-8. 
 
 
Figure 3-7. ORTEP diagram of intermediate 3a with 50% probability ellipsoids; most hydrogen 
atoms are omitted for clarity. Key bond lengths [Å] include: Au1-P1 [2.2913(5)], Au1-C2 [2.050(2)], 
and C1-C2 [1.324(4)].133 
 
 
                                            
133 CCDC 736429 contains the supplementary crystallographic data. These data can be obtained free of charge 
from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
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Figure 3-8. NMR data of purified intermediate 3a. 
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The experimental data of the isolated intermediates supported the proposed dinuclear 
structure of 5a•NTf2 (Table 3-2).  
 
Table 3-2. Comparison of chemical shifts in 1H NMR. aSignal of these protons were not 
distinguishable. 
O O
AuPPh3
2 1
H3C
CH3
Ha
Hb
3
4
5
COOCH3H3COOC
6
7
128
9
10
11
14
13
15 1716 18
O O
2 1
H3C
CH3
Ha
Hb
3
4
5
COOCH3H3COOC
6
7
128
9
10
11
14
13
15 1716 18
N(SO2CF3)2-
19
Au
PPh3
AuPPh3
3a 5a•NTf2  
Proton Chemical shift in 3a [ppm] Chemical Shift in 5a•NTf2 [ppm] 
1a 5.62 (dd) 5.91 (ddd) 
1b 4.97 (dd) 6.43 (d) 
3 4.06 (ddd) 4.50 (m) 
4a 2.72 (ddd) 3.00 (ddd) 
4b 2.38 (dd) 2.72 (dd) 
6a 3.22 (d) 3.28 (d) 
6b 3.09 (dd) 3.14 (dd) 
8/10a 6.27 (s), 6.16 (s) 6.31 (d), 6.19 (d) 
13/14/16/18a 3.73 (s), 3.72 (s), 3.70 (s), 3.59 (s) 3.73 (s), 3.65 (s), 3.53 (s), 3.40 (s)  
PPh3 7.34 – 7.45 (m, 15H) 7.20 – 7.50 (m, 30H) 
 
Comparison of signals obtained by 1H NMR for 3a and 5a•NTf2 showed significant 
differences in chemical shifts. Upon digold formation protons 1 to 10 were shifted downfield 
and signals for protons 13 to 18 were moved upfield. This could be explained by the 
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delocalized positive charge in the 3-center-2-electron bond of 5a•NTf2. The closer protons 
were located to the delocalized charge of that bond, the further downfield shifted their 
resonances. Therefore, the NMR signal for H1b changed from 4.97 ppm to 6.43 ppm, whereas 
resonances for H1a and H3 only shifted from 5.62 ppm to 5.91 ppm and 4.06 ppm to 4.50 ppm, 
respectively. The protons corresponding to the carbocycle (H4, H6) and the aromatic ring (H8, 
H10) also showed different resonances depending on their distance to the delocalized charge.  
The unusual environment of C2 was also observed in 13C NMR spectra. Complex 5a•NTf2 
gave no signal for C2, but the spectrum of 3a gave a doublet at 189.6 ppm for this carbon 
atom. Hammond noted a similar signal for the analogous carbon in his gold-vinyl 
complex.134 The absence of a resonance for geminally diaurated carbon C2 in 5a•NTf2 was 
consistent with data reported by Schmidbaur, 135  where it was proposed that geminally 
diaurated C-atoms showed no 13C signal due to the quadrupole moment of gold. 
 
3.4 Reactivity of Intermediates 
The isolation of 3a and 5a•NTf2 provided a rare opportunity to study the comparative 
reactivity of reaction intermediates. Compound 3a was found to readily react with 
stoichiometric quantities of HX (X = OAc, Cl, NTf2) to yield 2 and the expected gold(I) 
species (Scheme 3-3).136 When only 0.5 equivalent of HNTf2 was added, clean conversion to 
5a•NTf2 and 2 occurred. Similarly clean and rapid was the conversion of 3a and 4a•NTf2 to 
                                            
134 L. Liu, B. Xu, M. S. Mashuta, G. B. Hammond, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17642. 
 
135 K. A. Porter, A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922. 
 
136 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, T. D. Ramamurthi, F. Rominger, J. Organomet. Chem. 2009, 694, 592; (b) Y. Shi, S. D. 
Ramgren, S. A. Blum, Organometallics 2009, 28, 1275; (c) F. Mohr, L. R. Falvello, M. Laguna, Eur. J. Inorg. 
Chem. 2006, 833. 
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5a•NTf2, a process that presumably competed favorably with protodeauration under catalytic 
conditions. 
 
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
5a•NTf2
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
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COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
2
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AuPPh3
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q H
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Tf 2
1 equiv 4a•NTf2
0.5 2
 
Scheme 3-3. Reactivity of 3a with Brønsted acids and Gagosz catalyst 4a•NTf2. 
 
The reactivity of 5a•NTf2 with Brønsted acids differed greatly from 3a. Treatment with 
excess acetic acid (pKa = 4.76) left 5a•NTf2 untouched, while 3a immediately protodeaurated  
to 2. Digold 5a•NTf2 was also unreactive with α-bromo-acetic acid (pKa = 2.86) (for 12 h), 
and only traces of 2 were observed with excess HTFA (pKa = –0.25). Therefore, the second 
equivalent of [Ph3PAu]+ in 5a•NTf2 hindered protodeauration.  
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Paralleling the characteristic digold reactivity established by Nesmeyanov, Grandberg, 
and Schmidbaur, compound 5a•NTf2 extruded Ph3PAuL and 3a upon reaction with a suitable 
ligand L (Scheme 3-4).137  
 
 
Scheme 3-4. Characteristic digold reactivity of intermediate 5a•NTf2. 
 
To demonstrate that compounds 3a and 5a•NTf2 were viable reaction intermediates, their 
reactivity was probed with allene 1. Although 5a•NTf2 and 3a were expectedly unreactive 
with 1, they could each be activated with HNTf2 to reveal 4a•NTf2. The subsequent 
conversion of 1 to 2 indicated that both, 5a•NTf2 and 3a were catalytic intermediates 
(Scheme 3-5). 
 
 
Scheme 3-5. Starting the catalytic cycle with intermediates 3a or 5a•NTf2 and HNTf2. 
 
                                            
137 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249; (c) K. A. Porter, A. Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922; (d) A. N. 
Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1974, 5, 
1124. 
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These results clearly indicated that complexes 3a and 5a•NTf2 were each viable 
intermediates in the intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes, which meant that the originally 
proposed mechanistic scheme (Scheme 3-1) was incomplete, because an additional digold 
structure needed to be added. The bridging structure in 5a•NTf2 was found to be considerably 
more stable than 3a, and served to sequester the key Lewis acidic species [Ph3PAu]+ more 
quickly than the latter promoted allene activation. Although 5a•NTf2 was less reactive with 
Brønsted acids than 3a, both could be activated by HNTf2 to generate catalytically active 
4a•NTf2. Therefore, it was not yet clear, whether 5a•NTf2 operated on or off cycle under true 
catalytic conditions. These data also suggested that aurophilicity might play a much more 
important role in gold catalysis than previously envisioned. 
 
3.5 Variation of Anions 
To elucidate whether the formation of digold species in catalysis was dependent on the 
anion of the catalyst 4a•Y (Y = counterion), different silver salts were investigated in an in 
situ activation protocol of Ph3PAuCl (Table 3-3). In each case, 5a•Y was observed by 31P-
NMR suggesting a purely outer sphere role for the anions. With OTf, however, a broad signal 
at 36 ppm was observed suggesting that this counterion had an inner sphere role and was 
promoting a dynamic process that equilibrated the two diasterotopic phosphines of 5a•OTf. 
The examination of more coordinating anions, such as Y = tosylate (OTs), trifluoroacetate 
(TFA), binolphosphate (OPE), ortho-nitrobenzoate (OONB), para-nitrobenzoate (OPNB), 
benzoate (OBz), and acetate (OAc), could not be pursued, as these catalysts were entirely 
unreactive with 1. Interestingly, when Y = OTs, TFA, or OPE were used, the 31P signal of the 
catalyst broadened, suggesting competitive ligand exchange between the anion and substrate 
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1. Therefore, an alternative method was necessary to investigate the effect of anions on 
digold formation. This method is discussed in chapter 5.138 
 
Table 3-3. Resting state analysis of the reaction of 1 with in situ activated Ph3PAuCl/AgY catalyst by 
31P NMR. aInstead of two sharp signals in a 1:1 ratio, one broad signal at δ  36 ppm was observed. 
 
Entry Catalyst / Activator Resting State 
1 Ph3PAuNTf2 5a•NTf2 
2 Ph3PAuCl / AgNTf2 5a•NTf2 
3 Ph3PAuCl / AgPF6 5a•PF6 
4 Ph3PAuCl / AgSbF6 5a•SbF6 
5 Ph3PAuCl / AgOTf 5a•OTfa 
6 Ph3PAuCl / AgBF4 5a•BF4 
 
3.6 Protodemetallation and Competition Experiments 
Protodemetallation studies were conducted with 3a to gain an understanding how anions 
affected digold formation during catalysis. When AcOH (pKa(H2O) = 4.76; pKa(DMSO) = 
12.3) was reacted with 3a, complete protodemetallation to 2 and Ph3PAuOAc was observed. 
In contrast, the addition of DTBP•HNTf2 (pKa(H2O) = 4.95; pKa(DMSO) = 0.90)139 caused 
an instant conversion to a 1:1 mixture of 5a•NTf2 and 2 (Scheme 3-6). The contrasting 
                                            
138 D. Weber, T. D. Jones, L. L. Adduci, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2012, 51, 2452. 
 
139 For an explanation of the great difference between pKa(H2O) and pKa(DMSO) of DTBP, see: R. L. Benoit, 
M. Fréchette, D. Lefebvre, Can. J. Chem. 1988, 66, 1159. 
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behavior suggested a strong anion effect on the thermodynamics of digold formation. These 
protodemetallation studies further revealed, that monogold-vinyl 3a can be protodemetallated 
by DTBP•HNTf2, but digold 5a•NTf2 cannot. This difference in reactivity was crucial to 
intercept digold 5a•NTf2 from catalysis.  
 
excess AcOH
CD2Cl2, RT
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4a•OAc+
MeO OMe
MeOOC COOMe
AuPPh3
MeO OMe
MeOOC COOMe
2
CD2Cl2, RT
0.5 0.5+
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DTBP•HNTf2
5a•NTf2
MeO OMe
MeOOC COOMe
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]– 2
 
Scheme 3-6. Protodemetallation studies of 3a with AcOH and DTBP•HNTf2 indicate a strong anion 
effect. 
 
Catalyst 4a•NTf2 and AcOH readily converted monogold 3a to 5a•NTf2 and 2, 
respectively. Since neither product reacted further with 4a•NTf2 or AcOH, a competition 
experiment between digold formation and protodemetallation was carried out by adding 3a to 
an excess of a 1:5 mixture of 4a•NTf2 and AcOH, respectively. Despite the seven molar 
excess of AcOH full conversion of 3a to 5a•NTf2 was observed (Scheme 3-7).  
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Scheme 3-7. Competition experiment between protodemetallation and digold formation. 
 
While not quantitative, these data showed a clear preference for digold formation over 
protodemetallation when using the less coordinating counterion NTf2. Since the dogma in 
Lewis acid catalysis points to less coordinating anions being better, these results indicate that 
at least in some scenarios there may be a downside to this position.  
 
3.7 Variation of Phosphine Ligands 
In 2010, Fürstner and co-workers140 structurally characterized two model complexes of 
geminally diaurated vinyl reaction intermediates, which additionally supported the viability 
of proposed digold intermediate 5a•NTf2 (Figure 3-9).  
 
Ph3PAu
Ph3PAu
OEt
Ph3PAu
Ph3PAu
NTf2– NTf2–
H
H H
 
Figure 3-9. Structurally characterized vinylic digold complexes reported by Fürstner. 
 
In their work, two types of geminally diaurated complexes were reported, one where the 
hyperconjugated carbon atom had greater sp2 character (cyclopropyl stabilized) and one 
where heteroatom stabilization generates a geminally diaurated carbon atom that is 
                                            
140 G. Seidel, C. W. Lehmann, A. Fürstner, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 8466. 
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principally of sp3 character. The latter was especially robust towards protonolysis. The 
experimentally validated stability of geminally diaurated complexes towards acids combined 
with the observation of metallophilic interactions in the hydroarylation of allenes suggested 
that digold formation may very well be a defining feature in gold(I)-catalyzed reactions of 
allenes or alkynes, as both substrate classes likely proceed via gold-vinyl intermediates. 
Because the importance of aurophilicity and the role of dinuclear complex 5a•Y in gold 
catalysis was unclear, specifically in the intramolecular hydroarylation of allenes, further 
mechanistic studies were initiated. To investigate the circumstances affecting the stability of 
digold intermediates in catalysis several monomeric and bridging gold(I)-catalysts were 
investigated, by varying their electronic, steric, and chelating properties. 
The phosphine basicity was manipulated through para-substituted variants of the parent 
catalyst (p-X-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 with X = CF3 (4b•NTf2), F (4c•NTf2), and Me (4d•NTf2).141 
Monitoring these reactions by 31P NMR indicated that a majority of the catalyst pooled at the 
digold intermediate 5b•NTf2, 5c•NTf2, or 5d•NTf2, respectively (Figure 3-10). With 4b•NTf2 
(δ = 30.3 ppm) digold signals were detected at δ = 36.4 and 35.2 ppm, with 4c•NTf2 (δ = 
27.5 ppm) digold signals were detected at δ = 34.2 and 33.6 ppm, while 4d•NTf2 (δ = 28.0 
ppm) provided digold signals at δ = 34.2 and 34.0 ppm. High field 1H NMR further 
confirmed the catalytic presence of a digold species. Therefore, within this span of electronic 
perturbation, the formation of digold intermediate was dominant.142 
 
                                            
141 For the application and synthesis of different para-substituted (p-X-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 catalysts: (a) Z. J. 
Wang, D. Benitez, E. Tkatchouk, W. A. Goddard III, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 13064; (b) K. 
Nunokawa, S. Onaka, T. Tatematsu, M. Ito, J. Sakai, Inorg. Chim. Acta 2001, 322, 56. 
 
142 1H and 31P NMR data also revealed the presence of a digold intermediate for the reaction of 1 with catalysts 
(p-X-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (X = Cl (4e•NTf2), OMe (4f•NTf2)). 
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Figure 3-10. Observation of digold intermediates by 31P NMR in the reaction of 1 with catalysts 
4b•NTf2, 4c•NTf2, and 4d•NTf2. 
 
Digold intermediates were also observed with diphosphine catalysts. The reaction of 1 
with Tf2NAuPPh2(CH2)6Ph2PAuNTf2 (4g•NTf2, P6P(AuNTf2)2) as a catalyst revealed 31P 
NMR signals at 35.6 and 34.3 ppm in a 1:1 ratio implying a digold intermediate (Figure 3-11, 
top spectrum). Only P6P(AuNTf2)2 (4g, δ = 27.5 ppm) could be cleanly isolated as the pre-
activated NTf2–-salt, but 31P and 1H NMR data suggested, that in situ generated 
P5P(AuNTf2)2 (4h•NTf2) and P4P(AuNTf2)2 (4i•NTf2) catalysts also proceeded via digold 
Catalyst: X = CF3 (4b•NTf2) 
Catalyst: X = F (4c•NTf2) 
Catalyst: X = CH3 (4d•NTf2) 
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species. When the methylene spacer was reduced by using in situ generated dinuclear 
catalysts PnP(AuNTf2)2 catalysts with n = 1 (4j•NTf2), 2 (4k•NTf2), or 3 (4l•NTf2), 
inconclusive spectra were obtained. It thus seemed likely that flexible diphosphines can span 
the two metals in the digold structure. 
 
5 – 10 mol% catalyst
CD2Cl2, 296 K
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
1 2
 
Figure 3-11. Detected digold intermediates by 31P NMR for the catalysis of 1 with the bridging 
4g•NTf2 and monodentate 4m•NTf2 as catalysts. 
 
The electronically similar monodentate catalyst EtPh2PAuNTf2 (4m•NTf2, δ = 31.9 ppm) 
was also probed for the presence of a digold intermediate while catalyzing the reaction of 1. 
Likewise, digold signals at δ = 36.4 and 36.0 ppm were observed (Figure 3-11, bottom 
spectrum). Baseline signals in the 1H NMR data confirmed the digold intermediate with both 
catalysts. 
Catalyst: P6P(AuNTf2)2 (4g•NTf2) 
Catalyst: EtPh2PAuNTf2 (4m•NTf2) 
4g•NTf2 
4m•NTf2 
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5 – 10 mol%
(o-CH3-Ph)3PAuNTf2 (4n•NTf2)
CD2Cl2, 298 K
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
1 2
 
Figure 3-12. Observation of digold intermediate by 31P NMR in the reaction of 1 with bulky 4n•NTf2. 
 
Sterically demanding catalysts also revealed digold intermediates. Monitoring the 
cyclization of 1 with (o-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4n•NTf2, cone angle Θ = 194°)143 suggested a 
digold structure. 31P NMR signals appeared at δ = 22.6 ppm and δ = 15.8 ppm in a 1:1 ratio. 
However, in contrast to previous cases, these resonances were significantly broadened 
relative to chemical shifts of digold intermediates. The signal corresponding to catalyst 
4n•NTf2 (δ = –0.9 ppm) was observed throughout the reaction as well (Figure 3-12).144 
Because the 31P NMR data of the reaction of 1 with bulky catalyst 4n•NTf2 revealed different 
characteristics (broad asymmetric signals, no complete binding of catalyst as digold 
intermediate), further studies were pursued to confirm the presence of a digold intermediate 
during catalysis. 
 
                                            
143 (a) C. A. Tolman, Chem. Rev. 1977, 77, 313; for examples of gold(I)-complexes with bulky phosphines, see: 
(b) E. C. Alyea, G. Ferguson, S. Kannan, Polyhedron 2000, 19, 2211 and references therein.  
 
144 31P NMR signals in a 1:1 ratio implied also a digold resting state with Mes3PAuNTf2 (Θ = 214°). However, 
further studies with Mes3PAuNTf2 were discontinued due to its instability in solution and extremely slow 
reaction rate.  
Broad and asymmetric 
resonances in a 1:1 ratio 
4n•NTf2 
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3.8 X-ray Crystal Structure of Digold Intermediate 
As mentioned in section 3.7, when the reaction of 1 with catalyst (o-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 
(4n•NTf2) was monitored by 31P NMR, broad and asymmetrically shaped signals were 
observed in comparison to (p-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4d•NTf2) and other phosphines with a 
similar cone angle  (compare Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-12).  
The stoichiometric reaction of 1 with aliquots of 4n•NTf2 could be accomplished in the 
presence of excess DTBP avoiding any turnover via protodemetallation at room temperature 
(Scheme 3-8). 31P and 1H NMR data exhibited resonances that corresponded to the catalytic 
intermediate 5n•NTf2 (Figure 3-13).  
 
 
Scheme 3-8. Synthesis of digold 5n•NTf2. 
 
However, the rate of the stoichiometric reaction was highly dependent on the gold catalyst. 
With 2 equiv of 4a•NTf2 complete conversion of 1 was observed within 30 minutes, whereas 
2 equiv of 4n•NTf2 took over night to reach completion (13 h). This rate difference could 
probably be attributed to the stereoelectronic difference between Ph3P and (o-CH3-C6H4)3P, 
the latter being more basic and sterically crowded.  
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Figure 3-13. 31P and 1H NMR data after addition of aliquots of 4n•NTf2 to 1 in the presence of excess 
DTBP. 
0.2 equiv, 10 min 
0.2 equiv, 13 h 
1.6 equiv, 10 min 
1.6 equiv, 13 h 
0.2 equiv, 10 min 
0.2 equiv, 13 h 
1.6 equiv, 10 min 
1.6 equiv, 13 h 
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NMR samples of 5n•NTf2 were stable in solution at room temperature and single crystals 
suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained by slow evaporation of a solution of 
5n•NTf2 in DCM layered with pentanes.145 NMR data of single crystals matched the digold 
spectra of the catalytic and stoichiometric reactions of 1 and 4n•NTf2.  
The crystal structure of 5n•NTf2 did not reveal the expected geminal diauration binding 
mode as originally proposed for 5a•NTf2 and indicated by crystallographic evidence from 
Fürstner. Instead, --diauration of the vinyl moiety was found as an alternative connectivity, 
which was also stabilized by an aurophilic bond (Figure 3-14). 
 
      
Figure 3-14. ORTEP diagram of 5n•NTf2 with 50% probability ellipsoids; most hydrogen atoms 
omitted for clarity. Key bond lengths [Å] include: Au1-Au2 [3.13563(18)], Au2-C2 [2.059(3)], Au1-
C1 [2.275(3)], Au1-C2 [2.287(3)], and C1-C2 [1.369(5)].146 
                                            
145 It is important to note that the bulk of single crystals was a mixture of 5n•NTf2 and the decomposition 
product [{(o-CH3-C6H4)3P}2Au]+[NTf2]–. 
 
146 CDCC 873041 contains the supplementary crystallographic data. These data can be obtained free of charge 
from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
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The structure of 5n•NTf2 was best described as a gold-vinyl (similar to 3a) with a second 
gold unit -bound to the olefin. The length of the Au2–C2 -bond (2.059(3) Å) was only 
slightly elongated in comparison to 3a (2.050(2) Å). The sum of the bond angles (Au2–C2–
C1), (Au2–C2–C3), and (C1–C2–C3) was calculated to 359.4º, which was comparable to 
3a (sum of corresponding angles = 359.9º) and indicated no perturbation of the -
connectivity between Au2 and C2.  
The second gold atom (Au1) was -bound to the olefin bond between C1 and C2. It was 
closely resembled by cationic gold(I) -alkene complexes published by Widenhoefer.147 The 
distances between Au1–C1 (2.275(3) Å) and Au1–C2 (2.287(3) Å) were in agreement with 
distances in other -coordinated olefins, which ranged from 2.199 Å to 2.365 Å. The shorter 
distance of Au–C1 could probably be contributed to the steric repulsion between the two 
bulky (o-CH3-C6H4)3P ligands. Additionally, as a result of -complexation, the C1=C2 
double bond (1.369(5) Å) was clearly elongated in comparison to 3a (1.324(4) Å).  
Aurophilic bonding between Au1 and Au2 further stabilized the structure. The range for 
aurophilic interactions is quite large (2.8 Å – 3.5 Å), because of a relatively flat energy 
profile for the mutual approach of two gold atoms.148 The Au1–Au2 distance in 5n•NTf2 
(3.13563(18) Å) indicated aurophilic stabilization, but was much larger than in Fürstner’s 
geminally diaurated model complexes (2.7591(8) Å and 2.8013(3) Å). Thus far, - 
diauration was only observed with alkynes, but a supporting aurophilic bonding was not 
proposed in those complexes due to a long Au–Au distance (3.4312(3) Å).149  
                                            
147 T. J. Brown, M. G. Dickens, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 6350. 
 
148 H. Schmidbaur, A. Schier, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1931. 
 
149 T. N. Hooper, M. Green, C. A. Russell, Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 2313. 
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The reason for a --diaurated binding mode could originate in the steric crowding 
between the bulky ligands and the aromatic ring in the substrate. The resulting repulsion of 
the ortho-Tol groups could distort the digold structure from a geminally diaurated to a --
binding mode. Based on the broad and asymmetric signals of 5n•NTf2 by 31P NMR and the 
contrasting sharp resonances with less bulky catalysts, it was proposed that the --diaurated 
structure of 5n•NTf2 did not resemble the binding mode of previously isolated 5a•NTf2. 
Since X-ray crystallographic evidence has not been forthcoming for 5a•NTf2, a potential 
difference in connectivity between 5a•NTf2 and 5n•NTf2 could be derived from their 
respective characteristic reactivity with Brønsted acids (in particular acetic acid) and 
abstracting ligands. These studies will be pursued in the future. 
 
3.9 Probing Different Allenes for Digold Intermediates 
To establish the notion that digold formation should be feasible in a broad variety of 
allene activation reactions, a scan of previously reported transformations was undertaken. 
Therefore, the cycloisomerization of ene-allene 6, the cascade cyclization of epoxy-allene 8, 
and the hydroalkoxylation of hydroxy-allene 10 were investigated by 31P NMR for potential 
digold intermediates.  
The cycloisomerization of ene-allene 6 with 10 mol% 4a•NTf2 led to a regioisomeric 
mixture of 7a and 7b, whose ratio depended on the counteranion and the reaction conditions. 
In situ 31P NMR spectroscopic analysis indicated the presence of a digold species with a pair 
of singlets at δ = 36.9 and 36.5 ppm in addition to 4a•NTf2 (δ ≈ 30 ppm) (Figure 3-15).150 
                                            
150 M. A. Tarselli, A. R. Chianese, S. J. Lee, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 6670. 
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However, further studies are necessary to confirm the formation of a digold vinyl 
intermediate. 
 
EECOOMeMeOOC
10 mol% 4a•NTf2
CD2Cl2, RT
6
EE
+
7b7a
 
Figure 3-15. 31P NMR signals at δ = 36.9 ppm and 36.5 ppm indicated a digold intermediate for the 
cycloisomerization of ene-allene 6. 
 
In situ 31P NMR spectroscopy also indicated that a digold vinyl complex built up in the 
cycloisomerization of epoxy-allene 8 (Figure 3-16).151 31P NMR resonances at δ = 37.1 ppm 
and δ = 35.7 ppm were observed in a 1:1 ratio during catalysis. As in the previous example, 
unreacted 4a•NTf2 accounted for the balance of the catalyst speciation.  
Originally reported by the Widenhoefer group the reaction of hydroxy-allene 10 with 1 
mol% 4a•NTf2 provided a mixture of 11 and 12.152 Like the previous examples, in situ 
monitoring indicated that one digold species dominated the resting state speciation. This 
                                            
151 For a detailed discussion of reactions with epoxy allenes, see: M. A. Tarselli, J. L. Zuccarello, S. J. Lee, M. 
R. Gagné, Org. Lett. 2009, 11, 3490. 
 
152 Z. Zhang, C. Liu, R. E. Kinder, X. Han, H. Qian, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 9066. 
4a•NTf2 
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potential digold was characterized by the 1:1 ratio of peaks at δ = 37.8 and 35.7 ppm; a broad 
singlet at δ ≈ 30 ppm for 4a•NTf2 was also detected (Figure 3-17). 
 
OH
O
CD2Cl2, 296 K O O
MeOOC COOMe MeOOC COOMe
+ other products
10 mol% 4a•NTf2
8
9
 
Figure 3-16. 31P NMR signals at δ = 37.1 ppm and 35.7 ppm indicated a digold intermediate for the 
cycloisomerization of epoxy-allene 8. 
 
OH
PhPh
O
Ph
Ph
O
Ph
Ph
+
10
CD2Cl2, 300 K
1-5 mol% 4a•NTf2
11 12
 
Figure 3-17. 31P NMR signals at δ = 37.8 ppm and 35.7 ppm indicated a digold intermediate for the 
hydroxyalkoxylation of allene 10. 
 
4a•NTf2 
4a•NTf2
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The two products 11 and 12 were obtained in a 1:4 NMR ratio, respectively. The 
formation of product 12 was dependent on the anion of the catalyst. Product 12 was observed 
with NTf2 and OTf, but less coordinating counterions, such as OTs, OBz, or OAc, formed 
only 11. The mechanism of the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation was studied in 
collaboration with the Widenhoefer laboratory at Duke University. These results are 
summarized in chapters 4 and 6. 
 
3.10 Experimental Data 
Experimental data of sections 3.2 to 3.4 were published and are available on the WWW 
under http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.200902049. Data for sections 3.5 to 3.9 are listed below. 
Conversion of 3a with excess DTBP•HNTf2 to 5a•NTf2 and 2 (Scheme 3-6, bottom): In a 
NMR tube 4.3 mg 3a were dissolved in 0.4 mL CD2Cl2 and NMR data was acquired. 
Aliquots of an in situ generated solution of DTBP•HNTf2 were added dropwise. NMR data 
showed conversion to a 1:1 ratio of 5a•NTf2 and 2 (Wb2-006). 
Competition experiment of 3a with an excess 5:1 mixture of AcOH and 4a•NTf2 (Scheme 
3-7): In a NMR tube small quantities of AcOH and 4a•NTf2 were dissolved in 0.6 mL 
CD2Cl2. A 5:1 AcOH : 4a•NTf2 ratio was determined by 1H NMR. A solution of 5.4 mg 3a 
in 0.2 mL CD2Cl2 was added to the mixture. NMR data indicated sole conversion to 5a•NTf2 
(Wb2-080). 
Synthesis of digold 5n•NTf2 (Scheme 3-8 and Figure 3-13): In a NMR tube 3.5 mg (10.5 
µmol) of 1 were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2 and 5.3 mg DTBP were added. First, 1.6 mg 
(2.0 µmol) of 4n•NTf2 were added and monitored by NMR. Full conversion of 4n•NTf2 to 
5n•NTf2 was observed after 13 h by NMR. Another 11.6 mg (14.8 µmol) of 4n•NTf2 were 
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added. Again, full conversion of 4n•NTf2 to 5n•NTf2 was observed after 13 h by NMR 
(Wb2-290-A). 
Synthesis of single crystals of 5n•NTf2 (Figure 3-14): In a vial 5.9 mg (17.6 µmol) of 1, 
18.9 mg (24 µmol) of 4n•NTf2, and 48 mg (1.5 equiv) of DTBP-resin were added and 
dissolved in 3-5 mL DCM, which initiated the reaction. An enriched sample of 5n•NTf2 was 
obtained after stirring over night. The reaction solution was filtered through a plug of glass 
wool to remove the resin and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The residue was dissolved 
in a minimal amount of DCM and layered with an excess amount of pentanes. Slow 
evaporation led to a mixture of single crystals of 5n•NTf2 and [{(o-CH3-
C6H4)3P}Au]+[NTf2]– (Wb2-298-B). 
Resting state analysis with epoxy-allene 8 (Figure 3-16): In a NMR tube were added 0.15 
mL of a stock solution of 8 (0.25 M), 0.35 mL CD2Cl2, and 0.36 mL of a stock solution of 
4n•NTf2 (0.1 M). NMR analysis showed spectra that were consistent with a digold resting 
state (Wb1-183). 
Resting state analysis with ene-allene 6 (Figure 3-15): In a NMR tube were added 7.4 mg 
of 6, 0.5 mL CD2Cl2, and 2.3 mg of 4a•NTf2. NMR analysis showed spectra that were 
consistent with a digold resting state (Wb3-026-B). 
 
 
  
Chapter 4. Gold-Vinyl Intermediates in the Hydroalkoxylation of Allenes 
 
In a collaborative effort with the Widenhoefer group at Duke University, gold-vinyl 
intermediates of the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allenes were isolated. A monogold 
and digold intermediate were fully characterized. Both intermediates could be identified as a 
catalyst resting state by NMR, depending on the reaction conditions. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In a collaborative effort with the Widenhoefer group, the mechanism of intramolecular 
hydroalkoxylation of hydroxy-allene 10 was studied in detail. The catalyst resting state was 
analyzed by 31P and 1H NMR with different catalysts and anions. The Widenhoefer group 
primarily focused on JohnPhos, which allowed the isolation of mono- and digold-vinyl 
intermediates. These results were the basis of the collaboration. The Gagné group primarily 
pursued studies with PPh3 that enabled electronic alteration of the catalyst suitable for 
Hammett studies and comparison to previous results for the hydroarylation of allenes.   
 
4.2 Results with JohnPhos (Widenhoefer Group) 
From the stoichiometric reaction of 10 with in situ formed (JohnPhos)AuOTs (4o•OTs) in 
the presence of NEt3, the monogold-vinyl 13o was obtained in a 87% yield (Scheme 4-1).  
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OH
Ph
Ph
O
AuL
Ph
Ph
(13o, 87%)
LAuCl, AgOTs, Et3N (1:1:2)
toluene, 23 oC, 1.5 h
L = P(tBu)2(o-biphenyl)
10  
Scheme 4-1. Synthesis of gold-vinyl intermediate 13o.  
 
With vigorous stirring, complex 13o was slowly dissolved in gently boiling hexanes. 
Storing the warm solution at 4°C for 3 days gave colorless crystals suitable for X-ray 
diffraction analysis. The structure of 13o showed the same characteristics as the isolated 
gold-vinyl 3a from the hydroarylation. 
 
Figure 4-1. ORTEP diagram of complex 13o. Ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability. Hydrogen 
atoms have been omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): Au1–C2 [2.048(7)], 
Au1–P1 [2.3163], C1–C2 [1.333(11)], C2–C3 [1.518], C2–Au1–P1 [174.3(2)], C1–C2–Au1 
[120.5(6)}, C3–C2–Au1 [122.4(5)], C1–C2–C3 [117.0(7)]. 
 
Interestingly, when the stoichiometric reaction of 10 with 1 equiv of 4o•OTs was followed 
at –80ºC by NMR, no conversion to gold-vinyl 13o was observed.  
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of 1H (top) and 31P NMR (bottom) data. (a) Reaction of 10 with 4o•OTs 
(1:1) at –80°C in CD2Cl2; (b) In situ generated digold 14o•OTs generated from 13o and 4o•OTs in 
CD2Cl2 at 0ºC; (c) Isolated 13o in CD2Cl2 at 25°C. 
 
Instead, 50% conversion of 10 to digold 14o•OTs was detected (Figure 4-2, (a)).153 The 
formation of digold was confirmed by addition of 1 equiv of 4o•OTs to 13o, which led to full 
conversion to the same digold species (Figure 4-2, (b)). Digold 14o•OTs was clearly 
                                            
153 Added NEt3 coordinates to cationic gold and reduces its electrophilicity. As a result, NEt3 acts as an inhibitor 
for digold formation, see: A. S. K. Hashmi, I. Braun, M. Rudolph, F. Rominger, Organometallics 2012, 31, 644.  
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distinguishable from monogold 13o by 1H and 31P NMR (Figure 4-2, (c)). In catalytic 
studies, digold 14o•OTs was identified as the catalyst resting state. Single crystals of 
14o•OTs suitable for structural analysis by X-ray diffraction were not obtained.  
 
4.3 Results with Ph3P (Gagné Group) 
Studies by the Widenhoefer lab supported the previous observation (see Figure 3-17) that 
the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 formed a digold intermediate during 
catalysis.  
 
O
Ph
Ph
13a
OH
PhPh
O
Ph
Ph
10
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
+
14a•NTf2
HCl
AuPPh3
no instant
reaction
excess
AcOH
+ [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]–
Ph3P
(not isolated)
OH
PhPh
O
Ph
Ph
10
CH2Cl2, RT
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
2 equiv 4a•NTf2
> 1.5 equiv DTBP resin
+ other products
[NTf2]–
+
14a•NTf2
 
Scheme 4-2. Enriched sample of 14a•NTf2 (top) revealed characteristic digold reactivity (bottom). 
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Attempts to isolate the digold 14a•NTf2 from the stoichiometric reaction of 10 with 2 
equiv 4a•NTf2 in the presence of 1.5 equiv of resin bound DTBP failed. Only an enriched 
sample of digold 14a•NTf2 was obtained, but organic and gold impurities could not be 
removed (Scheme 4-2, top). However, the proposed structure of 14a•NTf2 was supported by 
2D-NMR data. 
The 31P NMR spectrum of 14a•NTf2 exhibited two signals at δ = 37.8 and 35.7 ppm (1:1 
ratio), which matched NMR data obtained under catalytic conditions (Figure 4-3, (d)). The 
signal at δ = 44.9 ppm was assigned to the decomposition product [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]–. The 
structure of the organic impurity could not be determined.  
Although 14a•NTf2 could not be isolated in pure form, crude samples of 14a•NTf2 were 
suitable for preliminary reactivity studies. Digold 14a•NTf2 was stable to acetic acid and 
addition of an excess of PPh3 abstracted one [Ph3PAu]+ unit and yielded gold-vinyl 13a and 
[(Ph3P)2Au]+, though separation of two gold species was not accomplished. Surprisingly, 
exposure of 14a•NTf2 to HCl caused cycloreversion to 10 and the formation of Ph3PAuCl, 
while no protodemetallation to 11 was observed. These reactivity data of 14a•NTf2 supported 
the proposed digold structure.  
The hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 offered the opportunity to determine anion effects on 
catalytic digold formation, since this reaction initiated catalysis with stronger coordinating 
anions, such as OTs, OPNB, or OAc (in contrast to the hydroarylation of allene 1).  
Following the reaction of 10 with 1-2 mol% 4a•NTf2 by 1H and 31P NMR, signals 
corresponding to the enriched sample of digold 14a•NTf2 could be observed during catalysis 
(Figure 4-3, (b)). After 90 minutes, the conversion of 10 to 11 and 12 was complete and 
resonances corresponding to digold 14a•NTf2 disappeared (Figure 4-3, (c)). These data 
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suggested that 4a•NTf2 rested as digold 14a•NTf2 during catalysis. When monitoring the 
reaction of 10 with 2 mol% 4a•OTs only exo-cyclization to 11 was observed. The rate of the 
reaction was with 2 mol% 4a•OTs significantly faster that with 2 mol% 4a•NTf2. 31P NMR 
suggested formation of the digold intermediate 14a•OTs during catalysis, however, this could 
not be confirmed by 1H NMR due to the low catalyst loading (Figure 4-4).  
 
 
Figure 4-3. Following the reaction of 10 with 1-2 mol% 4a•NTf2 by 1H (left) and 31P (right) NMR in 
CD2Cl2. (a) Excerpt of 1H NMR spectrum of 10; (b) Spectra during catalysis (6 minutes after catalyst 
addition); (c) Spectra after catalysis (90 minutes after catalyst addition). Chemical shifts of 14a•NTf2 
mostly disappeared by 1H and 31P NMR. (d) Spectra of enriched sample of 14a•NTf2. Resonances in 
1H NMR for 14a•NTf2 are marked with X. 
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CD2Cl2, 274 K
2 mol% 4a•OTs
11
 
Figure 4-4. Monitoring the reaction of 10 with 2 mol% 4a•OTs by 31P NMR. 
 
When the reaction of 10 with 13 mol% 4a•OTs in the presence of excess DTBP was 
monitored by NMR, a monogold resting state (13a) was identified. A characteristic signal for 
13a was observed by 31P NMR (Figure 4-5). Although an attempt was made to inhibit 
protodemetallation with DTBP, catalytic turnover was still observed, albeit at a slower 
reaction rate.  
 
OH
PhPh
O
Ph
Ph
10
CD2Cl2, 298 K
13 mol% 4a•OTs
11
excess DTBP
 
Figure 4-5. Monitoring the reaction of 10 with 2 mol% 4a•OTs in the presence of excess DTBP by 
31P NMR. Signal at   43 ppm corresponds to 13a. 
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The monogold intermediate 13a was also observed as the catalyst resting state when the 
reaction of 10 with 10 mol% 4a•OONB was analyzed by 1H and 31P NMR (Figure 4-6). 1H 
NMR data showed characteristic signals in the vinyl region that were consistent with the 
gold-vinyl 13a. This hypothesis was supported by a 31P signal at δ  44.5 ppm, the 
characteristic 31P NMR region of gold-vinyls.  
 
OH
PhPh
O
Ph
Ph
10
CD2Cl2, 296 K
10 mol % 4a•OONB
11
 
Figure 4-6. Following the reaction of 10 with 10 mol% 4a•OONB by 1H (left) and 31P (right) NMR 
in CD2Cl2. (a) 1H NMR spectrum during catalysis (6 minutes after catalyst addition); (b) 1H NMR 
spectrum during catalysis (50 minutes after catalyst addition); (c) 31P NMR spectrum during catalysis 
(collected between 6-50 minutes of catalysis); (d) 1H and 31P NMR spectra after catalysis (12 h after 
catalyst addition). Resonances in 1H NMR for 13a are marked with X. 
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Other anions were also probed. A digold resting state 14a•Y was also indicated in 
experiments with 4a•TFA and potentially with 4a•OPE, but further data are needed for 
confirmation. The more coordinating counterions 4a•OPNB, 4a•OBz, and 4a•OAc clearly 
revealed the monogold resting state 13a. Interestingly, all the reactions that proceeded 
through a monogold resting state exhibited a significantly slower rate in comparison to the 
digold cases. This could be explained by the coordinating ability of the counteranion or by 
the pKa of the in situ formed conjugated acid.  
Overall, these observations demonstrated a strong counterion and base effect on the 
catalyst resting state of the gold(I)-catalyzed intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allene 10. 
Further studies were pursued to obtain a better understanding of digold formation (chapter 5) 
and effects on catalysis (chapter 6). 
 
4.3 Experimental Data 
Synthesis of enriched sample of 14a•NTf2 (Scheme 4-2): In a vial were added 109 mg 
DTBP-resin and 130.7 mg (176 µmol) of 4a•NTf2. The solids were dissolved in 3-5 mL 
DCM and a solution of 22.0 mg (88 µmol) 10 in 1 mL DCM was added. The reaction 
mixture was stirred for 2 h. The resin was removed by a glass wool plug and the volatiles 
removed in vacuo. An enriched sample of 14a•NTf2 as a brown foam was obtained. The 
reactivity with HCl, AcOH, and Ph3P was probed (Wb2-194-A). 
Resting state analysis of the reaction of 10 with 4a•NTf2 (Figure 4-3): In a NMR tube 15.4 
mg of 10 were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2 and 1.0 mg 4a•NTf2 were added. The reaction 
was monitored by NMR (Wb2-194-B). 
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Resting state analysis of the reaction of 10 with 4a•OTs (Figure 4-4): In a NMR tube 41.7 
mg of 10 were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2. At –78°C 2.7 mg 4a•OTs were added. The 
reaction was monitored by NMR at 274 K (Wb3-021-C). 
Resting state analysis of the reaction of 10 with 4a•OTs in the presence of DTBP (Figure 
4-5): In a NMR tube 18.6 mg of 10 were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2 and >2 equiv of DTBP 
were added. At room temperature 4.1 mg 4a•OTs were added. The reaction was monitored 
by NMR (Wb3-021-E). 
Resting state analysis of the reaction of 10 with 4a•OONB (Figure 4-6): In a NMR tube 
14.2 mg of 10 were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2 and 3.6 mg 4a•OONB were added. The 
reaction was monitored by NMR (Wb2-288-D). 
Resting state analysis of the reaction of 10 with 4a•TFA: In a NMR tube 16.4 mg of 10 
were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2 and ~1 mg 4a•TFA were added. The reaction was 
monitored by NMR at 274 K (Wb3-021-F). 
 
 
  
Chapter 5. Model Complexes Lead to a Better Understanding of Digold Formation 
 
The synthesis and structural characterization of gold-vinyl and gold-aryl complexes is 
reported. Decomposition of digold complexes via homo-coupling is noted. Averaging proton 
signals are used to quantitatively measure electronic and anion effects on digold formation. 
The influence of Brønsted acids is described.  
 
5.1 Introduction 
As reported in chapters 3 and 4, the intramolecular hydrofunctionalization of allenes 1 and 
10 proceeded via two gold-vinyl intermediates, a mononuclear and a dinuclear. Both gold-
vinyls acted as catalyst resting states depending on the reaction conditions. The digold 
structure was suggested to result from the reaction of [LAu]+ with monogold-vinyl 
intermediates (Scheme 5-1). The proposal that the digold resting states contained a (Au2C)-
three-center-two-electron bond, which was additionally stabilized by an aurophilic closed 
shell interaction of significant strength (5-10 kcal/mol),154 was based on the aromatic digold 
compounds reported by Schmidbaur, Grandberg, and Nesmeyanov and confirmed by recent 
digold vinyl complexes from Fürstner.155  
                                            
154 (a) H. Schmidbaur, A. Schier, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1931; (b) H. Schmidbaur, Gold Bull. 2000, 33, 1; 
(c) H. Schmidbaur, Chem. Soc. Rev. 1995, 391. 
 
155 (a) G. Seidel, C. W. Lehmann, A. Fürstner, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 8466; (b) K. A. Porter, A. 
Schier, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922; (c) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. 
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Scheme 5-1. Monogold and digold complexes as intermediates in the hydrofunctionalization of 
allenes. 
 
However, with the exception of above mentioned studies little was known about digold 
intermediates in gold catalysis. Since digold formation consumed an otherwise catalytically 
active [LAu]+ unit and the digold intermediate was shown to be less reactive towards H+,156 
one might reasonably surmise that digold formation was inhibitory to catalysis. These 
considerations prompted the studies contained in this chapter to experimentally delineate and 
quantify those factors influencing digold formation. Studies with gold-aryl model complexes 
were published in Angewandte Chemie.157 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                       
Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1974, 5, 1124; (d) M. Osawa, M. Hoshino, D. 
Hashizume, Dalton Trans. 2008, 2248; (e) R. Usón, A. Laguna, E. J. Fernandez, A. Media, P. G. Jones, J. 
Organomet. Chem. 1988, 350, 129; (f) H. Schmidbaur, Y. Inoguchi, Chem. Ber. 1980, 113, 1646; (g) M. 
Alcarazo, C. W. Lehmann, A. Anoop, W. Thiel, A. Fürstner, Nature Chem. 2009, 1, 295; (h) J. Vicente, A. R. 
Singhal, P. G. Jones, Organometallics 2002, 21, 5887. 
 
156 [LAu]+ and H+ are isolobal to one another: (a) H. G. Raubenheimer, H. Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2012, 
DOI: 10.1021/om2010113; (b) R. Hoffmann, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 1982, 21, 711. 
 
157 D. Weber, T. D. Jones, L. L. Adduci, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2012, 51, 2452. 
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5.2 Studies with Gold-Vinyl Model Complexes 
Gold-vinyl complexes were synthesized from Ph3PAuCl and the corresponding Grignard 
reagent. Samples were purified by crystallization from benzene layered with pentanes at 4ºC. 
Single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained of the parent gold-vinyl 15a and the 
isopropenylgold complex 16a (Figure 5-1). 
 
    
Figure 5-1. Synthesis and structure of gold-vinyl complexes 15a and 16a. Key bond lengths [Å] in 
15a: Au1-C1 [2.048(4)], C1-C2 [1.298(7)]. Key bond lengths [Å] in 16a: Au1-C1 [2.041(4)], C1-C2 
[1.353(7)], C1-C3 [1.486(7)].158  
 
The bond distances observed in the crystal structures of 15a and 16a were in good 
agreement with the corresponding bond lengths of the isolated gold-vinyl intermediate 3a.  
                                            
158 CDCC 755225 (15a) and CDCC 769522 (16a) contain the supplementary crystallographic data. These data 
can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
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Synthesis of digold complexes 17a•NTf2 and 18a•NTf2 was first attempted by the direct 
addition of 1 equiv of 4a•NTf2159 to samples of 15a and 16a, respectively. However, instant 
decomposition at room temperature to a dark red-brown solution was observed. Cooling the 
sample to –78ºC significantly slowed the process, but did not lead to complete inhibition. 
Digold-vinyl complex 17a•NTf2 was more stable in its solid state, which was accessible by 
precipitation from diethyl ether. Addition of diethyl ether to a 0.8:1 solid mixture of 
Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2), and 15a at –78 °C led to precipitation of the desired digold complex 
17a•NTf2. 160  Crystallization or complete characterization of this complex by NMR was 
challenging due to its rapid decomposition, but might be possible at low temperatures.  
The instability of digold complexes 17a•NTf2 and 18a•NTf2 in solution was also reported 
by Grandberg, but the decomposition product was not identified. 161  The 1H NMR data 
obtained from the decomposition of 17a•NTf2 was consistent with 1,3-butadiene. 31P NMR 
suggested the formation of [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]– (Scheme 5-2). However, the dark red-brown 
colour of the decomposition solution could not be explained with either product, since both 
compounds are colorless. Because the solution did not result in the formation of a gold-
mirror a Au(I)/Au(0) mixed cluster was proposed as a second gold by-product.  
 
                                            
159 (a) N. Mézailles, L. Ricard, F. Gagosz, Org. Lett. 2005, 7, 4133; for a review on silver free gold catalysts, 
see: (b) H. Schmidbaur. A. Schier, Z. Naturforsch. 2011, 66b, 329. 
 
160 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249. 
 
161 K. I. Grandberg, E. I. Smyslova, A. N. Kosina, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1973, 12, 2787. 
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CD2Cl2, RTAuPPh3
15a
1 equiv Ph3PAuNTf2
17a•NTf2
H AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
+H
+ [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]–
+ unknown Au by-product
observed by 1H and 31P NMR  
Scheme 5-2. Decomposition of 17a•NTf2 to 1,3-butadiene. 
 
The decomposition of digold complexes to homo-coupled products was surprising. To 
confirm homo-coupling, the decomposition of 18a•NTf2 was investigated by NMR. 1H NMR 
data showed only one homo-coupling product, 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene, which indicated 
selective coupling at the Au–C bond (Scheme 5-3).  
 
CD2Cl2, RTAuPPh3
16a
1 equiv Ph3PAuNTf2
18a•NTf2
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
+
+ [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]–
+ unknown Au by-product
observed by 1H and 31P NMR  
Scheme 5-3. Decomposition of 18a•NTf2 to 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene. 
 
The homo-coupling hypothesis was confirmed in a cross-over experiment (Scheme 5-4). 
Addition of 2 equiv of 4a•NTf2 to a 1:1 mixture of 15a and 16a, led to the in situ formation 
of the corresponding digold complexes. The 1:1 mixture of digolds 17a•NTf2 and 18a•NTf2 
decomposed to three products: 1,3-butadiene, 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene, and isoprene. 
Fürstner also reported that digold-vinyl complexes decomposed via a homo-coupling 
pathway. 
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CD2Cl2, RT
AuPPh3
15a 2 equiv Ph3PAuNTf2
17a•NTf2
H AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
+
H
+ [(Ph3P)2Au]+[NTf2]–
+ unknown
Au by-product
AuPPh3
16a
18a•NTf2
AuPPh3
AuPPh3
[NTf2]–
+
+ +
 
Scheme 5-4. Decomposition of a 1:1 mixture of 17a•NTf2 and 18a•NTf2 to 2,3-butadiene, isoprene, 
and 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene. 
 
From an academic mechanistic point of view these observations were quite interesting; 
especially, since homo-coupling from presumed gold-vinyl intermediates were known side 
reactions in a few gold-catalyzed reactions. Because of the limited availability of stable 
digold vinyl complexes with a (Au2C)-three-center-two-electron bond, gold-aryl complexes 
were investigated as gold-vinyl models. 
 
5.3 Studies with Gold-Aryl Model Complexes 
To bypass the instability of gold-vinyl complexes readily available and easily modifiable 
aryl complexes were used as models for catalytically relevant vinyl complexes. Arylgold(I) 
complexes were synthesized from Ph3PAuCl and the corresponding Grignard reagents, and 
were found to crystallize either in a monomeric form or with an unsupported Au–Au 
interaction that pairs the compounds (Figure 5-2).162 Solutions of these compounds were 
stable to decomposition in CD2Cl2 over a minimum of 12 hours. 
 
                                            
162 C. Croix, A. Balland-Longeau, H. Allouchi, M. Giorgi, A. Duchêne, J. Thibonnet, J. Organomet. Chem. 
2005, 690, 4835. 
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Figure 5-2. Synthesis of gold-aryl complexes with two structurally characterized examples. ORTEP 
diagrams of two Ph3PAuAr complexes (Ar = 2,5-(OMe)2-C6H3 and 3-Me-C6H4) with 50% probability 
ellipsoids; hydrogen atoms and second molecule in unit cell for Ar = 2,5-(OMe)2-C6H3 are omitted for 
clarity. Key bond lengths [Å] in Ar = 2,5-(OMe)2-C6H3: Au-C(ipso) [2.044(3)] and [2.045(3)]. Key 
bond lengths [Å] in Ar = 3-Me-C6H4: Au-C(ipso) [2.049(4)] and [2.061(4)], Au–Au [3.0580(2)].163 
 
The digold(I)-aryl complexes were available through a slight variation of the Grandberg-
Nesmeyanov synthesis of geminally diaurated ferrocenyl complexes (see chapter 1.2).164 
Addition of diethyl ether to a 0.8:1 solid mixture of Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2) and Ph3PAuAr at 
–78 °C led to precipitation of the desired [(Ph3PAu)2Ar]+[NTf2]– salt. This procedure could 
                                            
163 CDCC 851149 (2,5-(OCH3)2-C6H3)AuPPh3 and CDCC 851150 (3-CH3-C6H4)AuPPh3 contain the 
supplementary crystallographic data. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
 
164 (a) K. I. Grandberg, V. P. Dyadchenko, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 474, 1; (b) K. I. Grandberg, Russ. Chem. 
Rev. 1982, 51, 249. 
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be applied to the synthesis of a variety of digold-aryl complexes (see experimental data in 
section 5.4). In two cases single crystals of sufficient quality for X-ray analysis were 
obtained to confirm atom connectivity, though twinning and disorder did not allow an 
analysis of metrical parameters (Figure 5-3).  
 
 
Figure 5-3. Synthesis of digold-aryl complexes with two structurally characterized examples. ORTEP 
diagrams of digold aryl cations (Ar = 2,5-(OMe)2-C6H3 and 2-Me-C6H4) with 50% probability 
ellipsoids; hydrogen atoms and anion omitted for clarity. Both structures suffered from twinning and 
disorder; only atom connectivity was considered reliable.165  
 
In general digold compounds were stable in their precipitated state, but decomposed 
slowly in CD2Cl2 solution via the homo-coupling pathway previously described for gold-
                                            
165 CDCC 851147 [(2,5-(OCH3)2-C6H3)(AuPPh3)2]+[NTf2]– and CDCC 851148 [(2-CH3-
C6H4)(AuPPh3)2]+[NTf2]– contain the supplementary crystallographic data. These data can be obtained free of 
charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
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vinyl complexes. Electron deficient digold-aryl complexes (e.g. 24a•Y) decomposed at a 
significant faster rate than electron rich digold-aryl complexes (e.g. 20a•Y), but was 
significantly slower than the homo-coupling of their vinyl-counterparts. Therefore, homo-
coupling decomposition affected the following quantitative studies only in a minor way. 
Digold-aryl complexes could also be generated in situ by the addition of 4a•NTf2 to a 
solution of a monogold-aryl complex. One equiv of 4a•NTf2 was shown to fully convert (4-
MeO-C6H4)AuPPh3 (19a) to [(4-MeO-C6H4)(AuPPh3)2]+[NTf2]– (20a•NTf2) (Figure 5-4). 
This transformation caused the aromatic and OMe resonances of the 4-anisyl fragment to 
shift downfield in the 1H NMR. 
 
 
Figure 5-4. Mononuclear and dinuclear arylgold(I) model complexes used to mimic catalytic gold-
vinyl intermediates. 
 
Substoichiometric quantities of Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2) provided 1H NMR spectra where 
the 4-anisyl fragment was time averaged and located between the signals of pure 19a and 
20a·NTf2. Since Grandberg and Nesmeyanov previously observed [Ph3PAu]+ exchange with 
ferrocenylgold complexes, it was surmised that a similar exchange was occurring to average 
gold-aryl, gold-cation, and digold spectra.166 Evidence for fast exchange was provided by 1H 
                                            
166 A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. I. Grandberg, D. A. Lemenovskii, T. V. Baukova, O. B. 
Afanassova, J. Organomet. Chem. 1974, 65, 131. 
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NMR characterization of solutions obtained from the titration of 4a•NTf2 into 19a. 
Incremental additions caused a steady downfield shifting of the 4-anisyl resonances until one 
equivalent of 4a•NTf2 had been added, at which point the chemical shift matched pure 
20a·NTf2 (Figure 5-5).167 More than one equivalent of 4a•NTf2 had no further effect on the 
chemical shift, suggesting that the equilibrium in Figure 5-5 strongly favored digold and that 
no trigold species were formed.168 
Averaged signals and a linear dependence of chemical shift on added 4a•NTf2 were also 
observed for PhAuPPh3 (21a) and (p-CF3-C6H4)AuPPh3 (23a) (see experimental data in 
section 5.4). Since the averaged signals reflect the weighted average of the mono- and 
digold-aryl chemical shifts, it thus provided the means to determine the equilibrium position 
as a function of structure and reaction variables. This technique was used to measure how 
counterions and aryl electronic effects influenced the propensity for digold formation. 
When 1 equiv of different Ph3PAuY complexes (4a•Y) were added to a solution of (4-
MeO-C6H4)AuPPh3 (19a), averaged 4-anisyl signals were observed by 1H-NMR. The 
average percentage of 19a bound as digold was calculated from the measured chemical shifts 
of the two inequivalent aromatic hydrogens and the methoxy group and the correlations in 
Figure 5-5 with the explicit assumption that the time averaged 4-anisyl shifts in the digold 
were not sensitive to Y–. 
 
                                            
167 Similar studies with isolated gold-vinyl 3a did not reveal averaged 1H NMR signals. 
 
168 The formation of a trigold was previously reported: R. D. Rakhimov, K. P. Butin, K. I. Grandberg, J. 
Organomet. Chem. 1994, 494, 253. 
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Figure 5-5. Addition of aliquots of 4a•NTf2 to a solution of 19a caused a linear downfield shifting of 
the time averaged 1H signals of 19a and 20a•NTf2. 
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Table 5-1. Digold equilibrium percentages determined by the averaged proton signal method as a 
function of counterion and aryl ligand. aDetermined by averaged 1H NMR signals of 0.1 mL of 
monogold (0.01 M), 0.1 mL of 4a•Y (0.01 M), 0.3 mL of CD2Cl2. 
 
   Digold / %a  
Entry Y X = OCH3 X = H X = CF3 
1 OAc 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 
2 OBz 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 
3 OPNB 12 ± 2 6 ± 1 0 ± 1 
4 OONB 1 ± 1 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 
5 TFA 41 ± 1 8 ± 2 0 ± 1 
6 OTs 88 ± 1 73 ± 1 6 ± 1 
7 NTf2 100 ± 1 100 ± 1 93 ± 3 
 
In the case of Y = OAc and OBz, added quantities of 4a•Y to 19a caused no shifting in the 
anisyl peaks, suggesting that no digold was formed under these conditions (Table 5-1). With 
less binding counterions shifting was observed, allowing equilibrium concentrations of 
digold to be calculated. In these cases, OONB (ortho-nitrobenzoate) provided 1 ± 1 % digold, 
12 ± 2 % with OPNB (para-nitrobenzoate), and 41 ± 1 % and 88 ± 1 % digold for TFA 
(trifluoroacetate) and OTs (tosylate), respectively. Complete conversion to the digold form 
was calculated for the least coordinating NTf2 (bistriflimide). This trend was reasonably 
rationalized by the pKa of the conjugate acids (with the exception of OONB), and suggested 
that it was strong ion pairing in Ph3PAuY that inhibited digold formation for the more 
binding anions. As shown in the final two columns of Table 5-1, the affinity of Ph3PAuY to 
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21a and 23a was considerably lower for the less electron rich aryl ligands, with significant 
quantities of digold only being observed for the least coordinating anions. This trend supports 
the notion that the (Au2C)-three-center-two-electron interaction is electron deficient, and 
competes with the counterion. 
To determine how the ratio of mono and digold was affected by concentration, aliquots of 
CD2Cl2 were added to a 1:1 mixture of 19a and Ph3PAuOTs (Figure 5-6). As the component 
concentration was decreased 4.6 fold the percentage of 19a bound as digold only decreased 
from 89.2 % to 87.5 %, which was more muted than expected for a 2 to 1 stoichiometry, and 
likely reflects the diminished ion pairing in the more charge dispersed digold aryl complex 
compensating for the stoichiometry. In the context of catalysis, this observation suggests that 
digold formation is not heavily penalized at low catalyst loadings. 
 
 
Figure 5-6. Dilution of a 1:1 solution of 19a and 4a•OTs with aliquots of CD2Cl2. Conditions: 0.2 
mL of 19a (0.01 M), 0.2 mL of 4a•OTs (0.01 M), 0.1 mL of CD2Cl2. 0.2 mL aliquots of CD2Cl2 were 
added and 1H NMR data were collected. 
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With this increased understanding of digold formation, it was attempted to study its 
competing, but essential product yielding step, protodemetallation. To understand this 
process independent of digold formation the reaction of 19a with 4 equivalents of AcOH was 
monitored by 1H NMR. Based on data in Table 5-1 it was expected that these conditions 
would avoid the presence of digold, which should inhibit protodemetallation. Acetic acid was 
chosen because it enabled pseudo-first order reaction conditions to be established. As 
expected, a smooth conversion of 19a to 25 and Ph3PAuOAc (4a•OAc) was observed. 
Unexpected, however, was a steady downfield movement of the 4-anisyl resonances of 19a 
as the protodemetallation progressed (Figure 5-7 ()).  
 
 
Figure 5-7. Growth in calculated percentage of 19a bound as digold 20a•OAc over the course of the 
protodemetallation of 19a with 4 equiv of AcOH (). The round data points (●) correspond to the 
experiment with an additional equivalent of Ph3PAuOAc (4a•OAc). 
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An even larger shift to digold was detected in the reaction of 19a and 10 equiv of AcOH 
(see experimental data in section 5.4). Although this observation suggested that digold was 
being formed during the protodemetallation with AcOH, no digold was detected on mixing 
19a and Ph3PAuOAc in the absence of AcOH (entry 1, Table 5-1). To probe whether the δ 
was due to a build up of Ph3PAuOAc, the reaction was repeated in the presence of 1 equiv of 
Ph3PAuOAc. As shown in Figure 5-7 (●), a near doubling in equilibrium digold was 
observed. 
This behavior indicated that under these reaction conditions, the acetate anion was 
effectively less coordinating. The data suggested that an acid/base interaction between AcOH 
and R3PAuOAc created a homoconjugate acid/base pair which caused the acetate to become 
less coordinating (Scheme 5-5).169  
 
 
Scheme 5-5. Proposed homoconjugate acid/base pair inducing lower coordination ability of acetate. 
 
Since the amount of digold was highly sensitive to the donor properties of the counterion 
(Table 5-1), such an interaction could reduce the degree of contact ion pairing.170 Titration of 
AcOH into Ph3PAuOAc, however, lead to only a tiny shift in the phosphine resonance in the 
31P NMR spectrum, suggesting that the thermodynamic effect was small, though the kinetic 
effect could be larger. Similar experiments with alternative counterions confirmed the 
                                            
169 An activation of a Brønsted acid by a gold Lewis acid was recently reported: O. Kanno, W. Kuriyama, Z. J. 
Wang, F. D. Toste, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 9919. 
 
170 J. H. Koh, A. O. Larsen, M. R. Gagné, Org. Lett. 2001, 3, 1233. 
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generality of the observation as all cases (Y = OBz, OPNB, OONB, TFA, and OTs) led to 
significant downfield shifts consistent with an increase in digold formation.171 
 
Table 5-2. Rate of protodemetallation of 19a with AcOH in the presence of different Ph3PAuY 
(4a•Y) complexes: a0.1 mL of 19a (0.01 M), 0.1 mL of CD2Cl2, 0.1 mL of internal standard 
mesitylene (0.025 M), 0.2 mL of AcOH (0.02 M). b0.1 mL of 19a (0.01 M), 0.1 mL of 4a•Y (0.01 
M), 0.1 mL of internal standard mesitylene (0.025 M), 0.2 mL of AcOH (0.02 M). cFor determination 
of krel see the experimental section. dIn this reaction, all of 19a was bound as digold and no 
conversion to 25 was observed for 1 h. 
 
Entry Y krelc 
1 Nonea 1.0 
2 OAcb 0.9 
3 OBzb 1.6 
4 OPNBb ≥ 2.5 
5 OONBb ≥ 3.4 
6 TFAb ≥ 3.0 
7 OTsb 0.4 
8 NTf2b 0.0d 
 
When the kinetics of protodemetallation for these latter experiments was determined, it 
became clear that the gold salts also affected the rate of this key catalytic step. As shown in 
Table 5-2, the effect of added Ph3PAuY on the kinetics for protodemetallation of 19a by 
                                            
171 The formation of these acid/base pairs was supported by the addition of BF3•Et2O to Ph3PAuOAc, which 
was sufficiently activated to become catalytically active, see chapter 9. 
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AcOH depended non-linearly with the coordinating character of the anion. At the extreme of 
non-coordination, Y = NTf2, a very slow rate was expected, as the digold does not react with 
AcOH. The increase in rate at intermediate donating ability, however, was unexpected and 
will require further study. 
These studies have thus established, using Ph3PAuAr complexes as models for catalytic 
gold vinyl intermediates, a number of important reactivity principles of relevance to catalytic 
activity and speciation. 1) electron rich aryl (and thus vinyl) ligands have a heightened 
propensity to form less reactive digold structures, 2) digold formation is more favorable for 
the less coordinating counterions (which is also influenced by Brønsted acids), and 3) 
exogenous gold salts can affect the rate of fundamental processes like protodemetallation 
even though they don’t appear in the balanced equation. Each of these scenarios are 
commonly encountered in gold(I) catalysis. For example, 1) explains why the isolable 
electron deficient Hammond-vinyl rests (and is isolated) in a monomeric form,172 while the 
gold vinyl generated by the hydroarylation of allenes rests (and is isolated) in the digold 
form. These results additionally illuminate on the challenges of developing highly efficient 
multi-step catalysts. To maximize substrate activation, one typically aims for the least 
coordinating anions, and while this almost certainly maximizes the initiation step of a 
catalytic cycle, 2) demonstrates that these more activated [LAu]+ ions are also more apt to 
intercept gold vinyl intermediates and generate more stable, less reactive, digold 
intermediates (e.g. for protodemetallation). The results reported herein, help provide a 
rationale for the inevitable search for catalysts that balance the competing demands of 
efficiently circumnavigating a catalytic cycle. 
                                            
172 Blum has demonstrated that the Hammond-vinyl was not kinetically basic in comparison to Ph3PAuPh, see: 
(a) K. E. Roth, S. A. Blum, Organometallics 2010, 29, 1712; (b) L.-P. Liu, B. Xu, M. S. Mashuta, G. B. 
Hammond, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17642. 
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5.4 Experimental Data 
Experimental data of section 5.3 are published and are available on the WWW under 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.201107659. Data for section 5.2 are listed below. 
Synthesis of 15a and 16a (Figure 5-1): In a 100 mL Schlenck flask ~500 mg of Ph3PAuCl 
were dissolved in 20 mL THF, cooled to 0°C, and 1.1-1.3 equiv Grignard reagent were added. 
The reaction mixture was stirred for 30 minutes at 0°C. The cooling bath was removed and 
the reaction was stirred for another 1.5 h at room temperature. The reaction was quenched 
with H2O and extracted three times with diethyl ether. The combined organic phases were 
dried over MgSO4 or K2CO3 and the volatiles removed in vacuo. The residue was dissolved 
in the minimum amount of benzene and layered with an excess of pentanes. Single crystals 
were obtained (Wb2-007 and Wb2-059). 
Homo-coupling of 15a (Scheme 5-2): In a NMR tube a 1:1 mixture of 15a and 4a•NTf2 
were dissolved in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2. Decomposition to 1,3-butadiene was observed by 1H NMR 
and the decomposition to (Ph3P)2AuNTf2 indicated by 31P NMR (Wb2-039). 
Homo-coupling of 16a (Scheme 5-3): In a NMR tube 7.5 mg of 16a were dissolved in 0.5 
mL CD2Cl2 and 12.2 mg of 4a•NTf2 were added. Decomposition to 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-
butadiene was observed by 1H NMR and the decomposition to (Ph3P)2AuNTf2 indicated by 
31P NMR (Wb2-067-1). 
 
 
  
Chapter 6. Mechanistic Role of Digold Intermediates in Gold Catalysis 
 
Three mechanistic models that include a digold intermediate are proposed. NMR 
experiments that point to an off cycle role of digold are reported. Kinetic data and Hammett 
experiments are discussed. The alteration of kinetic results by digold formation is described.  
 
6.1 Introduction 
The observation of digold intermediates in the two intramolecular hydrofunctionalization 
reactions of allenes (hydroarylation and hydroalkoxylation) required to revisit previous 
mechanistic proposals, since digold intermediates had to be included. This section will 
discuss several mechanistic models that incorporate digold in the catalytic cycle. Since 
mechanistic work in this dissertation focused on gold-vinyl intermediates, mechanistic 
proposals were simplified by combining allene activation and nucleophilic attack in one 
reaction step (even though these processes most likely consist of several elemental reactions). 
In addition, reactivity studies suggested reversible allene activation / nucleophilic attack for 
the hydroalkoxylation of allenes and even though this behavior was not supported for the 
hydroarylation of allenes, it was included in the general discussion of mechanistic models. 
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6.2 Mechanistic Models 
It was proposed that digold intermediates in gold-catalyzed hydrofunctionalization 
reactions of allenes could operate either on or off cycle. Plausible mechanisms for both cases 
were developed that were also consistent with the observed reactivity of isolated 
intermediates.  
 
 
Scheme 6-1. Proposed off cycle mechanism for an intramolecular hydrofunctionalization of allenes. 
 
Shown in Scheme 6-1 is the proposed off cycle mechanism. After the monogold-vinyl 
intermediate forms, it engages in three reaction pathways: reversible cycloreversion (k1/k–1), 
reversible digold formation (k2/k–2), or irreversible protodemetallation (k3) to turn the 
catalytic cycle over.  
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In an on cycle scenario, the monogold-vinyl intermediate engages only in two reaction 
pathways: reversible allene activation / nucleophilic attack (k1/k–1) or reversible digold 
formation (k2/k–2). The irreversible protodemetallation of digold (k4) turns over catalysis 
(Scheme 6-2).  
 
 
Scheme 6-2. Proposed on cycle mechanism for an intramolecular hydrofunctionalization of allenes. 
 
Under certain circumstances an on / off cycle could also be envisioned involving the 
protodemetallation of both monogold- and digold-vinyl intermediates (Scheme 6-3). This 
scenario would become feasible when the rates of protodemetallation of monogold and 
digold become approximately the same under catalytic conditions. 
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Scheme 6-3. Proposed on / off mechanism for an intramolecular hydrofunctionalization of allenes. 
 
6.3 Kinetic Isotope Effect Studies and Isotope Labeling Experiments 
Through kinetic isotope effect (KIE) studies and isotope labeling experiments of gold 
intermediates in catalysis, the off cycle role of digold was determined for the intramolecular 
hydroalkoxylation of allenes.  
Protodemetallation studies of isolated monogold-vinyl 13o with AcOH and its isotopomer 
AcOD were pursued at room temperature. As expected, a KIE of 3.2 was measured, 
demonstrating the direct involvement of H+ in the rate determining step (Scheme 6-4, top). In 
contrast, the protodemetallation of digold-vinyl 14o•OTs with TsOH or TsOD at 5ºC, 
revealed a KIE of 0.9, which indicated that digold dissociation was the rate-limiting step in 
this reaction.  
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Scheme 6-4. Stoichiometric kinetic isotope study with 13o/AcOX and 14o•OTs/TsOX under pseudo-
first order conditions; L = P(tBu)2(o-biphenyl), X = H or D.173 
 
When the catalytic reactions of 10 and 10-D were monitored by 1H NMR at –20ºC with a 
catalyst loading of 5 mol% 4o•OTs, a large kinetic isotope effect (KIE = 5.3) suggested that 
the protodemetallation of in situ formed monogold had to be turnover limiting despite the 
observation of a digold resting state (Scheme 6-5).  
 
 
Scheme 6-5. Kinetic isotope effect in catalysis.173 
 
These protodemetallation studies pointed towards an off cycle role of digold 14o•OTs 
during catalysis as shown in Scheme 6-1.  
                                            
173 These studies were carried out by collaborators T. J. Brown and R. A. Widenhoefer at Duke University. 
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Scheme 6-6. Expected detectable species for the catalytic conversion of 10-CD2 at –45°C after in situ 
generation of catalytically active mixture of 14o•OTs and HOTs at –78°C by reaction of 10 and 2 
equiv of 4o•OTs (top box). 
 
To support the notion that the digold operated off cycle, an isotope labeling experiment 
was conducted. At –78ºC the stoichiometric reaction of hydroxy-allene 10 with 2 equiv of 
(JohnPhos)AuOTs (4o•OTs) yielded digold 14o•OTs and HOTs in CD2Cl2. No catalytic 
turnover (protodemetallation) was observed at low temperatures by 1H NMR.174 To the in 
                                            
174 If the mixture of reagents was strictly kept at low temperatures, the substrate 10 and digold 14o•OTs could 
be observed simultaneously despite vigorous shaking of the NMR tube. Monogold intermediate 13o was not 
detected. Full conversion of 10 was achieved by further shaking the NMR tube at ambient temperature while 
periodically dipping it into a dry ice / iPrOH bath to maintain a low temperature. In most experiments, partial 
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situ generated 14o•OTs / HOTs mixture (Scheme 6-4, top box), 20 equiv of deuterium 
labeled allene 10-CD2 were added. Upon warming the reaction mixture to –45ºC catalytic 
turnover of 10 and 10-CD2 to 11 and 11-CD2, respectively, could be followed by NMR. 
(Scheme 6-6).  
 
 
Figure 6-1. Measured concentration of components during catalysis from 2.3% conversion (t = 0 
min) to 7.3% conversion (t = 195 min) at –45°C: [11 + 11-CD2] (), [11] (), [14o•OTs + 14o-
CD2•OTs] (), [14o•OTs] ().  
 
Mesitylene was used as an internal standard, which allowed the determination of the 
concentrations of [11 + 11-CD2] (Figure 6-1, ), [11] (Figure 6-1, ), [14o•OTs + 14o-
CD2•OTs] (Figure 6-1, ), and [14o•OTs] (Figure 6-1, ) by 1H NMR as the catalytic 
                                                                                                                                       
protodemetallation of digold 14o•OTs to product 11 occurred if the temperature of the NMR tube rose too high, 
however, this was not always observed.  
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reaction progressed. Figure 6-1 shows the reaction progression from 2.3 % conversion (t = 0 
min) to 7.3 % (t = 195 min).  
Several observations were made through this experiment: 1) the concentration of both 
products combined [11 + 11-CD2] increased at a significantly faster rate than [11] only. This 
observation was consistent with D2-allene 10-CD2 forming D2-monogold that bypassed 
digold formation and instead directly protodemetalled to D2-product. 2) the combined 
concentration of digold intermediates [14o•OTs + 14o-CD2•OTs] decreased only slightly as 
the reaction progressed, which illustrated that a significant amount of catalyst was bound in a 
catalytically non-productive digold reservoir.175 3) the concentration of [14o•OTs] decreased 
at a faster rate than the concentration of [11] increased, which was consistent with 
cycloreversion of monogold-vinyl and Brønsted acid under catalytic conditions. 4) towards 
the end of the reaction (all substrate consumed), no D2- or H2-allene was detected by NMR 
and all H2-digold had been replaced by D2-digold. Then, a drop in rate was noted 
qualitatively. In, fact the reaction could be warmed to 0ºC or the sample removed from the 
cooling environment for seconds without complete consumption of digold.  
Quantitative data could also be extracted from this experiment; however, these numbers 
should not be over interpreted since baseline signals of catalytic intermediates and products 
were integrated and compared: 1) it could be noted that at 7.3% conversion, not all of H2-
digold 14o•OTs was replaced by D2-digold 14o-CD2•OTs. This behavior was consistent 
with an off cycle model. However, the on cycle role of digold could not be eliminated, if 
digold equilibrated with monogold 13o at a much fast rate than protodemetallation occurred. 
But because of the previously explained kinetic isotope effect studies, which clearly showed 
                                            
175 A decrease in digold was also indicated while monitoring the hydroarylation of allene 1 by 31P NMR. See 
Figure 6-4. 
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that digold had to operate off cycle, the second interpretation could be disregarded. 2) the 
relative amount of D2-allene that bypassed digold formation during catalysis could be 
determined by dividing the concentration of D2-product 11-CD2 (calculated from [11 + 11-
CD2] – [11]) by the concentration of D2-digold 14o-CD2•OTs (calculated from [14o•OTs + 
14o-CD2•OTs] – [14o•OTs]). The calculated value indicated that 72% of D2-allene formed 
monogold that bypassed digold formation and protodemetallated directly. This meant that 
during the time window of the NMR experiment the rate of protodemetallation of monogold 
13o (3) was favored over the rate of digold formation (2): 3/2 = 2.6/1 ( k3/k2). 3) the 
relative relationship between cycloreversion and protodemetallation could also be calculated 
by dividing the concentration of H2-allene [10] (calculated from [14o•OTs] – [11]) by the 
concentration of H2-product [11] (directly measured). This calculated value indicated that 
81% of H2-monogold 13o cycloreverted to H2-allene 10 instead of protodemetallating to 11 
(–1/3 = k–1/k3 = 4.2/1) under the explicit assumption that each cycloreverted H2-allene 10 
exchanged with D2-allene 10-CD2.176 These data clearly supported an off cycle role of 
digold.  
 
6.4 Theoretical Discussion 
Using the off cycle model for the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 (Scheme 
6-7), the following rates can be calculated: protodemetallation (3), digold formation (2), 
and cycloreversion (–1): 
 
 
                                            
176 This assumption is reasonable since an excess of D2-allene 10-CD2 was present in the reaction mixture 
generating pseudo-order kinetic conditions. 
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Scheme 6-7. Off cycle mechanism for the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allene 10. 
 
Evaluating the meaning of equations (1) – (3), it becomes clear why the measured ratio of 
reaction rates –1/3 in the previously discussed isotope labeling experiment equals k–1/k3 
and why the ratio of 3/2 is not the same as k3/k2. The term k1[10] in equation (3) is close to 
zero due to the excess amount of 10-CD2 (pseudo-order kinetics). But the term k–2[14o] in 
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equation (2) is not affected in this manner as the concentration of [14o•OTs] is not 
outcompeted by a higher concentration of its isotopomer. This can alternatively be 
understood by the fact that –1 and 3 are both on-cycle processes that consume monogold 
13o and therefore allow insight into rate constants. In the case of reaction rates 3 and 2 an 
irreversible on cycle and reversible off cycle reaction is compared and therefore does not 
allow conclusion about rate constants. It is important to note, that these statements are only 
true when all the catalyst has engaged in cataltsis and turnover to product is observed. 
Therefore, a reaction that forms off cycle digold can be segmented into three different 
stages: 1) initial burst phase to form digold. In this phase monogold 13o prefers digold 
formation over protodemetallation due to a high concentration of unbound [LAu]+ (3 < 2). 
2) monogold bypassing phase: Once most of [LAu]+ is bound as digold in a catalytically 
inactive form, protodemetallation becomes more feasible, efficient catalysis proceeds (3 > 
2), and substrate forms monogold that protodemetallates directly and bypasses digold 
formation. This segment describes the longest phase of the catalytic reaction. 3) digold 
dissociation phase: Towards the end of the reaction, when all allene substrate is consumed, a 
drop in rate is observed, because now all monogold that protodemetallates to product has to 
stem from digold dissociation. Therefore, the rate of digold dissociation –2 becomes in this 
phase turnover limiting as no substrate remained to form monogold as well. 
This simplistic picture of the reaction assumes that the relationship between reaction rates 
of protodemetallation 3 and digold formation 2 changes in the burst phase (phase 1) as a 
function of a decreasing concentration of [LAu]+ (due to digold formation) to transition into 
the monogold bypassing stage (phase 2). Assuming a steady state concentration of 
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monogold-vinyl 13o, the dependence of 3 and 2 on the concentration of [LAu]+ can be 
calculated: 
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Formulas of the reaction rates 3 and 2 (including the steady state approximation for 
monogold) illustrate their dependencies on the concentration of [LAu]+. While the 
denominator of both equations (5) and (6) are the same, there are significant differences in 
the numerator. The numerator of the formula for the rate of protodemetallation 3 is a linear 
function, whereas the numerator of the formula describing digold formation 2 is a square 
function. Because the square function dominates at large concentrations of [LAu]+ and the 
linear function gives higher values at low concentrations of [LAu]+ there must be an 
intersection point of the two functions where the rate of protodemetallation equals digold 
formation (3 = 2). This intersection point can be calculated as follows: 
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Figure 6-2. Dependence of formulas for reaction rates of protodemetallation (3) and digold 
formation (2) on a decreasing number of active catalyst [LAu]+ molecules as a result of digold 
formation. The decreasing number of substrate molecules (1 per 2 [LAu]+), the increasing number of 
digold molecules (1 per 2 [LAu]+), and the increasing number of H+ ions were considered. In 
addition, it was arbitrarily assumed that only 96% of substrate formed digold, the remaining 4% 
represented the steady state concentration of monogold. This model does not account for substrate to 
convert to product. 
 
The graphs in Figure 6-2 show the mathematical functions that describe the rate of 
protodemetallation 3 (5) and digold formation 2 (6) plotted against a decreasing number of 
[LAu]+ molecules (concentration). This model represents how the reaction rates 3 and 2 
are altered immediately after addition of catalyst (= no catalyst bound as digold). In phase 1, 
the burst phase, the rate of digold formation outcompetes the rate of protodemetallation. 
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However, the more [LAu]+ is consumed and formed digold, the faster equalize the rates of 
protodemetallation and digold formation until the intersection point is reached (3=2). 
Then, catalytic turnover becomes feasible from a rate perspective as monogold begins to 
favorably bypass digold formation and to protodemetallate to product. This simple model 
clearly demonstrates that it is possible to observe faster protodemetallation than digold 
formation in catalysis, even though in stoichiometric reactions this could not be supported.  
The intersection point of functions 3 and 2 only describes the [LAu]+ concentration at 
which the rate of protodemetallation of monogold-vinyl becomes faster than digold 
formation. But since it does not describe the concentration of [LAu]+ that remains on cycle 
(catalytically active) it is not relevant for catalysis. 177  Nevertheless, under the explicit 
assumption that a higher concentration of [LAu]+ at which the intersection point is reached, 
correlates to a larger concentration of on cycle catalyst (which results in faster catalysis), this 
model does give a qualitative estimate to compare reactions rates at different conditions 
(different anion, catalyst, variation of catalyst loading, or changes in substrate concentration).  
Different conditions are modeled in equation (7) by variables that describe the 
concentration of components (substrate [10], digold [14o], protons [H+]) or rate constants k1, 
k–1, k2, k–2, k3. This distinction is important, since the variations in catalyst loading or 
substrate concentration does not affect transition state energies (equals maintaining the same 
rate constants in a series of experiments), but does influence the overall rate of the reaction 
by changing the concentration of on and off cycle intermediates and reagents. In contrast, 
changes in the basicity of the ligand (e.g. Hammett studies) alter the whole system by 
changing all rate constants and the concentration of all reaction components. The uncertainty 
                                            
177 The catalytically active amount of [LAu]+ (on cycle operating concentration) could perhaps be calculated by 
the intersection point of the differentiated functions (5) and (6) in respect to [LAu]+. At this point both reaction 
rates are affected to the same degree by small changes in [LAu]+ concentration. 
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about the concentration of catalyst that operates on cycle combined with the alteration of 
transition state energies of all on and off cycle processes have to be kept in mind while 
interpreting kinetic data and Hammett studies.  
It should also be noted that these equations were developed based on a mechanistic model 
for the hydroalkoxylation of allenes including reversible allene activation / nucleophilic 
attack. In the hydroarylation reversible cyclization is most likely not present due to the 
stability of a newly formed C–C bond. Therefore, different rate formulas for 
protodemetallation (’3) and digold formation (’2) were developed excluding reversible 
cyclization. These formulas are simpler, but still reveal the same dependency on changes in 
[LAu]+ concentration. Therefore an analogous intersection model to Figure 6-2 can be used 
for interpretation of kinetic data, since the catalytically active concentration of [LAu]+ is 
different from the originally added amount of catalyst: 
  
Ԣଷ ൌ  kଵkଷሾH
ାሿሾ૚ሿሾLAuାሿ ൅ kିଶkଷሾHାሿሾ૞܉ሿ
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Ԣଶ ൌ kଵkଶሾ૚ሿሾLAu
ାሿଶ െ kିଶkଷሾHାሿሾ૞܉ሿ
kଶሾLAuାሿ ൅ kଷሾHାሿ  ሺ9ሻ 
 
6.5 Kinetic Data 
To obtain kinetic profiles, the hydroarylation of allene 1 was followed by 1H NMR with 
5 mol% catalyst loading (4a•NTf2). The reaction proceeded via the digold intermediate. The 
zero order ([1] vs. time) and first order plot (ln([1]/[10]) vs. time) are shown in Figure 6-3.  
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Figure 6-3. Zero order (top) and first order (bottom) plot of the hydroarylation of allenes. Reaction 
conditions: 200 µL of a stock solution of 1 (0.5 M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl 
benzene (0.5 M), 150 µL of CD2Cl2; 50 µL of a stock solution of 4a•NTf2 (0.1 M); room temperature.  
 
Because no linear graphs were obtained, these data showed that the intramolecular 
hydroarylation of allene 1 displayed neither a zero order nor a first order dependence on 
substrate. However, evaluating the curvature of the first order plot, a surprising increase in 
the reaction rate was observed as the reaction progressed, despite the consumption of 
substrate. In fact, at low substrate concentrations, the fastest reaction rate could be measured. 
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A similar dynamic behavior was detected when monitoring the reaction by 31P NMR 
(Figure 6-4).178  
 
Figure 6-4. Monitoring the reaction of 1 with 5 mol% 4a•NTf2 by 31P NMR. The digold signals at 36 
ppm decreased as the reaction progressed and a second signal marked with X grew in. 
 
As the reaction progressed, the digold signals at 36 ppm decreased as another signal 
marked with X increased, which could correspond to catalytically active [LAu]+ bound to 
various ligands in the reaction mixture. The implication that the concentration of digold 
                                            
178 These studies could only be pursued with a highly sensitive QNP cryoprobe on a Bruker 600 MHz NMR 
spectrometer. 
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correlated with the concentration of substrate might be important in solving this mechanistic 
puzzleof why the reaction rate increased as more substrate was consumed.  
 
 
Figure 6-5. Order in substrate (top) and catalyst (bottom) using a least square fit for the 
hydroarylation of allene 1 in CD2Cl2. Reaction conditions (top): 50 µL, 100 µL, 150 µL, 200 µL, 250 
µL, and 300 µL of a stock solution of 1 (0.25M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene 
(0.25M); 50 µL of a stock solution of 4a•NTf2 (0.05M); 300 µL, 250 µL, 200 µL, 150 µL, 100 µL, 50 
µL, and 0 µL of CD2Cl2. Reaction conditions (bottom): 200 µL of a stock solution of 1 (0.25M); 100 
µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene (0.25M); 25 µL, 50 µL, 75 µL, and 100 µL of a stock 
solution of 4a•NTf2 (0.05M); 175 µL, 150 µL, 125 µL, and 100 µL of CD2Cl2. All data were 
collected at room temperature.  
 
The profile of the first order plot allowed initial rate analysis. After an initial burst of 
substrate consumption, likely the result of rapid digold build up, first order plots were 
typically linear (up to 30% conversion of 1) and the relevant kobs values were obtained from 
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the slope of this first section. Figure 6-5 shows two graphs in which observed rate constant 
kobs were plotted against variable substrate (top) or catalyst (bottom) concentrations. When 
the substrate concentration was varied, an inverse order was obtained, which supported the 
earlier observation of a faster rate at lower substrate concentrations. Because initial rates 
were plotted, any potential effect of product on the rate could be excluded.  
Interestingly, when the catalyst concentration was varied, a first order dependence was 
obtained. Because kobs values were determined after the initial burst phase (digold formation) 
these data implied a direct proportional relationship between the initial catalyst concentration 
and the amount of catalytically active catalyst [LAu]+ that was not trapped in the digold 
reservoir.  
Similar graphs were obtained, when the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 
was studied with 4a•OTs as the catalyst, a reaction that also formed a digold intermediate 
during catalysis. When monitoring the consumption of 10 with 1 mol% 4a•OTs at 263 K by 
1H NMR, neither a zero nor a first order dependence was observed (Figure 6-6). As the 
consumption of substrate progressed, the reaction rate increased. When the order of substrate 
and catalyst were determined by using the initial rates method (Figure 6-7), the reaction rate 
of the hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 with the catalyst 4a•OTs followed also an inverse 
dependence on substrate and a first order dependence on catalyst loading.  
Based on the similarity of the kinetic profiles between the hydroarylation of 1 with 
4a•OTs and the hydroalkoxylation 10 with 4a•OTs, it was assumed that obtained kinetic 
profiles and rate dependencies were characteristic for hydrofunctionalization reactions that 
proceed via a digold intermediate. 
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Figure 6-6. Zero order (top) and first order (bottom) plot of the hydroalkoxylation of allenes. 
Reaction conditions: 150 µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10 M); 235 µL of a stock solution of 
hexamethyl benzene (0.05 M); 220 µL of CD2Cl2; 15 µL of a stock solution of 4a•OTs (0.01 M). All 
data were collected at 263K. 
 
The reason for the steadily increasing rate of overall catalysis and the steadily decreasing 
concentration of digold intermediate as substrate was consumed could not be explained.  
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Figure 6-7. Order in substrate (top) and catalyst (bottom) using a least square fit for the 
hydroalkoxylation of allene 10. Reaction conditions (top): 50 µL, 100 µL, 150 µL, 200 µL, 250 µL, 
and 300 µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene 
(0.05M); 30 µL of a stock solution of 4a•OTs (0.01M); 320 µL, 270 µL, 220 µL, 170 µL, 120 µL, 70 
µL, and 20 µL of CD2Cl2. Some data points were measured twice. Reaction conditions (bottom): 150 
µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene (0.05M); 15 
µL, 20 µL, 25 µL, and 30 µL of a stock solution of 4a•OTs (0.01M); 220 µL, 225 µL, 230 µL, and 
235 µL of CD2Cl2. All data were collected at 263K.  
 
As described in chapter 4 the intermediary formation of digold was inhibited in the 
hydroalkoxylation of allene 10 by using catalyst 4a•OONB (which has a better coordinating 
counterion than 4a•OTs; see Figure 4-6), or by the addition of excess DTBP to the reaction 
of 10 with 4a•OTs (see Figure 4-5). When kinetic studies (initial rates method) were pursued 
with catalyst 4a•OONB, variation of substrate concentration pointed towards a zero-order 
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dependence (Figure 6-8, top). These data were consistent with turnover limiting 
protodemetallation of monogold-vinyl. 
 
cat. 4a•OONB
via monogold intermediate
13a
OH
Ph
Ph
10
O
Ph
Ph
11
 
Figure 6-8. Order in substrate (top) and catalyst (bottom) using a least square fit for the 
hydroalkoxylation of allene 10. Reaction conditions (top): 50 µL, 100 µL, 150 µL, 200 µL, and 250 
µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene (0.05M); 150 
µL of a stock solution of 4a•OONB (0.01M); 200 µL, 150 µL, 100 µL, 50 µL, and 0 µL of CD2Cl2. 
Reaction conditions (bottom): 150 µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock solution of 
hexamethyl benzene (0.05M); 25 µL, 50 µL, 100 µL, 150 µL, 200 µL, and 250 µL of a stock solution 
of 4a•OONB (0.01M); 225 µL, 200 µL, 150 µL, 100 µL, 50 µL, and 0 µL of CD2Cl2. Some data 
points were measured twice. All data were collected at 298K. 
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Figure 6-9. Order in substrate (top) and catalyst (bottom) using a least square fit for the 
hydroalkoxylation of allene 10. Reaction conditions (top): 50 µL, 75 µL, 100 µL, 125 µL, 150 µL, 
and 200 µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock solution of hexamethyl benzene 
(0.05M); 100 µL of a stock solution of 4a•OTs (0.01M); 100 µL of a stock solution of DTBP (0.2 M); 
150 µL, 125 µL, 100 µL, 75 µL, 50 µL, and 0 µL of CD2Cl2. All data for this graph were collected at 
298 K. Reaction conditions (bottom): 150 µL of a stock solution of 10 (0.10M); 100 µL of a stock 
solution of hexamethyl benzene (0.05M); 25 µL, 50 µL, 75 µL, 100 µL, 125 µL, and 150 µL of a 
stock solution of 4a•OTs (0.01M); 100 µL of a stock solution of DTBP (0.2 M); 125 µL, 100 µL, 75 
µL, 50 µL, 25 µL, and 0 µL of CD2Cl2. All data for this graph were collected at 296K. 
 
However, when the catalyst concentration was varied, a broken order of 1.4 in catalyst 
concentration was obtained (Figure 6-8, bottom). The non-proportional rate acceleration with 
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an increasing catalyst concentration was difficult to rationalize. Perhaps the irregular 
protodemetallation rates of gold-aryl model complexes in the presence of different 4a•Y salts 
could lead to a plausible explanation (see Table 5-2). Similar graphs were obtained for the 
reaction of 10 with 4a•OTs in the presence of excess DTBP (Figure 6-9). 
To correlate the effect of ligand electronic, steric, and chelation character on digold 
intermediates in catalysis, reaction rates for the hydroarylation of allene 1 were 
determined.179 The relevant kobs values were obtained by measuring the consumption of [1] 
by in situ 1H NMR spectroscopy, and plotting ln([1]/[1]0) versus time. After an initial burst 
of substrate consumption, likely the result of rapid digold build up, these plots were typically 
linear (up to 30% conversion of 1) and kobs were obtained from the slope of this first section.  
 
Table 6-1. Rate comparison with catalysts 4g•NTf2 and 4m•NTf2, for the conversion of 1. aReaction 
conditions: 200 μL of 0.1 M solution of 1; 100 μL of 0.05 M solution of hexamethyl benzene; 200 μL 
of 0.005 M solution of 4g•NTf2. bReaction conditions: 200 μL of 0.1 M solution of 1; 100 μL of 0.05 
M solution of hexamethyl benzene; 200 μL of 0.01 M solution of 4•NTf2. cAverage of two kinetic 
experiment. 
 
Entry Catalyst kobs (s–1)c krel 
1a 5 mol% 4g•NTf2 (1.33 ± 0.03) · 10–5 0.2 
2b 10 mol% 4g•NTf2 (3.30 ± 0.23) · 10–5 0.4 
3b 10 mol% 4m•NTf2 (7.75 ± 0.23) · 10–5 1.0 
 
                                            
179 A recent study published a similar approach to measure ligand effects in gold catalysis: W. Wang, G. B. 
Hammond, B. Xu, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 5697. 
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The effect of chelation on catalysis was measured by comparing the reaction rate of the 
bridging catalyst P6P(AuNTf2)2 (4g•NTf2) and the mononuclear electronically similar 
catalyst EtPh2PAuNTf2 (4m•NTf2), both of which revealed a digold intermediate (see Figure 
3-11). As shown in Table 6-1 the catalytic reaction was significantly retarded (on a total gold 
loading basis) when the bridging catalyst 4g•NTf2 was used. Using mononuclear catalyst 
4m•NTf2 as a baseline (krel = 1.0), catalytic turnover with bridging catalyst 4g•NTf2 was 
significantly slower at the same total gold concentration (5 mol%, krel = 0.2) or even at the 
same catalyst concentration (10 mol%, krel = 0.4). A plausible explanation for these 
significant rate differences was favored digold formation over protodemetallation due to the 
bridging ligand found in catalyst 4g•NTf2. Tethering of two [LAu]+ units in 4g•NTf2 
forcefully increased the local concentration of [LAu]+ around the putative monogold, 
providing a kinetic boost for digold formation (Scheme 6-8). This effect significantly 
increased the amount of inactive catalyst trapped in the digold reservoir.  
 
(P6P)(Au)22+ (4g)
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
1
2
CD2Cl2
MeOOC COOMe
OMeMeO
3g
H+
– H+
AuP PAu+
COOMeMeOOC
MeO OMe
AuP
AuP
5g
favored by
chelating catalysts
 
Scheme 6-8. Hypothesis for the effect of bridging phosphines on catalytic processes. 
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The sensitivity of reaction rates to the steric properties of the ligand was measured by 
comparing the catalytic reactions of 1 with (p-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4d•NTf2), and (o-CH3-
C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4n•NTf2), which had similar electronic but vastly different steric properties 
(cone angle Θ = 145° and 194°, respectively). Despite their difference in size only a slight 
difference in kinetic competence was noted (krel = 1.0 for 4d•NTf2, krel = 0.9 for 4n•NTf2), a 
result which clearly reflected the influence of the open coordination environment of the 
linear Au(I) geometry (Table 6-2). However, it should be noted that catalysts 4d•NTf2 and 
4n•NTf2 might proceed via different digold intermediates that display a different binding 
mode, which could complicate the interpretation of reactions rates.  
 
Table 6-2. Rate comparison with catalysts 4d•NTf2 and 4n•NTf2 for the conversion of 1. aReaction 
rates were measured by 1H NMR. Hexamethyl benzene was used as an internal standard. Reaction 
conditions: 150 μL of 0.1 M solution of 1; 100 μL of 0.05 M solution of hexamethyl benzene; 50 μL 
CD2Cl2; 200 μL of 0.01 M solution of 4•NTf2. kobs values are an average of two kinetic experiments. 
 
Entry Catalyst  (º) kobs (s–1)a krel 
1 (o-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4n•NTf2) 194 (6.05 ± 0.23) · 10–5 0.9 
2 (p-CH3-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 (4d•NTf2) 145 (7.09 ± 0.26) · 10–5 1.0 
 
As summarized in Table 6-3 reaction rates were also affected by the electronic nature of 
the catalyst, with electron poor catalyst 4b•NTf2 being fastest (krel = 2.1). The rate 
significantly dropped when the almost electron neutral catalyst 4c•NTf2 was used (krel = 1.4) 
and dropped even further with electron rich catalyst 4d•NTf2 (krel = 1.0). The interpretation 
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of these electronic effects was not trivial, because several reaction steps were either favored 
or disfavored with more electrophilic catalysts.  
 
Table 6-3. Rate comparison with catalysts 4b•NTf2, 4c•NTf2, and 4d•NTf2 for the conversion of 1. 
aReaction rates were measured by 1H NMR. Hexamethyl benzene was used as an internal standard. 
Reaction conditions: 150 μL of 0.05 M solution of 1; 100 μL of 0.025 M solution of hexamethyl 
benzene; 200 μL CD2Cl2; 50 μL of 0.01 M solution of 4•NTf2. The average of two kinetic 
experiments is listed. 
 
Entry (p-X-C6H4)3PAuNTf2 kobs (s–1)a krel 
1 X = CF3 (4b•NTf2) (10.16 ± 0.40) · 10–5 2.1 
2 X = F (4c•NTf2) (6.66 ± 0.27) · 10–5 1.4 
3 X = CH3 (4d•NTf2) (4.87 ± 0.15) · 10–5 1.0 
 
6.6 Hammett Studies 
A series of Hammett experiments were conducted with the hydroarylation and the 
hydroalkoxylation of allenes; the latter with the option to proceed via both, the digold or the 
monogold intermediate.  
First the hydroarylation of allene 1 was investigated. Catalysts with Ph3P-derivatives that 
contained different para-substituents X (4a-f•NTf2) were used. Figure 6-10 shows the 
Hammett plot of ln(kX/kH) against p using initial rate constants. A positive  = +2.24 was 
observed for this reaction that proceeded via a digold resting state.  
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Figure 6-10. Hammett plot of initial rate constants with catalysts 4a-f•NTf2. Reaction conditions: 200 
μL of 0.25 M solution of 1; 100 μL of 0.25 M solution of hexamethyl benzene; 150 μL CD2Cl2; 50 μL 
of 0.05 M solution of 4•NTf2. 
 
 
Figure 6-11. Hammett plot of initial rate constants with catalysts 4a•OTs, 4b•OTs, 4d•OTs, 4e•OTs. 
Reaction conditions: 150 μL of 0.10 M solution of 10; 100 μL of 0.05 M solution of hexamethyl 
benzene; 220 μL CD2Cl2; 30 μL of 0.01 M solution of 4•OTs. All data were collected at 263K. 
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A similar graph was obtained when the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of 10 with 
4•OTs catalysts was investigated (Figure 6-11). This reaction also proceeded via a digold 
intermediate. The Hammett plot of ln(kX/kH) against p gave a slightly lower positive  = 
+2.05 than the hydroarylation.  
A monogold catalyst resting state was observed for the hydroalkoxylation of 10 with 
4•OONB catalysts. Interestingly, the Hammett plot of ln(kX/kH) against p gave now a 
negative  = –2.13 (Figure 6-12), meaning that faster reaction rates were obtained with more 
basic ligands or in other words less electrophilic catalysts. 
 
 
Figure 6-12. Hammett plot of initial rate constants with catalysts 4a•OONB, 4b•OONB, 4c•OONB, 
4d•OONB, 4e•OONB. Reaction conditions: 150 μL of 0.10 M solution of 10; 100 μL of 0.05 M 
solution of hexamethyl benzene; 100 μL CD2Cl2; 150 μL of 0.01 M solution of 4•OONB. All data 
were collected at 298K. 
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Similar Hammett data was obtained when the reactions of 10 with 4•OTs catalysts in the 
presence of excess DTBP was investigated, since these conditions also provided the 
monogold resting state. These conditions exhibited a negative  = –2.80 (Figure 6-13).  
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11
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Figure 6-13. Hammett plot of initial rate constants with catalysts 4a-f•OTs in th presence of excess 
DTBP. Reaction conditions: 150 μL of 0.10 M solution of 10; 100 μL of 0.05 M solution of 
hexamethyl benzene; 100 μL of a 0.20 M solution of DTBP in CD2Cl2; 150 μL of 0.01 M solution of 
4•OTs. All data were collected at 298K. 
 
The positive  with a digold and the negative  with a monogold resting state were not 
trivial to explain. Initially, it was thought that these data indicated a change of the turnover 
limiting step in catalysis depending on the observed catalyst resting state. Typically, a linear 
Hammett plot indicates that the transition state of the reactions does not change upon 
variation of the electronic character of the catalyst. In addition, the algebraic sign of  
indicates, how transition state energies are affected by the electronic variation of a reagent 
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(positive  = higher transition state energy with small  values; negative  = lower transition 
state energy with small  values).  
However, the digold intermediate isotope labeling experiment combined with the 
stoichiometric and catalytic kinetic isotope effect studies clearly demonstrated that 
protodemetallation was turnover limiting for on cycle catalysis, even when a digold reservoir 
was observed. Resting state analysis of reactions that proceeded via a monogold intermediate 
pointed also towards turnover limiting protodemetallation. Therefore, the experiments 
reported in this dissertation demonstrated that for the hydroalkoxylation of allenes, 
protodemetallation of monogold was turnover limiting for product yielding catalysis, 
regardless of the observed intermediate (monogold or digold). Because of the similarity of 
kinetic profiles and rate dependencies on substrate, a purely off cycle role of digold and the 
resulting turnover limiting protodemetallation was also assumed for the hydroarylation, 
however further experimentation is necessary to exclude turnover limiting allene activation / 
nucleophilic attack. Because the product yielding transition state was the same for reactions 
that proceeded via digold or monogold resting states, an alternative explanation had to be 
found to interpret the changing  values with a digold resting state.  
Scheme 6-9 shows a mechanistic model for the monogold cases. If allene activation / 
nucleophilic attack revealed a lower transition state energy than the protodemetallation of the 
monogold intermediate, a negative  would be expected for this reaction. If allene activation 
/ nucleophilic attack were turnover limiting, then a positive  should be obtained. This can be 
rationalized by the energy diagrams shown in Figure 6-14, which illustrate how transition 
state energies of these processes are affected by the electronic alterations of the catalyst.  
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Scheme 6-9. Mechanistic model for a hydrofunctionalization reaction that proceeded only via a 
monogold resting state. 
 
 
Figure 6-14. Energy diagrams of allene activation / nucleophilic attack (left) and protodemetallation 
of monogold (right) with qualitatively estimated transition state energy spreads depending on the 
electronic nature of the catalyst. 
 
Because without digold formation all of the originally added [LAu]+ remained active 
throughout catalysis, the traditional interpretation of Hammett studies was used for reactions 
that proceeded via a monogold resting state.  
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Obviously, when a digold resting state was observed, the explanation of  values was not 
trivial. Using the off cycle mechanistic model in Scheme 6-10, a different energy diagram 
(Figure 6-15) was developed to understand whether a positive or negative  value would be 
expected for digold formation.  
 
Scheme 6-10. Mechanistic model for hydrofunctionalization reactions that proceeded via a digold 
intermediate. 
 
The transition energy spread diagram in Figure 6-15 shows that digold formation is 
favored with basic and disfavored with acidic ligands bound to cationic gold, therefore a 
negative  would be expected for digold formation and a positive  for its back reaction 
(digold dissociation). However, while it is important to understand the electronic effects of 
the catalyst on digold formation, it could not sufficiently explain the positive  values of the 
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catalytic Hammett experiments, since digold formation and digold dissociation were off 
cycle processes.  
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Figure 6-15. Energy diagram of competing digold formation and protodemetallation of monogold 
with qualitatively estimated transition state energy spreads depending on the electronic nature of the 
catalyst. 
 
The only plausible explanation for positive  values with off cycle digold was that the rate 
constant of protodemetallation k3 was less affected by electronic alterations of the catalyst 
than the rate constant k2 of digold formation. For example, when the most electrophilic and 
least electrophilic catalysts 4c•Y (p-X = CF3) and 4f•Y (p-X = OCH3), respectively, were 
used, the rate of digold formation 2 or ’2 for both catalysts was still larger than the rate of 
protodemetallation 3 or ’3. However, in comparison to 4f•Y, the more electrophilic 4c•Y 
disfavored digold formation to a greater extent than it disfavored protodemetallation. As a 
result, a larger amount of originally added [LAu]+ was catalytically active (stayed on cycle) 
with 4c•Y than with 4f•Y, and therefore an overall faster rate was observed with 4c•Y.  
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In other words, altering the electronic character of the catalyst from 4f•Y to 4c•Y lowered 
k2 disproportionally more than it lowered k3. Therefore, with the more electrophilic catalyst 
4c•Y, a higher steady state concentration of monogold-vinyl was present in the reaction 
mixture, which outweighed the negative effects on k3. As a result, the overall rate of catalysis 
increased with more acidic ligands bound to gold and an overall positive  was expressed. 
This meant that the positive  was an artifact of digold formation, and that because of its off 
cycle role, it masked mechanistic insight into the transition state of the turnover limiting step 
of catalysis from Hammett studies. 
Because the on cycle process with a negative  competed with a positive  stemming from 
the variable steady state concentration of monogold-vinyl or the variable amount of on cycle 
catalyst, it should be possible to obtain flat ( = 0) or non-linear Hammett plots (changing ) 
depending on the reaction conditions, e.g. variation of substrate, different counterions, or 
addition of various bases. Because Hammett studies demonstrated that the amount of 
catalytically active catalyst was variable, other kinetic data had to be interpreted extremely 
carefully as well.  
 
6.7 Experimental Data 
Isotope labeling experiment (Scheme 6-6 and Figure 6-1): In a NMR tube were combined 
0.15 mL CD2Cl2, 0.2 mL of a stock solution of 4o•OTs (0.01 M in CD2Cl2), and 0.05 mL of a 
stock solution of mesitylene (0.02 M in CD2Cl2). The solution was cooled to –78°C in a dry 
ice / isopropanol bath and 0.1 mL of a stock solution of 10 (0.01 M in CD2Cl2) were slowly 
added. Full conversion to 14o•OTs was ensured by 1H NMR at –60°C. Then, 0.2 mL of a 
stock solution of 10-CD2 (0.1 M in CD2Cl2) were added slowly at –78°C. The sample was 
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transferred back into the NMR spectrometer, which was warmed together with the sample to 
–45°C. At this temperature 1H NMR data was collected. Individual signals of mesitylene, 11 
and 14o•OTs and combined signals of [11+11-CD2] and [14o+14o-CD2] could be integrated 
and their respective concentration calculated. These concentrations were plotted against time 
in Figure 6-1 (Wb3-062). 
 
  
Chapter 7. Silver Effect in the Intramolecular Hydroarylation of Allenes 
 
In the presence of excess Ag+ a gold-silver resting state was observed instead of a digold 
intermediate. The gold-silver compound was isolated and characterized. Reactivity studies 
showed similarities between the gold-silver and digold vinyl complex. Both resting states 
were simultaneously observed in catalysis. When the reaction proceeded via the gold-silver 
intermediate, a significant drop in rate was identified. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Silver salts are commonly used to activate metal halides for catalytic transformations, and 
this strategy is especially useful in homogenous gold catalysis.180 After control experiments 
demonstrating that the AgY (Y = BF4, OTf, NTf2, etc.) activator does not catalyze the 
reaction of interest, the silver salts are often used in excess to ensure quantitative activation 
of the precatalyst.181 Despite proving that the silver salts themselves are unreactive, there are 
                                            
180 Selected review articles on gold catalysis: (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, Gold Bull. 2004, 37, 51; (b) A. S. K. Hashmi, 
G. J  Hutchings, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 7896; (c) A. S. K. Hashmi, Chem. Rev. 2007, 107, 3180; (d) 
A. S. K. Hashmi, Catal. Today 2007, 122, 211; (e) Z. Li, C. Brouwer, C. He, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3239; (f) R. 
A. Widenhoefer, Chem. Eur. J. 2008, 14, 5382; (g) D. J. Gorin, B. D. Sherry, F. D. Toste, Chem. Rev. 2008, 
108, 3351; (h) A. Arcadi, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3266; (i) E. Jiménez-Núñez, A. M. Echavarren, Chem. Rev. 
2008, 108, 3326; (j) N. Bongers, N. Krause, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2008, 47, 2178; (k) D. J. Gorin, F. D. Toste, 
Nature 2007, 446, 395; (l) A. Fürstner, P. W. Davies, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 3410; (m) A. S. K. 
Hashmi, M. Rudolph, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1766. 
 
181 Selected example of a silver and gold catalyzed reaction: (a) T. Godet, C. Vaxelaire, C. Michel, A. Milet, P. 
Belmont, Chem. Eur. J. 2007, 13, 5632. Selected review articles on silver-catalyzed reactions: (b) U. Halbes-
Letinois, J.-M. Weibel, P. Pale, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2007, 36, 759; (c) J.-M. Weibel, A. Blanc, P. Pale, Chem. Rev. 
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examples of gold(I)-catalyzed reactions where Ag+ affected either activity or selectivity,182 
but models for accommodating such observations are not well appreciated in the gold 
catalysis community. This chapter focuses on observations that point to Ag+ ions intercepting 
Au(I) catalytic intermediates and subsequently effecting catalyst speciation and reaction 
kinetics; a structural model is also suggested. This work was published in Organic Letters.183  
 
7.2 The Observation and Isolation of a Gold-Silver Resting State 
In the investigation of the gold(I)-catalyzed hydroarylation of 1 to 2 with Ph3PAuNTf2 
(4a•NTf2) as the catalyst, 184  it was noted that the catalyst rested at the digold-vinyl 
intermediate 5a•NTf2,185  which could additionally be synthesized by the combination of 
Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2) and the monoaurated vinylgold(I)-complex 3a (see chapter 3). Based 
on the doubly aurated aryl compounds of Schmidbaur, 5a•NTf2 was formulated as an out of 
plane Au-C-Au 3-center-2-electron bond with a stabilizing d10 closed shell aurophilic 
interaction.186 Motivated by the observation of Ag+-effects in gold(I)-catalysis and the known 
                                                                                                                                       
2008, 108, 3149; (d) M. Naodovic, H. Yamamoto, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3132; (e) M. Álvarez-Corral, M. 
Muñoz-Dorado, I. Rodríguez-García, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3174; (f) Y. Yamamoto, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 
3199; (g) N. T. Patil, Y. Yamamoto, Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 3395. 
 
182 See for example: (a) H. Li, R. A. Widenhoefer, Org. Lett. 2009, 11, 2671; (b) M. A. Tarselli, A. R. Chianese, 
S. J. Lee, M. R. Gagné, M. R. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 6670. 
 
183 D. Weber, M. R. Gagné, Org. Lett. 2009, 11, 4962. 
 
184 For selected examples of allene activation by Au(I) catalysts, see: (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, L. Schwarz, J.-H. 
Choi, T. M. Frost, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2000, 39, 2285; (b) L. Liu, B. Xu, M.S. Mashuta, G. B. Hammond, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17642; (c) Z. Zhang, C. Liu, R. E. Kinder, X. Han, H. Qian, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 9066; (d) Z. Liu, A. S. Wasmuth, S. G. Nelson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 
10352; (e) C. Park, P. H. Lee, Org. Lett. 2008, 10, 3359; (f) K. L. Toups, G. T. Liu, R. A. Widenhoefer, J. 
Organomet. Chem. 2009, 694, 571; (g) B. Gockel, N. Krause, N. Org. Lett. 2006, 8, 4485. 
 
185 D. Weber, M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 5733. 
 
186 These Au-Au interactions are estimated to be worth ~10 kcal mol–1. (a) K. A. Porter, A. Schier, H. 
Schmidbaur, Organometallics 2003, 22, 4922. Selected review articles on aurophilicity: (b) H. Schmidbaur, A. 
Schier, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1931; (c) H. Schmidbaur, Gold Bull. 2000, 1, 33; (d) H. Schmidbaur, Chem. 
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examples of auro-argentophilic closed shell interactions in polymetallic complexes, the effect 
of Ag+ on the catalyst speciation was examined.187 
As expected, the catalyst generated in situ from Ph3PAuCl / AgNTf2 (5 mol% / 25 mol%) 
was found to be effective for the conversion of 1 to 2, while the AgNTf2 activator was much 
less reactive at RT.188 Monitoring the reactions by NMR, however, revealed a significantly 
different behavior from Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2) alone. Instead of 5a•NTf2 being observed 
using 4a•NTf2, the Ag+-containing reaction rested at a new structure with a singlet in the 31P 
NMR at δ = 41 ppm (Figure 7-1 (a)). This compound, 26a•NTf2, could be independently 
synthesized by reacting a mixture of 4a•NTf2 and AgNTf2 with 1 in the presence of DTBP, 
which acted to arrest protodemetallation.189 The resonances of this new species (Figure 7-1 
(b)) exactly matched those observed in the 1H and 31P NMR of the in situ monitored catalytic 
reactions. Figure 7-1 (c) and Figure 7-1 (d) additionally displayed the corresponding spectra 
for the isolated intermediates 5a•NTf2 and 3a, respectively. 
                                                                                                                                       
Soc. Rev. 1995, 24, 391; (e) P. Pyykkö, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 4412; (f) P Pyykkö, Inorg. Chim. Acta 
2005, 358, 4113; (g) P. Pyykkö, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2008, 37, 1967; (h) A. N. Nesmeyanov, E. G. Perevalova, K. 
I. Grandberg, D. I. Lemenovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim. 1974, 5, 1124. 
 
187 Selected review on auro-metallophilic interactions: M. Bardaji, A. Laguna, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2003, 3069. 
See reference 190 for selected examples of auro-argentophilic interactions.  
 
188 M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, J. Org. Chem. 2008, 73, 2439. 
 
189 In the presence of AgNTf2, full conversion of 1 to 26a•NTf2 required only 1 equivalent of 4a•NTf2. In 
contrast 2 equivalents of 4a•NTf2 were needed for full conversion of 1 to 5a•NTf2 when no silver salt was 
present, see reference (185). Resin-bound DTBP was used for synthetic applications. 
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Figure 7-1. Comparison of 1H (top) and 31P NMR (bottom) data; a) Catalysis of 1 with 5 mol% 
4a•NTf2 in the presence of 20 mol% AgNTf2 in CD2Cl2; b) Compound 26a•NTf2 trapped with DTBP 
in CD2Cl2; c) Isolated 5a•NTf2 in CD2Cl2; d) Isolated 3a in CDCl3. 
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Analysis of the 1H NMR of 26a•NTf2 indicated a complex with a PPh3 to carbocyclic 
framework ratio of one. Both vinyl protons additionally were found to couple to one 
phosphorous nuclei (Hsyn: 4JPH = 5 Hz; Hanti: 4JPH = 14 Hz), and like 5a•NTf2 and previously 
reported multimetallated compounds, the quaternary bimetallated sp2 carbon showed no 
signal in the 13C NMR, perhaps a result of the quadrupole moment of gold. High resolution 
mass spectrometry showed a m/z of 899.1046 (calcd 899.0966) for the [M–NTf2]+ ion with 
the isotope pattern expected for a Au-Ag containing compound. 
 
7.3 Structural Proposals 
Inspection of X-ray data for numerous simple Au-Ag complexes, e.g. A, suggested that 
Ag+ likely bound to the vinyl carbon and the Au center without significantly perturbing the 
gold-vinyl structure (Figure 7-2).190  
 
                                            
190 Examples of Au-Ag complexes with a bridging carbon: (a) M. Contel, J. Garrido, M. C. Gimeno, P. G. 
Jones, A. Laguna, M. Laguna, Organometallics 1996, 15, 4939; (b) M. Contel, J. Jiménez, P. G. Jones, A. 
Laguna, M. Laguna, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. 1994, 2515; (c) E. J. Fernández, C. Hardacre, A. Laguna, M. 
C. Lagunas, J. M. López-de-Luzuriaga, M. Monge, M. Montiel, M. E. Olmos, R. C. Puelles, E. Sánchez-
Forcada, Chem. Eur. J. 2009, 15, 6222; (d) E. J. Fernández, M. C. Gimeno, A. Laguna, J. M. López-de-
Luzuriaga, M. Monge, P. Pyykkö, D. Sundholm, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 7287; (e) E. J. Fernández, A. 
Laguna, J. M. López-de-Luzuriaga, M. Montiel, M. E. Olmos, J. Pérez, R. C. Puelles, Organometallics 2006, 
25, 4307; (f) E. J. Fernández, A. Laguna, J. M. López-de-Luzuriaga, M. Monge, M. Montiel, M. E. Olmos, M.  
Rodríguez-Castillo, Organometallics 2006, 25, 3639; (g) J. Ruiz, V. Riera, M. Vivanco, S. García-Granda, A. 
García-Fernández, Organometallics 1992, 11, 4077; (h) J. Vicente, M. T. Chicote, M. M. Alvarez-Falcón, P. G. 
Jones, Organometallics 2005, 24, 4666; (i) O. Schuster, U. Monkowius, H. Schmidbaur, S. S. Ray, S. Krüger, 
N. Rösch, Organometallics 2006, 25, 1004; (j) Q.-H. Wei, L.-Y. Zhang, G.-Q. Yin, L.-X. Shi, Z.-N. Chen, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 9940; (k) Z.-L. Xie, Q.-H. Wei, L.-Y. Zhang, Z.-N. Chen, Inorg. Chem. Commun. 
2007, 10, 1206; (l) Q.-H. Wei, G.-Q. Yin, L.-Y. Zhang, Z.-N. Chen, Organometallics 2006, 25, 4941; (m) M. S. 
Hussain, Mazhar-Ul-Haque; O. M. Abu-Salah, J. Cluster Sci. 1996, 7, 167; (n) Mazhar-Ul-Haque, W. Horne, 
O. M. Abu-Salah, J. Crystallogr. Spectrosc. Res. 1992, 22, 421. Other examples: (o) O. Crespo, M. C. Gimeno, 
A. Laguna, C. Larraz, M. D. Villacampa, Chem. Eur. J. 2007, 13, 235; (p) V. J. Catalano, A. L. Moore, Inorg. 
Chem. 2005, 44, 6558; (q) V. J. Catalano, A. O. Etogo, Inorg. Chem. 2007, 46, 5608; (r) V. J. Catalano, A. O. 
Etogo, J. Organomet. Chem. 2005, 690, 6041; (s) J. Vicente, M.-T. Chicote, M.-C. Lagunas, Inorg. Chem. 
1993, 32, 3748; (t) V. J. Catalano, S. J. Horner, Inorg. Chem. 2003, 42, 8430; (u) M. A. Rawashdeh-Omary, M. 
A. Omary, J. P. Fackler Jr. Inorg. Chim. Acta 2002, 334, 376; (v) E. J. Fernández, A. Laguna, J. M. López-de-
Luzuriaga, M. Monge, P. Pyykkö, N. Runeberg, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2002, 750. 
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Figure 7-2. Structural proposals for 26a•NTf2. 
 
In other words, the 3-center-2-electron interaction was not equal and the stronger C–Au 
bond dominated the structure. Since only a single diastereomer was observed, one of the 
diastereofaces had to be preferentially populated.191 However, --dimetallation could not be 
excluded as a possible binding mode. 
 
7.4 Reactivity of Gold-Silver Complex 
Since the putative role of 26a•NTf2 was to react with acid to give 2 and to regenerate 
4a•NTf2 and AgNTf2, the acid stability of 26a•NTf2 was tested (Scheme 7-1). Compound 
26a•NTf2 was unchanged in the presence of 5 equivalents of AcOH, but did provide traces of 
2 with 35 equivalents over 48 h. One equivalent of the stronger acid HNTf2 (generated in situ 
during catalysis) resulted in a rapid protodeauration to form 2. When treated with Br–, 
precipitation of AgBr drove the conversion of 26a•NTf2 to the monoaurated gold-vinyl 3a. 
Addition of Ph3P did not resulted in silver abstraction, instead it seemed that the ligand 
                                            
191 Alternatively the two diastereofaces could be rapidly interconverting through a doubly argented intermediate 
or transition state. Laguna has recently reported a cluster with just such a bonding model, see (a) E. J. 
Fernández, A. Laguna, J. M. López-de-Luzuriaga, M. Montiel, M. E. Olmos, J. Pérez, R. C. Puelles, 
Organometallics 2006, 25, 4307; (b) E. J. Fernández, A. Laguna, J. M. López-de-Luzuriaga, M. Monge, M. 
Montiel, M. E. Olmos, M.  Rodríguez-Castillo, Organometallics 2006, 25, 3639.  
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coordinated to the silver cation. This reactivity was indicated by a control experiment, in 
which 1 equiv of Ph3PAgOTf192 were added to gold-vinyl 3a. In both cases similar NMR 
data were obtained. However, further studies will be necessary to characterize these 
compounds. 
 
 
Scheme 7-1. Reactivity of gold-silver complex 26a•NTf2. 
 
The rapid and clean reaction of 3a, a putative reaction intermediate, with 2 equiv of 
AgNTf2 to form 26a•NTf2, suggested that this process might be viable under catalytic 
conditions, and thus acted to trap intermediate Au(I)-compounds. Similarly, the dinuclear 
gold intermediate 5a•NTf2 reacted with 3 equiv AgNTf2 to provide the mixed metal species 
26a•NTf2 showing that even preformed digold structures could be driven to the 
heterometallic structure.193  
                                            
192 P. Chen, Y. Peng, C. Jia, J. Qu, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2010, 5239. 
 
193 Auro-argentophilic interactions are stronger than Au-Au interactions due to the introduction of a dipolar 
interaction: V. J. Catalano, M. A. Malwitz, A. O. Etogo, Inorg. Chem. 2004, 43, 5714. 
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7.5 Relevance for Catalysis 
Such a silver-for-gold substitution seemed only slightly downhill as it was found in 
catalytic experiments that the resting state monitonically shifted from 26a•NTf2 to 5a•NTf2 
as the Au/Ag ratio was increased. The change in speciation was especially dramatic when the 
gold was added as Ph3PAuCl, which simultaneously decreased the Ag+ concentration by 
precipitation of AgCl (Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4). Under suitably balanced conditions it is 
therefore possible to detect both digold and mixed gold/silver resting states.194 
 
 
Figure 7-3. Change in catalyst resting state from 26a•NTf2 () to 5a•NTf2 () upon additions of 
Ph3PAuCl to a solution of 0.1 mmol of 1 and 25 mol% AgNTf2 in CD2Cl2. 
 
The effect of excess AgNTf2 on the kinetics of the cyclization was also investigated. At a 
Au(I) loading of 5 mol%, the rate with a threefold excess of Ag+ was significantly retarded 
relative to the gold only experiment (Figure 7-5).  
                                            
194 After adding >15 mol% 4a•NTf2 some of it was also observed in the NMR, as was (Ph3P)2AuNTf2.  
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Figure 7-4. Change in catalyst resting state from 26a•NTf2 () to 5a•NTf2 () upon additions of 
4a•NTf2 to a solution of 0.1 mmol 1 and 15.5 mol% AgNTf2 in CD2Cl2. 
 
 
 
Figure 7-5. ln [1] versus time [s] for the conversion to 2 by 1H NMR; 0.1 mmol 1, 5 mol% 
Ph3PAuNTf2 (4a•NTf2), and 0.05 mmol hexamethyl benzene (internal standard) in 0.5 mL CD2Cl2; 
6.2 mg (16 mol%) AgNTf2 was added as a solid. 
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It was demonstrated that even if the reactants are untouched by Ag+, silver ions could still 
influence gold-catalyzed reactions by intercepting key organogold intermediates to form 
dinuclear intermediates with their own unique reactivity. A structural model based on 
existing Au/Ag cluster chemistry literature was proposed, which may rationalize known Ag+-
effects. 
 
7.6 Experimental Data 
Experimental data are published and are available on the WWW under 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ol902116b.  
 
  
Chapter 8. Dual Gold/Palladium Catalysis 
 
The transmetallation of R-groups from gold-vinyl and gold-aryl to palladium complexes is 
described. The development of a dual gold/palladium catalyzed reaction is attempted. An 
unexpected Au(I)/Pd(0) RedOx driven homo-coupling of a gold-aryl complex is reported. 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Pd(0)/Pd(II) catalyzed coupling reactions rely on five basic elementary steps: oxidative 
addition, reductive elimination, migratory insertion, β-elimination, and transmetallation.195 
With the exception of transmetallation, gold complexes rarely facilitate these basic 
transformations, a partial consequence of their high barriers for Au(I)/Au(0) and 
Au(III)/Au(I) RedOx transitions196 along with their preference for low coordination numbers. 
Despite these differences Au(I)/Au(III) catalyzed cross-coupling reactions have been 
reported197,198 under the action of strong oxidants like Selectfluor,199 PhI(OAc)2,200 or peroxy 
                                            
195 X.-F. Wu, P. Anbarasam, H. Neumann, M. Beller, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 9047. 
 
196 For an example of in situ reduction of Au(III) in catalysis, see: A. S. K. Hashmi, M. C. Blanco, D. Fischer, J. 
W. Bats, Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2006, 1387. 
 
197 For short reviews on oxidative coupling reactions with gold, see: (a) H. A. Wegner, Chimia 2009, 63, 44; (b) 
P. Garcia, M. Malacria, C. Aubert, V. Gandon, L. Fensterbank, Chem. Cat. Chem. 2010, 2, 493. 
 
198 Palladium impurities could play the key role in gold-only catalyzed coupling reactions, especially if no 
oxidant is present: (a) T. Lauterbach, M. Livendahl, A. Rosellón, P. Espinet, A. M. Echavarren, Org. Lett. 2010, 
12, 3006; (b) A. Corma, R. Juárez, M. Boronat, F. Sánchez, M. Iglesias, H. García, Chem. Commun. 2011, 47, 
1446.  
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acids.201 Mechanistic studies by Toste on systems utilizing Selectfluor suggest fascinating 
bimolecular reductive elimination mechanistic possibilities.202,203  
Fueled by the seemingly orthogonal reactivity modes of Au and Pd catalysts, are 
suggestions of tantalizing new cross-coupling schemes that sequence the reactivities of Au 
and Pd. Reports of at least partial success in interfacing Au- and Pd catalysis in this manner 
have been published by Blum,204 Hashmi,205 Sarkar,206 and Sestelo.207 In particular, Blum has 
reported an impressive example of bimetallic catalysis wherein a gold-vinyl intermediate 
obtained from an allene activation reaction could be intercepted by an in situ formed 
palladium π-allyl species to perform a vinyl-allyl coupling that was catalytic in both gold and 
                                                                                                                                       
199 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, T. D. Ramamurthi, F. Rominger, J. Organomet. Chem. 2009, 694, 592; (b) L. Ciu, G. 
Zhang, L. Zhang, Bioorg. Med. Chem. Lett. 2009, 19, 3884; (c) G. Zhang, Y. Peng, L. Ciu, L. Zhang, Angew. 
Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 3112; (d) G. Zhang, L. Ciu, Y. Wang, L. Zhang, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 1447; 
(e) W. E. Brenzovich Jr., J.-F. Brazeau, F. D. Toste, Org. Lett. 2010, 12, 4728; (f) L. T. Ball, M. Green, G. C. 
Lloyd-Jones, C. A. Russell, Org. Lett. 2010, 12, 4724; see also: (g) M. N. Hopkins, A. Tessier, A. Salsbury, G. 
T. Giuffredi, L. E. Combettes, A. D. Gee, V. Gouverneur, Chem. Eur. J. 2010, 16, 4739; (h) A. S. K. Hashmi, 
T. D. Ramamurthi, M. H. Todd, A. S.-K. Tsang, K. Graf, Chem. Aust. J. 2010, 63, 1619. 
 
200 (a) A. Kar, N. Mangu, H. M. Kaiser, M. Beller, M. K. Tse, Chem. Commun. 2008, 386; (b) A. Kar, N. 
Mangu, H. M. Kaiser, M. K. Tse, J. Organomet. Chem. 2009, 694, 524. 
 
201 H. A. Wegner, S. Ahles, M. Neuburger, Chem Eur. J. 2008, 14, 11310.  
 
202 (a) A. D. Melhado, W. E. Brenzovich Jr., A. D. Lackner, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 8885; (b) 
W. E. Brenzovich Jr., D. Benitez, A. D. Lackner, H. P. Shunatona, E. Tkatchouk, W. A. Goddard III, F. D. 
Toste, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 5519; (c) N. P. Mankad, F. D. Toste, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 
12859; for a similar proposal, see: (d) S. Komiya, T. A. Albright, R. Hoffmann, J. K. Kochi, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
1976, 98, 7255 and references therein. 
 
203 Intramolecular  reductive elimination has also been observed: V. J. Scott, J. A. Labinger, J. E. Bercaw, 
Organometallics 2010, 29, 4090. 
 
204 (a) Y. Shi, S. D. Ramgren, S. A. Blum, Organometallics 2009, 28, 1275; (b) Y. Shi, S. M. Peterson, W. W. 
Haberaecker III, S. A. Blum, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 2168.  
 
205 (a) A. S. K. Hashmi, C. Lotschütz, R. Döpp, M. Rudolph, T. D. Ramamurthi, F. Rominger, Angew. Chem. 
Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 8243; (b) A. S. K. Hashmi, R. Döpp, C. Lotschütz, M. Rudolph, D. Riedel, F. Rominger, Adv. 
Synth. Catal. 2010, 352, 1307. 
 
206 (a) B. Panda, T. K. Sarkar, Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 3131; (b) B. Panda, T. K. Sarkar, Tetrahedron Lett. 
2010, 51, 301.  
 
207 M. Pena-López, M. Ayán-Varela, L. A. Sandareses, J. P. Sestelo, Chem. Eur. J. 2010, 16, 9905. 
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palladium.208 It was found that undesireable RedOx reactions between Pd(0) and Au(I) could 
interfere with the normal operation of several putative catalytic cycles that couple the 
reactivity of Au and Pd. The work reported in this chapter was published in Chemical 
Communications.209 
 
8.2 Palladium-Catalyzed RedOx Driven Homocoupling 
Motivated by the potential of utilizing aryl and vinyl electrophiles to model the reactivity 
of C(sp2)-Au intermediates in Au(I)-catalysis, the palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling of 
isolated vinyl and arylgold(I)-complexes with aryl-triflates was studied.210 Unfortunately, 
attempts to couple complexes 3a211  or Hammond-vinyl212  and TolOTf with various Pd-
catalysts failed (Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2).213 TLC and GC-MS analysis indicated that at 
best only traces of the desired cross-coupled products were obtained (24 h). 
In contrast, the same reaction conditions converted arylgold(I)-complex 27a into a variety 
of biaryl products (Scheme 8-1). The reaction progress was accompanied by the formation of 
brown particles, which gradually led to a gold mirror on the glass surface. Once TLC 
indicated complete conversion, GC-MS showed that three biaryl products, 28, 29, and 30, 
                                            
208 Y. Shi, K. E. Roth, S. D. Ramgren, S. A. Blum, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 18022. 
 
209 D. Weber, M. R. Gagné, Chem. Commun. 2011, 47, 5172. 
 
210 Sestelo has coupled p-acetylphenyl triflate with in situ formed organometallic gold compounds (from RLi 
and Ph3PAuCl). Attempts to couple isolated Au-complexes 27a or PhAuPPh3 with TolOTf or p-acetylphenyl-
triflate under these published conditions were unsuccessful, see M. Pena-López, M. Ayán-Varela, L. A. 
Sandareses, J. P. Sestelo, Chem. Eur. J. 2010, 16, 9905.  
 
211 (a) D. Weber, M. A. Tarselli, M. R. Gagné, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 5733; (b) D. Weber, M. R. 
Gagné, Org. Lett. 2009, 11, 4962. 
 
212 (a) L.-P. Liu, B. Xu, M. S. Mashuta, G. B. Hammond, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17642; (b) L.-P. Liu, G. 
B. Hammond, Chem. Asian J. 2009, 4, 1230. 
 
213 For ligands commonly used to couple sulfonate electrophiles, see: K. Dooleweerdt, B. P. Fors, S. L. 
Buchwald, Org. Lett. 2010, 12, 2350 and references therein. 
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were generated in an 8:85:7 ratio, respectively. The structure of 30 was confirmed by 1H 
NMR. 
 
 
Figure 8-1. Structures of gold complexes 3a and Hammond-vinyl. 
 
O
PR2 PR2
R = Ph (L1)
R = tBu (L2)
Fe
PPh2
P(tBu)2
L3
P(tBu)2
iPr iPr
iPr
L4  
Figure 8-2. Various ligands utilized in attempted cross-coupling. 
 
 
Scheme 8-1. Palladium-catalyzed coupling reaction of 27a. 
 
A simple mechanistic scheme for the formation of 28 is shown in cycle C, Scheme 8-2. 
Whereas cross-coupling to 28 is initiated by oxidative addition of TolOTf, catalytic homo-
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coupling of 27a to 29 requires a separate oxidant (cycle D, Scheme 8-2) to regenerate Pd(II) 
after reductive elimination of 3. Since no external oxidant was added (with the exception of 
TolOTf which would facilitate cross-coupling) further studies were initiated to gain insight. 
 
 
Scheme 8-2. Mechanistic schemes for cross- and homo-coupling of 27a. 
 
As shown in Table 1, variation of the Pd catalyst did not significantly increase the amount 
of 28 (Table 8-1, entries 1-8), though reaction times did vary from catalyst to catalyst: Pd(II) 
sources tended to be faster. Control experiments showed that when no Pd catalyst was added, 
no conversion of 27a to coupled products was observed by TLC (Table 8-1, entries 9-11). 
Note: thermolysis of 27a in the GC injector port lead to 29.214 
 
                                            
214 GC-MS and GC data could not be used to determine the yield of incomplete reactions, since arylgold(I)-
complexes pass through silica or florisil and homo-couple in the hot injector port.  
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Table 8-1. Ligand screen and control experiments. Reaction conditions: 5-10 mol% [Pd]/L; 2.5 equiv 
TolOTf; 10 mg (17.7 μmol) of 27a. adppf = 1,1’-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene. bPEPPSI-IPr = 
[1,3-Bis(2,6-Diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene](3-chloropyridyl)palladium(II) dichloride. 
cIncomplete conversion to coupled product was indicated by TLC; after the indicated period of time, 
the reactions was analyzed by GC-MS which thermally converts unreacted 27a to 29. dNo conversion 
indicated by TLC. eProduct ratio determined by GC-MS. fSee ref. 214.  
 
Entry Additive [Pd] L Time 28 : 29: 30e 
1 TolOTf Pd(OAc)2 L1 < 19 h 8 : 85 : 7 
2 TolOTf Pd(OAc)2 L3 < 19 h 2 : 84 : 14 
3 TolOTf Pd(OAc)2 L4 24 hc 1 : 86 : 13f 
4 TolOTf dppfPdCl2a None < 19 h 11 : 74 : 15 
5 TolOTf Pd2(dba)3 L1 19 hc 13 : 73 : 14f 
6 TolOTf Pd2(dba)3 L3 24 hc 5 : 83 : 12f 
7 TolOTf Pd2(dba)3 L4 24 hc 7 : 81 : 12f 
8 TolOTf PEPPSI-IPrb None < 19 h 1 : 88 : 12 
9 TolOTf None L1 19 hd – 
10 TolOTf None None 19 hd – 
11 None None None 19 hd – 
 
The source of 29 and 30 was investigated by examining the role of each reaction 
component. When TolOTf was omitted, only 29 and 30 were formed (Figure 8-2, entry 1), 
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which clearly showed that TolOTf did not act as the oxidant for the formation of 29. 
Monitoring the reaction with Pd(OAc)2 by TLC indicated that 27a was consumed within 5 h 
(Figure 8-2, entry 2), and that an initial burst215 of coupled products was followed by a 
slower but steady reaction.  
Using Pd2(dba)3 (Figure 8-2, entry 3), the initial burst was not observed and the reaction 
proceeded slowly. A slightly faster rate could be regained using Pd2(dba)3 in combination 
with TolOTf, but the reaction time was still not as rapid as when a Pd(II) source was used. 
These data suggest that it is a Pd(II) species that first engages Au(I) to produce homo-
coupled products. Since the aryl groups of PAr’3 ligands are known to transfer in Ni, Pd, and 
Pt reductive elimination reactions,216 the possibility that 30 was phosphine derived was tested 
by utilizing (p-tol)3PAuAr (27d) (Ar = 3,5-Xyl) (Figure 8-2, entries 4 and 5). Not 
surprisingly, a significant amount of 28 was observed. When Ph-Xphos (L1) was utilized as 
the phosphine ligand for Pd a small amount of 30 was also observed, pointing to two ligand 
sources for the aryl group (Figure 8-2, entry 5). 
                                            
215 The initial burst was qualitatively observed by TLC. It is best explained by a fast first turnover of a Pd(II) 
source. 
 
216 (a) J. Vicente, M. D. Bermũdez, J. Escribano, Organometallics 2010, 10, 3380; (b) A. Nakamura, S. Otsuka, 
Tetrahedron Lett. 1974, 463 and references therein. 
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Table 8-2. No addition of TolOTf and variation of substrate. Reaction conditions: 5-10 mol% [Pd]/L; 
10 mg (17.7 μmol) of 27a. a3.1 equivalents of PPh3 vs. 27a were added. bIncomplete conversion to 
coupled product was indicated by TLC; after the indicated period of time, the reactions was analyzed 
by GC-MS which thermally converts 27a to 29. cOnly an initial burst to coupled product was 
observed. dNo conversion indicated by TLC. eProduct ratio determined by GC-MS. fSee ref. 214. gAn 
0:84:16 mixture (NMR ratio) of products was isolated by flash column chromatography on silica 
(45% yield of 29, and a 5% yield of 30).  
 
Entry Substrate [Pd] L’ Time 28 : 29: 30e 
1 27a  Pd(OAc)2 L1 < 19 h 0 : 76 : 24 
2 27a  Pd(OAc)2 L1 < 5 h 0 : 75 : 25 
3 27a  Pd2(dba)3 L1 19 hb 0 : 98 : 2f 
4 27d  Pd(OAc)2 L1 5 hb 19 : 80 : 1f 
5 27d  Pd(OAc)2 L1 5 hb 18 : 82 : 0f 
6 27p  Pd(OAc)2 L1 5 hc – 
7 27q  Pd(OAc)2 L1 12 hc – 
8 27a  Pd(OAc)2 None < 2 h 0 : 83 : 17g 
9 27a  Pd(OAc)2 PPh3a 12 hd – 
 
In the case of the non-phosphine NHC complexes IPrAuAr (27p) and IMesAuAr (27q) 
(Ar = 3,5-Xyl) only an initial burst of homo-coupling was observed, with neither reaction 
progressing beyond this point (Figure 8-2, entries 6 and 7). These experiments suggested that 
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either the PAr’3 ligand was necessary to facilitate the reaction or that NHC ligands 
sufficiently stabilized the Au(I) state to inhibit the RedOx process. In the absence of added 
phosphine ligand Pd(OAc)2 fully converted 27a within 2 h at 58°C (Figure 8-2, entry 8). 
Conversely, 3.1 equivalents of PPh3 completely inhibited the conversion to 29 (Figure 8-2, 
entry 9), supporting the notion that stabilizing Au(I) either through NHC’s or excess 
phosphine could inhibit the RedOx reaction.217  
We also attempted to elucidate with a Hg drop test whether the reaction was homogenous 
or heterogeneous.218 Unfortunately, this led to an instant decomposition of 27a as previously 
observed by Grandberg while studying the RedOx potential of gold complexes on Hg 
electrodes (Scheme 8-3).219 
 
 
Scheme 8-3. Hg(0)/Au(I) RedOx reaction observed by Grandberg. 
 
The catalytic coupling of two nucleophiles requires an oxidant. Based on the Grandberg 
RedOx precedent, the observed gold mirror, and the experimental results we propose that 
reduction of Au(I) to Au(0) accounts for the necessary RedOx equivalents. As outlined in 
step a of Scheme 8-4, two equivalents of Au(I) are consumed to regenerate Pd(II) with the 
                                            
217 The exact nature of the inhibiting effect of PPh3 is unclear, but we note that when it is in excess not even a 
single turnover occurs. 
 
218 D. R. Anton, R. H. Crabtree, Organometallics 1983, 2, 855. 
 
219 R. D. Rakhimov, K. P. Butin, K. I. Grandberg, J. Organomet. Chem. 1994, 464, 253. 
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Au(0) eventually forming the gold mirror.220 Since the Hg drop experiment failed, the role of 
Pd and/or Au nanoparticles cannot be eliminated from consideration. 
 
2 R3PAuIOAc
L2Pd0
L2PdII
2 R3PAuIAr
OAc
OAc
L2PdII
Ar
Ar
Ar–Ar
2 R3PAuIOAc
2 "R3PAu0"a
 
Scheme 8-4. Proposed mechanism for the homo-coupling of 27a. 
 
In conclusion, a Pd-catalyzed homo-coupling of arylgold(I)-complexes has been observed. 
While of limited applicability in synthesis, these results have illuminated a point of 
incompatibility between these two metals and suggested strategies for overcoming these 
shortcomings. Since Au-mirrors are relatively common occurences in gold-catalyzed 
reactions, these results demonstrate how two elements with orthogonal reactivity profiles can 
be RedOx incompatible and thus impede the development of dual Au(I)/Pd(0) catalysts. 
 
8.3 Experimental Data 
Experimental data are published and are available on the WWW under 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c1cc11055a.  
                                            
220 While this paper was under review Blum disclosed a nickel-catalyzed cross-coupling of organogold reagents: 
J. J. Hirner, S. A. Blum, Organometallics 2011, 30, 1299. Notable observations include RedOx chemistry 
between Au(I) and Ni(0) to generate paramagnetic Ni(I) (i.e. single electron processes) and gold mirrors. We 
are unable to confirm the presence of Pd(I) intermediates in the present chemistry. 
  
Chapter 9. New Avenues in Gold Catalysis 
 
Mechanistic studies on gold-vinyl intermediates and gold-aryl model complexes lead to 
new hypotheses of the stereochemistry determining step in gold catalysis and an alternative 
activation protocol of gold-catalyst precursors with hard Lewis acids. The collaborative 
development of a novel gold-catalyzed enantioselective Cope-rearrangement is noted.  
 
9.1 Introduction 
While studying the properties of monogold- and digold-vinyl intermediates in catalysis, 
several key features were recognized that opened new avenues in gold catalysis. Utilizing a 
second metal to intercept gold-vinyl intermediates has been described in chapters 7 and 8. 
However, other mechanistic factors that affect the outcome of a gold-catalyzed reaction are 
discussed below. These approaches may expand the utility of gold in asymmetric catalysis, in 
natural product synthesis, or in combined catalysis of hard / soft Lewis acids.  
 
9.2 Origin of Chiral Induction in Gold Catalysis 
In 2007 Toste published a powerful chiral counterion strategy for asymmetric gold 
catalysis in Science. 221 The application of chiral phosphate anions allowed the synthesis of 
enantioenriched products obtained from the hydroalkoxylation of achiral allenes. Close ion 
                                            
221 G. L. Hamilton, E. J. Kang, M. Mba, F. D. Toste, Science 2007, 317, 496. 
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pairing between cationic gold intermediates and the counterion was believed to induce 
chirality during the cyclization step.222 This hypothesis was based on other enantioselective 
ACDC (asymmetric counterion directed catalysis).223 However, lessons learned about the 
mechanism of the hydroalkoxylation of 10 (chapter 4 and 6) offered an alternative 
explanation. Since monogold 13 and digold 14 favored kinetic cycloreversion to 10 over 
protodemetallation to 11, a dynamic kinetic resolution of an in situ formed racemic mixture 
of gold-vinyl intermediates and in situ formed chiral acid could be envisioned. Because of 
transition state energy differences in the protodeauration step of the matched vs. the 
unmatched gold-vinyl / chiral acid pair, this alternative model could explain the 
enantioselective outcome of these reactions (Scheme 9-1). 
 
 
Scheme 9-1. Dynamic kinetic resolution of in situ formed gold-vinyl intermediates and chiral 
Brønsted acids (bottom) as an alternative proposal for the close ion pair model (top) in 
enantioselective gold catalysis. 
 
                                            
222 J. Lacour, D. Linder, Science 2007, 317, 462. 
 
223 (a) S. Mayer, B. List, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 4193; (b) N. J. A. Martin, B. List, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2006, 128, 13368; (c) S. Mukherjee, B. List, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 11336;  
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Stereochemistry determining protodemetallation could even be suggested for reactions 
where chiral gold catalysts are used. The formation of a diastereomeric mixture of gold-vinyl 
intermediates could also form a matched miss-matched pair with a non-chiral acid.  
 
9.3 Lewis Acid Mediated Catalyst Activation 
During studies with gold-aryl model complexes, a Brønsted acid effect was observed, in 
which the acid activated the counterion of gold complexes and increased the electrophilic 
character of the metal center (see chapter 5). This observation suggested that Lewis acids 
could be used to activate gold complexes with coordinating anions, such as OAc, for 
catalysis (Scheme 9-2).224  
 
 
Scheme 9-2. Lewis acid mediated activation of Ph3PAuOAc. 
 
Proof of principle was demonstrated for the hydroarylation of allene 1 (Scheme 9-4). A 
mixture of 1 and 10 mol% 4a•OAc in CD2Cl2 was monitored by NMR for 24 h. No catalysis 
was observed. Upon addition of BF3•Et2O (excess) the catalytic conversion of 1 to 2 was 
noted. NMR studies revealed characteristic signals of an intermediate digold species.  
A Lewis acid mediated activation protocol could be applied to circumvent the current 
limitations of chiral phosphates. For example, the hydroarylation of 1 did not proceed in the 
                                            
224 This approach was attempted in early work: (a) J. H. Teles, S. Brode, M. Chabanas, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 
1998, 37, 1415; (b) S. K. Schneider, W. A. Herrmann, E. Herdtweck, Z. Allg. Anorg. Chem. 2003, 629, 2363. 
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presence of 4a•OPE indicating a narrower substrate spectrum with this catalyst due to the 
stronger coordination of OPE in comparison to other counterions. 
 
 
Scheme 9-3. Proof of principle for a Lewis acid mediated activation of 4a•OAc using the 
intramolecular hydroarylation of 1 as a model reaction.  
 
 
Scheme 9-4. Lewis acid mediated activation of gold catalysts with coordinating anions. 
 
Furthermore, chiral Lewis acids could be used to selectively enhance the electrophilicity 
of one enantiomer of a racemic mixture of 4a•OPE (Scheme 9-4). This scenario could 
provide indirect stereochemical induction from the chiral Lewis acid to the final product by 
specifically activating the gold catalyst with the matching chiral anion. 
 
9.4 Enantioselective Cope-Rearrangement 
In collaborative work with fellow graduate student Ryan J. Felix and the Tantillo group at 
the University of California at Davis an enantioselective Cope-rearrangement was developed. 
Since its discovery in the 1940’s, no asymmetric variant of the Cope rearrangement of achiral 
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1,5-dienes has emerged, despite the successes that have been achieved with a number of its 
heteroatom variants (Claisen, aza-Cope, etc). This work describes the first example of an 
enantioselective Cope reaction that starts from an achiral diene (Scheme 9-5). A new gold(I) 
catalyst derived from double Cl–-abstraction of (S)-3,5-xylyl-PHANEPHOS(AuCl)2 has been 
developed for the sigmatropic rearrangement of alkenyl-methylene cyclopropanes.  
 
 
Scheme 9-5. Asymmetric Cope-rearrangement catalyzed by gold. 
 
The synthetically useful vinyl cyclopropane products are obtained in high yield and 
enantioselectivity. Density functional theory calculations predict that: 1) the reaction 
proceeds via a cyclic carbenium ion intermediate, 2) the relief of strain in the methylene 
cyclopropane moiety provides the driving force for the rearrangement, and 3) metal 
complexation of the transition state structure lowers the rearrangement barriers. Because this 
study described new concepts to gold catalysis, it was published in Nature Chemistry.225 
 
 
                                            
225 R. J. Felix, D. Weber, O. Gutierrez, D. J. Tantillo, M. R. Gagné, Nature Chem. 2012, in print. 
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